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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

This research was designed to document the key factors in the success of nine uT

ban high schools that prepare students for specific occupational fields as well as for college

entrance. The study was undertaken in order to provide information about how these high

schools deliver services to students and to stimulate discussion and action which will en-

courage further development of exemplary career-related/college preparatory education.

New York City, Chicago, and Metropolitan Los Angeles were the locations selected

for this study. They were selected because they are large urban centers in which there are

significant numbers of minority students and students from low-income families. Many of

the schools in these cities have a high dropout rate, especially among minority and disad-

vantaged populations. Even so, a number of schools in these locations are experiencing

success, despite socioeconomic problems and problems associated with large school sys-

tems. We felt these schools were worth investigating.

The research yielded ten factors which may be associated with the success of the

schools. Each school has many, if not all, of the following characteristics:

1. A safe and orderly environment conducive to teaching and learning.

2. A businesslike attitude on the part of students and teachers which creates an atmo-
sphere of constructive energy in the school.

3. A warm and caring school climate.

4. An admissions process that makes students feel specialbased upon student interest
in the career specialty or set of subjects, not solely upon student test scores.

5. A dual missionto prepare each student for an occupation and for college.

6. High expectations for all students to succeed accompanied by attempts to minimize
grouping of students by ability.

7 . A curriculum organized around an industry or a discrete set of subjects.

8. The integration of theory and practice in the courses of instruction.

9. Strong linkages with business and industry and sometimes with local institutions of
higher education.

10. Leadership in the office of the principal that is at the same time inspiring, sensitive,
and firm.

1
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Two additional comments should be made. First, in each school, site administra-

tors and teachers encounter barriers, or difficulties, as they work to maintain the character-

istics that have led to success. Many of the barriers result from school system and teacher

union restrictions, including rules regarding selection, hiring, and training of teachers, as

well as from state and local budget allocations and the priorities that have been established

for those allocations.

Second, the financial analyses in the fourth section indicate that differentials in op-.
elating or recurring costs appear to be relatively small when the exempiu.) schools are

compared to other schools. However, the capital outlays required in certain occupational

fields are large. Heavy capital costs point toward the desirability of establishing specialized

high schools (by industry or subject), so that the capital costs can be spread over a suffi-

cient number of students with common interests to make the purchase of advanced equip-

ment feasible.

In summary, we have attempted to give a clear indication of some of the things

which can, and are, being done in large urban areas to meet the needs of students. These

nine schools are moving toward an ideal and have a vision about their mission to educate

young people. There are other schools like them and even more, which with a little help

and encouragement, can move in this direction. We hope we have provided some insight

into what makes schools succeed and what needs to be done to deep them on course. We

hope this report will help other schools follow their example.
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INTRODUCTION

With the release of A Nation at Risk in 1983, there has been widespread concern

over the quality of education in the United States, especially in our high schools. There

are, however, a number of high schools that re doing an excellent job, despite the enor-

mous problems facing the schools today.

For the past decade, we have had the opportunity to observe the operation of a set

of exceptional secondary schools that exist in or near large cities. Indeed, one of the au-

thors, Dr. Russell, is chiefly responsible for the creation of one of these exemplary

institutions.

After a few brief comments about the three school systems of New York City,

Chicago, and Los Angeles, we will present case studies of secondary programs within

those systems. These case studies highlight the ten important characteristics of successful

inner city schools, as listed in the Summary of Findings. To some extent, these character-

istics can be defended by reference to the educational literature, thoubh, as we all know,

educational literature is not itself without controversy. Even so, our list of preferred char-

acteristics may appear to reflect our ideology, and so be it.

Case studies were written for nine successful schools or, in one case, a successful

program in a school. Six of the schools are in New York City, two are in Chicago, and

one is in the metropolitan La.; Angeles area. They were identified as exemplary by the fol-

lowing three criteria:

1. The school, or a program within a school, was rated highly by school district
personnel.

More students want to attend the school than can be accepted; or in the case of the
program which was studied, the popularity of the program is increasing
thamatically.

3. The school as a whole, or a program contained within the school, is reported to
have above average success in motivating students to stcy in school.
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The schools identified for this research were as follows:

New York

Aviation High School
High School of Fashion Industries
Murry Bergtraum High School for Business Careers
The Entrepreneurship Program at Jane Addams High School
Brooklyn Technical High School
Manhattan Center High School for Science and Mathematics

ChLago

Chicago High School for Agricultural Sciences
George Westinghouse Vocational High School

Metropolitan Los Angeles

Southern California Regional Occupational Center

Site visits to the schools took place during the 1987-1988 and 1988-89 academic

years. We spent two to four days in each school touring the buildings, interviewing teach-

ers and administrators, observing classes, and talking informally to students. The inter-

view guide, which is in Appendix Al, was used in an unstructured manner. It was not al-

ways adhered to in terms of a strict sequence, but efforts were made to have all of the

questions answered by all of the schools. Interviewees were informed that the school or

program had been chosen for the study because of its exemplary nature.

At times, the uniqueness of each school situation made uniformity of question and

response impossible. In some instances, dissimilarities among the schools made it difficult

to make comparisons among the case studies. For example, most of the schools had lower

dropout rates than the school district as a whole, but in trying to report these rates we found

that the computations are done in a variety of ways. It is important that the reader keep this

in mind when making comparisons.

Although the tour of the school, the interviews, and the observations could have

been conducted in less time than we took in each school, an important strategy was to

schedule them over two to four days. In this way the preliminary data collected on the first

visit could be reviewed for uniformity and questions could be posed in the subsequent vis-

its about data we found to be puzzling or incomplete. We also consulted reports and/or

promotional materials published by the schools and by the respective Boards of Education.
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We do not suggest that each of the nine schools discussed here represents the com-

plete embodiment of our set of preferred characteristics, but each has a sufficiency to be re-k- ,-,

garded as distinctive. Also included in each case study is a section about issues. These

are problems to be solved and barriers to be overcome in the progress of these schools to-

ward a more ideal state of service to students.

Following the case studies is an in-depth financial analysis of the schools for which

case studies have been presented. How much does an exemplary integrated program offer-

ing academic preparation and a high standard of occupational skills cost as compared to

conventional secondary programs? A very fine-grained analysis of this question is offered.

Finally, we discuss the findings and draw conclusions from the case studies.

These should be of interest to a varied audience of practitioners, administrators, and poli-

cymakers. Implications for policy at local, regional, and national levels are presented.

This study could not have been conducted without the cooperation of many persons

in New York City, New York; Chicago, Illinois; and Los Angeles County, California. Our

sincere thanks to those individuals in the school systems and the schools themselves who

made this research possible.

We wish to thank Laura Jeanne Gomez, Administrative Assistant for the National

Center for Research in Vocational Education, for her tireless effort in preparing this

manuscript.
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THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS

Major organ;zational differences exist among the New York City and Chicago pub-

lic school systems and the regionalized district in Southern California. These must be taken

into account when reading the case studies and drawing conclusions about the patterns in

exemplary occupational education.

New York City Public Schools

With nearly one million students enrolled, and a budget of $6.4 billion, New York

City has the largest public school system in the United States. Of the 940,000 students in

the system, over seventy-five percent are from minority groups-393% are Black, 29.5%

are Hispanic, 24% are White, 7.1% are Asian or Pacific Islander, and .1% are Alaskan or

Native American Indian.

The city system is under the jurisdiction of the New York State Board of Regents,

but many functions such as developing curriculum and certifying teachers are accomplished

at the city level. The Regents require all students in New York City to score at least a

minimum level of competence on statewide tests.

Two types of regional organization structure the one-thousand schools into

administrative districts. The first is the placement of all elementary schools, intermediate

schools, and junior high schools into thirty-two community school districts which are

administered by locally elected school boards.

The intermediate schools, which usually include grades six through eight, and the

junior high schools, which usually include grades seven through nine, are feeder schools

for one-hundred and thirteen high schools. The high schools are administered by the

central Board of Education which appoints five high school superintendents. Their

jurisdictions correspond loosely to the five boroughs of New York City: Manhattan, th,,,

Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens, and Staten Island. Until 1983, the vocational high schools

were organized under a separate superintendent. Citing the need for all students to have a

broad education, the Board of Education changed the organization to one in which the vo-

cational schools are administered by the superintendents in the respective boroughs. When

we asked vocational school personnel how this change had affected them, their answers
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indicated that it was a negative change. They feel there are no longer any advocates for vo-

cational education in the top levels of the system.

Seventy-seven of the high schools are categorized as academic/comprehensive

schools, twenty are vocational or vocational/technical schools, and sixteen are alternative

schools. The category containing the most high schools, academic/comprehensive, is di-

vided into the following three types: (1) zoned schools, which hold seats for all students

according to where they reside; (2) educational options schools, whic:i offer tnree years of

instruction in specific career areas and accept students according to a number of selection

criteria; and (3) specialized high schools, which select students based on the results of a

competitive examination. The schools designated as educational options schools are ones

which generally fit the term "magnet schools." They have specialized programs that attract

some students away from their zoned schools and promote more racial heterogeneity.

All of New York City's high schools, except some alternative schools, are four

year programs. Vocational schools, option schools, and specialized schoois usually select

students from any part of the city. Students may enter in grade nine or grade ten. The high

schools have developed selection and programming procedures for students entering from

intermediate schools, junior high schools, and from other nigh schools.

On the application to New York City high schools, students list their choices of

school and program in order of preference. They are accepted into schools during MO

rounds of selection which occur citywide. For example, a student who has taken the com-

petitive examination for a specialized high school may have listed that as first choice and

perhaps a vocational school as the second choice. If the student is accepted into both

schools, he or she will probably accept the seat at the specialized school during the first

round of selection and turn down the acceptance from the vocation school since accep-

tance into a specialized school is usually more desirable to highly-qualified students. Thus

during the second sound, that student is out of the selection pool and the seat at the voca-

tional school will be offered to another student Students who are not accepted to special-

ized schools, vocational schools, or option schools are assigned to their zoned high

schools.

The selection procedure in New York City has become complex, not ony in its

:administration, but also in the behavioral sense in that parents and students have developed

strategies to use the complexities of the system to maximize the chance of being chosen for

8
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their school of preference. For example, eighth graders who are not accepted to their first

choice school sometimes remain in junior high school so that they may reapply to high

school again in grade nine. Many students try to avoid going to zoned schools. They and

their parents generally feel that zoned schools are academically inferior and not as safe as

vocational and option schools. This set of complexities and strategies is an important part

of how vocational and career-related education takes place in New York City.

The reduction of overcrowding and the promotion of racial balance is accomplished

in the New York City Schools by the Optional Assignment Programs. These are stti4:-.iit

assignment schemes that give eligible students a wider choice of high schools by disregard-

ing zone restrictions. In other words, students who are not accepted to vocational or option

schools may apply to go to a zoned school that is not designated for them if it will result in

the achievement of a student body which is more balanced by race, ethnicity, andibr

gender.

The dropout rate for high school students in New York City was 22.4% for the

class of 1987. This rate was computed by calculating the number of students who were en-

rolled as freshmen in 1983 and subtracting from it the number of students in that cohort

who wen not enrolled in high school and had not transferred out of the system in 1987.

The administrative organization within New York City high schools varies from

many other systems. Each high school has numerous assistant principals who are respon-

sible for academic areas, guidance, and administration. These assistant principals usually

teach one course a day and spend the rest of their time in administration and supervision of

teachers in their discipline. There is a shortage of vocational educators, especially shop

teachers, in New York City. Presently, approximately seventy-five percent of the

vocational teaching staff are within five years of the time they may be expected to retire.

Several factors have diminished the supply of qualified vocational education teach-

er, .. the school system. One was the city's financial crisis in 1975 during which many

vocational *eachers (and others) were not rehired. Many of these teachers found employ-

ment in the trade 3 and did not return to teaching. Another problem which is still of general

concern is that even with recent increases, teachers' salaries are lower than those of people

working in business and industry. Even though people working in various trades for at

least five years can teach in vocational schools while they are taking the college courses
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required for their teaching certificates, it is still difficult to attract new vocational teachers

without special incentives.

A long-range program to increase the number of vocational teachers in New York

City is the Substitute Vocational Assistant (SVA) Program. Most of the vocational high

schools participate in this program for which students who have graduated from vocational

schools apply. If they are accepted into the program, they become teaching assistants

earning nine-tenths of a beginning teacher's salary while attending college at night and

spending their days alternating between a job in industry and teaching in a vocational

school. During their teaching assignments they work with a mentor who is a certified vo-

cational teacher. Their tuition costs are paid by the Board of Education and they receive full

union benefits. At the end of five years the "SVAs" will be certified vocational teachers.

This program is an incentive to vocational education graduates to become vocational

teachers. As it includes twenty-nine different skilled trades taught in New York City voca-

tional schools, it should help to ease the shortage by providing teachers who are knowl-

edgeable and experienced. Vocational teachers encourage graduating students to enter the

program, but they admit that recruitment of students to bccome S' 'As is increasingly

difficult.

The Chicago Public Schools

The Chicago Public Schools constitutes the third largest school district in the na-

tion. There are almost 425,000 students enrolled in four-hundred and ninety-five

elementary schools and sixty-five secondary schools. There are no junior high schools in

the distr The school district employs forty thousand people and has an annual budget

approaching two billion dollars.

Student racial/ethnic composition in Chicago in 1987-88 was 60% Black, 24%

Hispanic, 12.9% White, 2.9% Asian/Pacific Islander, and 0.2% Alaskan Native/American

Indian. The dropout rate is one of the highest in the nation. The most recent figures are for

the class of 1985, which had a dropout rate of 44.9%.

The district is governed by an eleven member Board of Education appointed by the

Miyor. The General Superintendent of Schools and the Chief Financial Officer report to

the Board. The district has a central office operation as well as subdistricts throughout the
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city. There are currently twenty elementary districts and three high school districts

geographically located in the North, Central, and South sections of the city. The

superintendents of those districts report to the Deputy Superintendent of Schools, the

second person in charge.

The administrative organization within Chicago high schools includes a principal

and several assistant principals, the number depending upon the schocrs enrollment. The

assistant principals are responsible for attendance, discipline, programming, and other ad-

ministrative matters. Department chairpersons are regular classroom teachers elected by

their peers to serve as leaders. Unlike the department chairs in New York City, they have

no released time, no extra pay, and no responsibility for supervision of other teachers.

There are 115,778 high school students who attend fifty-six general high schools

and nine vocational high schools. A number of these schools have magnet programs or

operate as magnet schools, drawing students from all parts of the city.

Vocational education in Chicago has not been accused of being a dumping ground

for students who are less able academically. In fact, vocational schools have had the repu-

tation over the years of being elitist because they require entering ninth grade students to

have a standardized reading and math score of at least 7.0. General, or neighborhood, high

schools must accept all students within their boundaries, regardless of reading and math

scores.

Although vocational high schools have traditionally drawn better students than the

general high schools, they have still come under attack in recent years for not responding to

needs in business and industry, for continuing to provide training in occupations no longer

viable, for not keeping up-to-date in various occupational areas, and for providing poor or

inadequate career counseling to students.

Magnet schools have been effective in attracting and retaining students as well as in

increasing racial diversity in the schools. Student sel ction is controlled by each high

school district. Although the schools are able to pre-screen applications, the acceptance

decisions are made at the district ievel. If more applicants apply than there are spaces, the

district selects students by lottery. Standardized test scores cannot be used as criteria for

admission. However, report card grades and attendance patterns can be used to screen

applicants. All magnet schools have waiting lists.



As in New York City, students in Chicago try to avoid attending their
neighborhood high schools because they are considered academically inferior and not as

safe as vocational an magnet high schools.

The Chicago Public Schools have the same problem as the New York City schools

in attracting qualified teachers in occupational area:, because these people can make more

money in business and industry. A senuus teacher shortage has not yet occurred in the vo-

cational area, however.

Los Angeles County Public Schools

Los Angeles County is the second largest population center in the United States.

Covering 4,083 square miles, the county's 1988 population was 8,265,100. Within the

county's boundaries are numerous incorporated areas or cities, each with its own mayor

and city council. The largest city is Los Angeles, which covers 467 square miles with al-

most 3.3 million residents. Surroundirg the cities are unincorporated areas governed by

the Los Angeles Board of Supervisors.

Los Angeles Unified School District
The Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) serves almost all 467 square

miles of the city of Los Angeles and the eight other cities in the county: Cudahy, Gardena,

Huntington Park, Lomita, Maywood, San Fernando, Vernon, and West Hollywood.

Also, within the district's boundaries are portions of nineteen other cities and many unin-

corporated areas. The total LAUSD service area covers 708 square miles, ranging south of

San Pedro and north of Chatsworth in the San Fernando Valley. The district's population

base in this service area is almost four million people.

As Los Angeles County is the country's second largest population center after New

York City, so too is LAUSD after the New York City Public School System. As of

October, 1988, the K-12 LAUSD enrollment was almost 595,000 students. The senior

high school (grades 10-12) enrollment was close to 120,000; magnet schools and centers

(K-12) totaled 27,100.
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LAUSD K-12 enrollment constitutes forty-five percent of all students enrolled in

public elementary and secondary schools in Los Angeles County. This same LAUSD stu-

dent population made up 13.2% of all California K-12 publit., school enrollments.

Ther;. Is considerable ethnic : iersity in the district. Using the 1988 K-12 student

enrollm.nt tirure, the LAUSD ethnic composition was as follows: (1) Asian, 8.2%; (2)

Black, 17.7%; (3) Caucasian, 16.9%; (4) Hispanic, 56.3%, and (5) Native American,

0.3%. The district's bilingual education program seues almost 160,000 students.
Although ei9Itty-one different languages are representta in tin district, Spanish is spoken

by ninety percent of the students in bilingual education.

The district has a total of 825 schools and centers to provide educational services.

Of these facilities, forty-nine schools are senior high schools; six are occupational centers

(grades nine through adult); and eighty-seven are K-12 magnet schools or programs

LAUSD employs 57,379 regular, full-time employees. Of this total, 50.6%, or

29,029, are certified teaching staff. The other certificated personnel include, 4,063 adminis-

trators and counselors. The remaining 24,287 classified (nonteaching) staff, 42.3% of all
4)

staff, provide various support services throughout the district.

The total 1988-89 school year district budget totaled nearly $3.5 billion. This fig-

ure makes LAUSD financially equal in size to the twenty-third largest corporation in

California. State aid comprises the largest percentage, 75.9%, of the district's budget. The

next two largest percentages are local taxes controlled by the state, ten percent, and federal

aid, nine percent. Other sources of income include developer fees and interest on LAUSD

investments (less than two percent each), and cafeteria sales, local taxes for debt services,

and other local income (less than one perc,:nt each).

District expenditures from this budget are primarily concentrated in salaries and

benefits at 70.4% of the $3.5 billion total. Other expenses include such items as instruc-

tional materials, utilities, land and buildings, food, debt service, and reserves.

LAUSD administration and governance is largely decentralized. The central

LAUSD headquarters office in downtown Los Angeles houses the Superintendent of

Schools and two Deputy Superintendents (one for schools, the other for school operations)

and the Chief Business and Financial Officer and much of their staff. Paralleling the

13"



downtown offices, however, are eight administrative regions throughout the district each

with a superintendent responsible for the elementary, junior high, and magnet schools in

that region. Four other major administrative units include the senior high schools division,

the adult and occupational education division, the child development division, and the divi-

sion of special education.

The LAUSD Board of Education has seven members who are elected for four-year

terms from specific geographic areas of the district. Elections occur every two years with

odd-numbered and even-numbered seats alternating at each election as terms expire. Each

board member has an office and support staff at the district's headquarters.

is
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THE CASE STUDIES

Aviation High School
New York, New York

Setting and Climate
Twenty airplanes fill an enormous cavity of indoor/out&ci space at Aviation High School.

The 1,680 students and 215 staff members ride six stories a escalators passing to and from

classes and offices in this twenty-seven year old school. The school is a place, according to the

Student Organization President, where "time is wisely spent." It offers New York City youngsters

a chance to specialize in aviation mechanics and careers relating to engineering while receiving a

solid academic education. Students have the opportunity to receive various diplomas and certifi-

cates from New York State, New York City, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), and the

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) upon graduation.

The school is organized into specialized areas including rooms for administration and guid-

ance, academic classrooms, laboratories, and heavy machinery shops. Behind it all lies the hangar

full of planes and aviation paraphernalia. The location of the school in the borough of Queens

makes it convenient to both of New York City's airports.

Students
It is understandable why more than three thousand students apply for the six to seven hun-

dred vacancies in the school each year. The faculty and students take pride in the fact that Aviation

is compared with and shares applicants with New York City's three examination high schools,

which are the Bronx High School of Science, Brooklyn Technical High School, and Stuyvesant

High School.

Ten years ago Aviation High School had an enrollment of 2,900, nearly 1_,0% over capac-

ity. Part of the reason for the decrease in the student population was a decrease in available space.

Over the last decade Aviation has lost fifteen percent of its academic classroom space to new popu-

lations and services which have been added. These include special education classes (initiated at

Aviation seven years ago), more guidance personnel, three rooms converted into computer labora-

tories, and a room for a school-based support team.

The student population now includes 1,751 males and 103 females. Of the total, sixteen

percent are Black, twenty-one percent are White, fifty percent Ilspanic and thirteen percent are
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Asian. Next year more than 1,900 students are expected; at that point the school will be up to its

present capacity. A public relations campaign is being used to encourage more females to apply.

Females who are already enrolled travel to the junior high schools and middle schools to tell

prospective students about the school. Videos and posters will be made showing males and fe-

males working and studying at Aviation, and a girls' locker room will be built. Despite such ef-

forts, the female enrollment is expected to rise very slowly, if at all, since aviation and engineering

careers are still seen by many people as masculine domains.

Until the 1987-88 freshman class was selected, Aviation High School applicants were re-

quired to take an entrance examination. Now the applicants are accepted, rejected, or put on a

waiting list as the guidance staff review their cumulative school records using the following four

weighted criteria: (1) fifteen percentapplicant's choice of the school (an applicant who chooses

Aviation as a first choice would receive fifteen points); (2) forty percentscores on standardized

reading and math tests (forty points for being above grade level, twenty points for being on grade

level); (3) twerty-five percentrecord for attendance and lateness (twenty-five points for being

late or absent less than ten days in junior high school); and (4) twenty percentacademic perfor-

mance (twenty points for having all grades at seventy-five percent or above). Fewer points are

awarded in each category when the student does not meet the standards specified above.

The highest number of points an applicant can receive is one hundred. After all applicants

have been rated, they are ranked by their point totals. Students are accepted from the top of this

ranked list. When the number of students accepted equals the school's number of vacancies, the

next students on the ranked list are put on a waiting list. This year the lowest point total of any ac-

cepted student was eighty-five.

Despite this selection process there are some students who get accepted at Aviation who

need help with some academic skills, and for some English is their .econd language. The work,

for them, may be especially difficult since most of the textbooks in these highly technical areas are

written at an eleventh grade reading level. A peer tutoring program is in place to help prevent fail-

ures. If students do fail, the courses can be retaken in summer school or the following year.

The school's Aeronautical Advisory Committee, which is made up of airline employees,

has suggested that the entrance test for applicants should be reinstated. Part of the reason is that

very high standards are set for the awarding of the FAA certificate and, thus, the quality of the

candidates must be assured by a standardized measure. Presently, a ruling by the New York City
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Board of Educatie1i ,liminates entrance exams for all but the three high schools mentioned

previously.

Like most exemplary schools, Aviation has an attendance rate which is higher and a

dropout rate which is lower than most schools in the system. More than ninety-five percent of the

students graduate. A peer tutoring program is in place to try and help students before they fall be-

hind in their work. The general progress of the student body and of graduates is monitored by the

Advisory Board in a effort to continue the high standards and to recommend improvements where

needed.

Mission and Curriculum
School personnel attribute the success and popularity of this school to the following interre-

lated factors: (1) it is the only public school of its kind in the United States; (2) it is one of the few

high schools certified by the FAA; (3) it prepares students well in the academic areas so that grad-

uates do well in colleges; (4) it provides students with a trade and connections which easily trans-

late into job offers; and (5) it has an atmosphere which is safe, free of crime and delinquency, and

conducive to learning.

The curriculum structure at Aviation High Scheel was brought about by the numerous and

szzingent requirements for various licenses. There was a switch from a three year plan of special-

ization to a four year plan. After the switch there was a lower passing rate for FCC and FAA ex-

ams. School administrators think that perhaps the ninth graders lacked the maturity to succeed in

such a rigorous environment during their first year in high school. Here. as in other schools we

studied, administrators reported that freshmen seem to do better when they pursue an exploratory

program for a year. This allows them to become familiar with the school and its offerings before

they must declare a major.

The course offerings at Aviation High School have changed often in the past several years

to accommodate new mandates and more stringent requirements from both New York State and the

aviation industry. Students are encouraged to take the higher level mathematics and science

courses which will lead to a diploma endorsed by the New York State Regents. A typical student

schedule would include ten periods per week of exploratory shop in grade nine, fifteen periods per

week of composite airframes in grade ten, twenty periods of basic power plant operations in grade

eleven, and a specialization of twenty periods per week in grade twelve.
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These vocational classes are accompanied by up to eight terms of science, two to four years

of mathematics and eight required terms of English and social studies. Thus the students have a

chance to finish the requirements for a diploma and for one license by the time they graduate. It is

difficult for students to get a second license, however, unless they return to Aviation as a graduate.

Students can participate in the school's cooperative education program in which they can work as

interns in industries while they attend school. There are also several special option programs for

seniors such as the pre-engineering program.

Given the expanding nature of today's aerospace industry, students from Aviation High

School have many choices upon graduation. First of all, they can work for an airline immediately

after finishing high school. Also, there are jobs in other technical fields for which these graduates

may be hired such as the sheet metal trades, hydraulic systems, and the transportation industries.

Over sixty-five percent of the graduates go on to some form of higher education. Military

academies and professional graduate schools have accepted many students from this school.

Staffing
The principal at Aviation High School likes to have input into the selection of teachers.

Accepting those who are sent from the Board of Education has not always worked well. He would

like teachers of academic subjects to have some interest or knowledge of the Aviation industry in

order to attain a better fit between the learning in shops and that in academic classrooms. He

prefers teachers who not only have knowledge of the subject matter but who understand how to

communicate with high school students in positive ways verbally and nonverbally.

The faculty and staff of Aviation include one-hundred and twenty teachers, nine assistant

principals, a principal, and various support staff persons. Forty percent of the full-time staff are

female and thirteen percent are from minority groups. Four to five years ago there was a pro-

nounced shortage of teachers for the vocational areas taught in this school because qualified per-

sons could receive much higher salaries working in industry. The situation has improved some-

what as teachers' salaries have increased.

For two years, Aviation High School has participated in the Substitute Vocational Assistant

(SVA) Program described earlier. Teachers try to motivate students, especially those from under-

represented groups like ethnic minorities and females, to take advantage of the SVA Program.
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Inservice training for Aviation's teachers is expensive and time consuming. There is a need

for the faculty to keep abreast of changes in Aviation technology and other fields, but in order to do

this they must be released from teaching duties, substitutes must be hired, transportation costs

must be reimbursed, and trainers must be paid. Until the mid 1970s, there were monies to send

teachers to some of the two-day seminars given by the airlines. Since the city's budget crisis,

these funds are no longer forthcoming. Renowned firms such as Grumman offer such training,

but without funding the school cannot take advantage of such opportunities.

Linkages
Close ties between the school, businesses, and the community help to assure the recogni-

tion of Aviation graduates. All major airlines and the Grumman Corporation keep in contact with

Aviation through the school's Aeronautics Advisory Board. This board assures that the subject

matter and skills taught at Aviation are the ones most needed in aviation. It acts as a sort of quality

control with the interest of the school and the industry in mind.

Another link provides a way for students to work toward a second license and an
Associate's Degree. A local community college has combined its two year program with Aviation

High School so that students may attend the college and the high school simultaneously if they

have an Aviation diploma. Two years after graduating from high school they have an Associate's

Degree and a second license.

Issues

According to the principal, one of the school's most pressing unmet needs is for an extra

$500,000 per year to institute a formal program for a thirteenth year of schooling. In this way

ninth graders can have the exploratory instruction they need and students in the last year, the tir-

teenth year, will be able to have the shop classes needed to prepare them for the second license.

The aviation industry has informed the school that persons who carry the double license, both FAA

and FCC, are sorely needed. Aviation could turn out two-hundred and twenty such persons per

year with the additional funding.

It is estimated that costs to run this vocational school are approximately ten percent higher

than a similar academic school. These elevated costs are due to factors such as the need for two

maintenance machinists who work at the school to keep the shops in operation and the rapid nature

of technological progress with which vocational education must stay abreast. With additional

funding from sources such as the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act, Aviation High School
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would like to fully implement its thirteenth- year -of- school program and provide a recurrent training

program for teachers.

Some special grants for equipment come to the school without monies for support struc-

tures. Many rimes when new pieces of large equipment are obtained, new electrical or plumbing

infrastructures are necessary. If a school does not receive separate funding for support structure..,

the equipment cannot be installed. As the school becomes less able to use 'ie more modern

equipment, it is always the specializations which are most in demand that sufter. Examples of ar-

eas for which highly specialized equipment is needed are the avionics program and the advanced

placement physics classes from which students go into engineering careers. These programs are

highly regarded by the staff, the students, and the industries which employ Aviation graduates, but

they require highly specialized materials, equipment, and infrastructure to maintain the advanced

level of teaching and learning.

In general, Aviation High School has been a very successful school which continues to

have good student outcomes, and thus a good reputation. It works well in tandem with the avia-

tion industries and related fields to provide top quality candidates for work in a rapidly grou .ng

sector of the economy. This mission can continue only as long as resources are provided to sup-

port its exemplary programs.
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Chicago High School for Agricultural Sciences
Chicago, Illinois

Setting
The last farm remaining in the city of Chicago was preserved in a flurry of contro-

versy and fanfare with the opening of the Chicago High School for Agricultural Sciences

(CHSAS) in 1985. The school not only provided a way to continue the use of this famous

72.6 acre tract of land, but it also provided a unique opportunity for students from all parts

of the city to learn about and experience agricultural science, a subject which is not com-

mon in urban schools.

The CHSAS is a magnet school located in the Mount Greenwood neighborhood of

Chicago, quite close to the southwestern border of the city. It is in a residential area of pri-

vate homes with small commercial ventures located on the main streets.

The atmosphere of the CHSAS is pleasant because the staff and students make it

so. A group of photographs displayed on the school walls make obvious the pride they

have in the school with its central courtyard and neighboring farm stand. The classrooms

in the rectangular building are light and modern. The windows look out on areas of lawns,

parks, and the land laboratory. Sunlight streams in during the early morning and late after-

noon, but shades and/or air conditioners in the rooms make the heat and sunlight bearable.

The walls are free of graffiti and efforts are made to keep the floors free of debris.

The crowded conditions under which the school must operate are painfully noticeable in

that there is little empty space within the interior of the school. The emptiness of the main

corridors fills to the brink as the bells ring and students and teachers surge out of classroom

doors.

The offices of the guidance department, the administrators, and special personnel

are filled with file cabinets, the overflow papers from file cabinets, and unopened boxes of

papers and materials for which there is no space. Large musical instruments used by the

band have to be stored in the principal's office. Physical education is taught in a classroom

where desks and chairs are moved aside. In many instances, equipment must be moved

from place to place. For example, the library, which seats forty-four people, must be used

to store large audiovisual equipment thus blocking a wall of bookshelves. If students or
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teachers need books from that side of the library, the equipment rr st be rolled to one side

where it blocks other shelves.

The school has four levels of students (freshmen through seniors) for the first time

this academic year, 1988-89. Portable classrooms are being used to accommodate the stu-

dent body of 467 students. These five mobile units are parked directly in back of the main

building.

A storage shed holds much of the machinery needed for the land lab. The students

have recently painted the roadside farm stand near the school, which they operate them-

selves during the summer months. A greenhouse, displaying plants at various levels of

development, is attached to the back of the school. Nearby, a small area has been sectioned

off to house the rabbits, each of which has been assigned to one student for its care and

feeding.

Stretching for seventy-two acres behind these buildings is Chicago's last farm

open, cultivated land with a small clump of trees off to the side. This resource has become

the high school's land laboratory. Plans are underway to develop th.., acreage as a learning

lab for the entire city. Eventually it will contain an arboretum, a pond, test gardens, nature

trails, and even a three LIJle golf course to teach students turfgrass management. These re-

sources will be available to elementary school classes and to the public on weekends.

Development of the School
The late Mr. Joe Martin, a longtime resident and historian in the Mount Greenwood

community, and other residents of the area who wanted to save the city's last farm were

glad to see the school system appoint a task force to explore the possibilities for the site in

1983. The task force, the community district superintendent, and members of the com-

munity worked together to develop the idea of placing a high school program there. Plans

were drawn up to use the existing building, a former elementary school, and to use class-

room space at a neighboring high school thit.c miles east of the site.

Consultants were hired beginning in 1983 to lend their interest and expertise in

various areas of agricultural education. A principal was appointed in 1984. Together they

planned the CHSAS as a new type of innovative high school. Architects helped them to

plan the renovation of the elementary school building. The principal and the consultants

read feasibility studies, visited the only other high school for agricultural science (in
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Philadelphia), attended vocational education conferences, and discussed the direction in

which the curriculum should be developed. Teachers and other staff persons who would

understand and contribute to the pioneering ethos of the new school were hired.
Applications for faculty positions were received from around the country.

With diligent work in a short amount of time, a positive public image was devel-

oped for the school. The greatest barrier to overcome was the name of the school.

"Agricultural Sciences" meant farming to most people. The staff had to explain that twenty

percent of the jobs in the United Stares are related to agriculture and that agricultural science

includes two hundred different careers. The newly hired personnel for the CHSAS met for

eight weeks before the opening of the school. They explained the school's mission to

people at the central Board of Education, in the elementary schools, in Chicago neighbor-

hoods, and to leaders in businesses and organizations concerned with attracting young

people to agriculture-related careers. Several central board administrators and school board

members were convinced the school would work and be a credit to the needs of Chicago

students.

Dignitaries and interested parties from the Chicago area and across the state were

invited to be members of the Agribusiness Advisory Council to the General Superintendent

of Schools, which would advise the school and the superintendent on matters concerning

agricultural education. Most of the invitees accepted the positions. The people who de-

clined membership sent letters of support wishing the school well and acknowledging the

need for such an educational program.

As the principal recruited students for the CHSAS, many parents bought into the

concept and mission of the school. They saw it as a small safe environment for their chil-

dren. Some liked the newness of the idea. However, many asked, "Why should city kids

learn about agriculture?" The school staff began to demonstrate to the many "nonbelievers"

that there is a lot more to agriculture than farming. Over five hundred students applied to

the new CHSAS.

The first semester of 1985 began with one-hundred and twenty students in seven

classrooms with additional facilities such as the gymnasium and cafeteria located at the

neighboring high school. Shuttle busses ran between the two schools so that students

could take academic subjects, lunch, and physical education and then be transported to the

CHSAS site for their agricultural science classes. By the second semester, the split site
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made it difficult for students and teachers to develop a sense of belonging to the new

school, and for academic and specialty teachers to come together in curriculum develop-

ment. As a result, the shuttle arrangement was discontinued and the students remained at

the CHSAS all day.

1 the second year, when the school had both freshmen and sophomores (237

students), the school again had to use space at another site. A community college about

five miles away allowed the school to use a small building. Teachers again felt a sense of

disjointed participation. Those who had classrooms at the college felt left out of many

events at the school.

The opening of the third year, 1987-1988, was the first full year all components of

the school were together at the appointed site. For a time the freshman, sophomore, and

junior classes had to be squeezed into one wing which had been the original elementary

school. With the opening of the $1.3 million addition, however, the school became more

normal in its operation. A new principal was appointed who continued the mission and

goals the founding principal had begun in the first two years.

Climate
The relatively small size of the CHSAS engenders an air of relaxed teaching and

learning. The uncomfortableness of the overcrowding is tolerated in classrooms because,

in spite of it, students have encouragement from the staff and ample materials to carry out

their lessons.

Even in classes where students are to have a hands-on experience, the organization

of students and materials along with the excellent teaching skills allow for both individual-

ized and group instruction. For example, the computer room contains six stations, most of

which have five computers and a printer organized in a pentagonal shape. Each student has

his or her own working space, but all of them are close enough to one another to lean over

for help. As they work independently they confer with each other about various computer

techniques and about their assignments while the teacher checks students' work and gi.:es

individual attention to those who need it. When the teacher sees that there is a coinmon

mistake which students are making, he stops the action, gets everyone's attention and dis-

cusses the concept or technique with the entire class. The atmosphere is busy, productive,

and conducive to learning.
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At times, the small size of the school helps to calm individual and group situations

which, in other schools, may lead to disruption and sometimes violence. The CHSAS is

located in a neighborhood in which some hostility exists toward the minority group stu-

dents who constitute a majority of the student body (sixty-seven percent Black and twenty-

two percent Hispanic). If potentially explosive incidents occur outside of the main building

it is likely that some student or staff person will see it brewing since the school is on one

level with windows all around. If trouble occurs within the building, students and staff

members do not have far to go to inform the administrators.

Thus, even though the school seems to have less of a security presence than others

(i.e., no uniformed officers, no checking of visitors' identification), there is closer

monitoring and a shorter response time when attempts are made to eliminate disruptive

incidents. Teachers do not have specific hall duty assignments, but they monitor areas

adjacent to their classrooms. Many teachers must change to another classroom between

periods, which means they are walking through the corridors at the same time the students

are changing classes.

This aspect of the school organization works not only for security purposes. It also

fosters positive ties between students and teachers and allows for more freedom of move-

ment. Because the school is small and because the same people see each other so often

within this small space, teachers get to know more of the students, including ones who are

not specEically assigned to them. Students who are new to the school learn the names and

roles of the staff members very quickly. Therefore, teachers can give much more leeway to

these students than they would to students in other schools. An excursion out of a

classroom (with a pass) get homework from a locker or to look for materials in the

library is more allowable bccause other staff members know the student and there are fewer

places for the student to "get lost' for a while.

The interpersonal climate in ti.c school is warm between teachers and students and

among faculty and administrators. One teacher described the interaction this way:

Each student usually has a favorite teacher. When that teacher perceives
this, he/she takes the student under wing. The teacher fosters the relation-
ship by talking to the student informally as the chance arises. They also
keep in contact with the parents. If difficulties arise with academic work or
behavior, that teacher speaks to and for the student.
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Other teachers are aware of these mentoring pairings, thus they know what staff

member to contact if there are questions about a certain student.

The presence of the land lab and the farm stand add a unique aura to the school.

Fresh displays of flowers, pumpkins, and other plants which have been grown at the site

and arranged by the students are placed in the school offices. Visitors to the school such as

members of the local flower club are seen admiring the landscaping students have done in

the central courtyard. Students discuss the taffy apples and wreaths they made as they cal-

culate the grand total of sales made at the recent Fall Festival. The administrators decide to

have a pumpkin giveaway so that the extra pumpkins will be put to good use by pupils at

an elementary school. These scenes and activities make the CHSAS strikingly different

from other high schools in large urban areas.

Students
When asked the question, "Why did you come to this school?" most CHSAS se-

niors and juniors mention that they were intrigued by the newness of the program. Many

of them needed help relating what the school teaches to what they needed in terms of edu-

cation. Once the links between science and agriculture were pointed out and once they un-

derstood the wide range of career options available to them, they liked the idea of attending

the CHSAS.

As they began to experience what the school had to offer and they compared it to

the experience of their friends in other high schools, they came to know that the relatively

small enrollment and staff make the school more conducive to learning. They understand

the value of having close working relationships with teachers, counselors, and administra-

tors. They enjoy feeling empowered to propose new activities for the school. Many of the

students have ideas for extracurricular and fundraising events. They are confident they will

get faculty support.

Thus the school has become one of preference even for students who do not give a

high priority to agricultural education as an end, but who use it as a means to branch into

some other career area or to get a good high school education which will help to assure

success in college. They appreciate the fact that the school prepares students for careers

related to agricultural science and for higher education. Several of the freshmen said they

have siblings who attend the school. Two freshmen said they have a parent who works in
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the school system and the parent recommended the school. This demonstrates the amount

of confidence the school has generated within families who have knowledge of what it has

to offer.

Increasing numbers of applications to the CHSAS are making the student selection

process more arduous. Some outreach activities are conducted in elementary schools each

fall and applications are distributed. An open house is held for eighth graders and their

parents. As the completed applications are returned, the faculty and administrators of the

school interview and screen the prospective students.

The students selected for enrollment at the CHSAS come from all parts of Chicago.

They represent a broad range of ability levels, although students with low grades in math-

ematics and/or science are often denied entrance. The criteria for acceptance include atten-

dance and report card grades. Some students who have learning disabilities and some who

need help with English as a second language are accepted. A staff position is allotted to

each of these areas.

The attendance records of prospective students are an important factor for accep-

tance since the school is located at an extreme end of the city and students may have far to

travel. Efforts are made to accept students from all ethnic groups and to maintain a fifty

percent female enrollment. Competition from local parochial schools makes it difficult for

the CHSAS to recruit students from the surrounding neighborhood and to meet the required

fifteen percent minimum of white students. Generally more students are selected than can

be accepted. A lottery system at the high school district offices determines the final list of

students to attend the school.

The students who are accepted attend an orientation during August where they learn

more about the curriculum, the physical plant, and the high expectations the faculty wili

have for them. The guidance staff organizes this orientation. It includes field trips, advice

about study skills, information about the program of study and career opportunities, and

preliminary strategies about college admission.

Many students complain at first when they hear of the exceptionally long hours they

must spend in this high school. Some students attend from 7:05 a.m. to 4:19 p.m., some

must travel two hours on public transportation, and the lunch period is only thirty minutes.

But most students admit they learn more because of the extra hours spent in school. One of
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the key accomplishments of the CHSAS has been its low dropout rate which is less than

two percent compared to 44.9% citywide. The attendance rate of ninety percent is above

the citywide average.

Mission and Curriculum
The school successfully combines the findings of research on effective schools with

knowledge of the need for more relevant broad-based career education. This combination

means that the CHSAS has an overall mission which its staff and students know and em-

brace. They feel a particular attachment and a sense of oneness in carrying out the mission.

People at different levels, that is, parents, students, staff persons, and administrators, all

feel empowered to contribute to the implementation of the goals of the school.

From the beginni-.g, there has been good administrative leadership and a caring

staff. An academic climate has prevailed in a nurturing atmosphere which allows students

to progress intellectually and socially. The framework around which the courses have been

organized is oriented toward the future.

The mission statement, developed by the first principal and faculty of the CHSAS,

emphasized providing all students with sufficient depth and breadth in their knowledge and

skills so that they will qualify for advanced technological studies, for entrance into college,

and/or for entry level jobs. Such preparation is meant to fill the gap in high school level

education caused by a lack of instruction related to agriculture. It stresses the need for

classes in agricultural sciences to include hands-on experiences and practical applications,

in addition to all the academic classes needed for college admission. The se aspects of the

CHSAS mission and curriculum maximize the chances for student success.

A most interesting feature of the CHSAS is its ties with the National FFA
Organization (formerly Future Farmers of America). A strong connection between the or-

ganization and the school is maintained and fostered by the following factors: (1) all stu-

dents are expected to join and to become active members of the organization; (2) the FFA

serves as the student council of the school; and (3) the handbook, manuals, and materials

developed by the organization have seen adapted to meet the needs of urban students and

are integral parts of the required course entitled Agricultural Careers and Leadership which

all CHSAS students must take in their freshman and sophomore years. Many students in

the school become deeply involved with the organization on local, regional, and national
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levels. They participate in state and national conferences, competitions, and other

activities.

For example, a few of the students told of their involvement in the organization as

school officers and as program participants. As officers, elected by their classmates, stu-

dents attend meetings with teachers and administrators of the CHSAS to tallc about school

procedures and problems. They feel they are respected and that they are truly a part of the

decision-making process for the school. Students who participate in FFA programs have

had opportunities to explore careers related to agriculture, to participate in community ser-

vice activities, to develop their oral skills through public speaking, and to compete for

scholarships.

Close ties with outside organizations, which are fostered and monitored by the

faculty at the CHSAS, allow the major mission of the school to be carried out at the school

site and :n the broader arena of national involvement in agricultural science. They also

provide a host of extracurricular activities in which the students may participate.

Teachers are eager to demonstrate the natural ties agricultural education has to other

subjects in the CHSAS curriculum. In the agricultural science classes, students are taught

lessons on the "geometry" of planting, the "art" of landscaping, the "science" of crops,

and the "communication needs" of dealing in the broad arena of agriculture. At one staff

meeting, the teacher of the Agricultural Leadership classes mac.,; a presentation to other

faculty members about the goals and activities of the course. He reported on plans to use

literature in his classes to help students develop the vocabulary needed for agricultural

leadership.

In a physics class, a teacher combined physical science with computer science by

introducing the use of computer software for demorstrating physics problems. As the

class worked on a written assignment, the teacher called two students at a time to the com-

puter to show how the software could be used to draw vectors and ,o check the answers to

problems the students had completed. Examples such as these are numerous at the CHSAS

where teachers and administrators continue to create opportunities for articulation between

academic and career-related subjects.

The curriculum at the CHSAS has been and continues to be developed by the entire

faculty. This development began before the school opened; whereby a tentative curriculum
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was written and put into practice for the first year. It outlined the goals, skills, and con-

cepts for each course. The general design of courses gives freshmen and sophomores an

orientation into all areas of agricultural science. In the junior and senior years students

specialize in a related area such as horticulture, agribusiness, food science, or agricultural

mechanization and technology.

In addition to the comprehensive course load in agricultural sciences, the school

stresses mathematics and science, requiring students to take three years of both. A fourth

year of mathematics, a course in calculus, may be elected by the students. A year of com-

puter education, two years of a foreign language, and four years of English and physical

education are also required.

All classes are heterogeneously grouped and the program of study is similar for all

students. The few electives which exist are in the junior and senior years. Honors credits

can be earned for some classes in which teachers have identified special assignments and

activities which take the honors student beyond what is normally expected in the class.

The major features of the curriculum are as follows:

The incorporation of agricultural sciences into all subjects.

A required course on career awareness.

Eighty minute periods of instruction.

Two or three courses in agricultural science each year, some of which are applica-
tion courses such as Food Science and Agricultural Mechanization and Technology.

A summer course which gives students hands-on training and experience in work
positions related to agriculture.

The summer courses and internships are quite popular with students. Several of

them described the pleasure of spending the summer in internship expaiences at universi-

ties in Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, and Alabama where they participated in activities such

as working in laboratories, assisting veterinarians, and working on land laboratories.

Some students worked as aides to veterinarians. Others who attended the summer program

at the CHSAS site enjoyed landscaping, harvesting vegetables, and making cakes and

pickles. Some of the students get paid fog these experiences. They keep diaries about their

.vork and receive half of a high school credit. Much of the produce and products from

these activities are entered into contests.

3
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Competition seems to be an unwritten element infused into the curriculum structure

at the CHSAS. Much of the anecdotal material students contributed was about their partici-

pation in competitions. One student told of her elation, and fears, in being part of a na-

tional talent show sponsored by the FFA. Another showed her method for studying for a

horticulture contest. A teacher spoke with enthusiasm about a science competition in which

students from several Chicago high schools participate. It requires each student to build a

bridge from about one ounce of materials (balsa wood and glue). Students must use their

knowledge of physics to build the strongest bridge possible. The bridges are tested for

strength by adding weights to them. As bridges collapse under the weights, students are

eliminated from the competition. The student whose bridge holds the most weight without

breaking is the winner.

These types of activities heighten competition among individual students and be-

tween schools. They add to school spirit and the students' feeling that they arc encounter-

ing a special sort of high school experience. This makes up, somewhat, for the lack of

sports teams at the CHSAS. A few students expressed dismay that the school does nc

have a competitive football or basketball team, but they do enjoy lending support to the

track team. They are hopeful that several runners may qualify to participate in the state

track meet.

For each year the school has existed the faculty has evaluated the curriculum and the

activities offered at the CHSAS, pulling them in line with what the students need. Now

that one class has almost completed the four year program, a reevaluation and revision will

be done considering the experiences of the first four years. School staff and students are

confident that the school has done an exemplary job in developing the CHSAS curriculum

and carrying out its mission. Although there are students of all ability levels in the school,

the test scores in reading and mathematics have been consistently higher than the citywide

average and more than a dozen seniors have been accepted to four-year colleges with schol-

arships by the second month of their senior year in high school.

Students who have difficulty with a course may ask for a peer tutor. The peer

tutoring component of the school offers payment to students for helping other students with

a course the tutor has already passed. An attempt is made to find a tutor who had the same

teacher for the course. Students who need extra help in mathematics can also obtain a tutor

from the Math Club.
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Staffing
The forty-three staff members at the CHSAS, including administrators, faculty, and

support staff, represent many Chicago neighborhoods and ethnic groups. Two staff mem-

bers mentioned that they enjoy working at a school which is their neighborhood.

Several others had been teaching at other schools in Chicago and "w ...d to try something

new." Still others came on board because of an interest in and/or experience in agricultural

science. Present staff members agree that the school attracts people who want a teaching

experience which is out of the ordinary for urban high schools.

The organization of the staff at the CHSAS is more informal than at other schools.

This is necessary because of the experimental nature of the school's curriculum and the

small size of the staff. Departments for subjects such as English only contain three to four

people, therefore there is no need for a department chairperson. Thus, the school main-

tains, for the most part, a flexible departmental organization.

On the other hand, the agricultural science department is the largest. For this sub-

ject area there is a master teacher with no teaching duties who handles the curriculum de-

velopment, FFA activities, and other matters for the department. He acts as a liaison be-

tween the CHSAS and various agriculture resource agencies.

Academic teachers at the school are able to obtain an agricultural science endorse-

ment added to their teaching certificates. For this they must take college courses in agricul-

ture and related areas. Often professors of agricultural education come to the CHSAS to

teach these courses after scool; in other instances the CHSAS teachers go to universities

for these extra courses. The endorsement gives them some background and understanding

in agricultural education and protects their positions as permanent teachers for the CHSAS.

The agricultural science teachers have an agricultural science certificatea new certificate

which had to be created by the Board of Examiners.

Inservice training for the faculty, coordinated by the master teacher and the adminis-

trators, helps to strengthen the links between the academic areas and the agricultural science

classes, One afternoon session began when the students were dismissed early and the

faculty and staff met informally over lunch. A speaker had been invited from the
University of Illinois to discuss acid rain. The presentation included a filmstrip and a

question/answer session. The day was profitable for all in terms of developing staff

camaraderie and cohesion, informing all teachers about a subject of concern to
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agriculturalists, and for alloy ng rime for the principal and teachers to meet during regular

school hours.

Linkages
In addition to its strong ties to the FFA organization, the CHSAS is linked to many

other agencies and associations which aid the school by giving resources, information, and

opportunities for interaction in local and regional events.

For example, students from the CHSAS demonstrated their skills in landscaping at

a demonstration sponsored by the National Junior Horticulture Association. Some also

served on a corps of ushers which guided visitors through the exhibits. Joint projects and

the exchange of information take place with local colleges and universities and the Illinois

Association of Vocational Agriculture Teachers. The Chicago Board of Trade has adopted

the school and has carried out numerous activities such as providing teaching materials,

providing summer jobs for students, and giving students from the school visitor access to

the floor where commodities are traded. Articulation with the Agricultural Education

Department at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign has helped the school to de-

velop its curriculum offerings and to understand the needs of the food and fiber industry at

local and national levels.

The Agribusiness Advisory Council to the General Superintendent of Schools con-

tinues to provide a steady articulation between the school and the business community.

The ten committees of the council offer advice and support in areas such as the horticulture

industry, an anticipated animal laboratory for the school, and ways to acquire the $14.5

million funding needed for the expansion of the CHSAS to a school for one thousand stu-

dents.

The involvement of sixty-five percent of the CHSAS parents in the Parent Teacher

Association provides a strong link between the school and the community. Staff members

at the CHSAS feel well supported by this group. Some parents have commented that hav-

ing a child in the school is like getting a private education free of charge, so they are gener-

ous in their financial donations. The Parents 100 Club, which was formed in 1986, en-

courages parents to contribute $100 per family instead of conducting fundraising activities.

Support is also given in terms of time and energy as the parents attend field trips and other

school activities and when they write letters to the Board of Education in support of issues

relevant to the school.
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Issues

Unlike many of the other schools studied, the CHSAS does not seem to have a

problem with obtaining up-to-date materials and maintaining existing equipment. The

books and materials are well suitea for the curriculum the way it stands. For the more

complicated operations planned for the future site such as in the area of food science, thou-

sands of dollars will be needed for specialized equipment.

The major problem in this school is one of spacenot only space for instruction,

but also storage space and places for nonacademic activities such as physical education,

guidance, extracurricular activities, and teacher planning and conferencing. Space is the

school's most serious unmet need.

It is estimated that the additional facilities which will provide a more appropriate

space for the school and allow the enrollment to expand to one thousand students will cost

fifteen to sixteen million dollars. Plans are underway for the construction of this facility

but getting started is an issue since this is the first time a United States high school will be

built with private funds. The school staff and the community of supporters hope that the

school system and the State of Illinois will agree to the selling of private bonds which will

become payable by the State upon maturity.

Another issue which arises in this exemplary program is the amount of time stu-

dents spend in nonclassroom activities. There is some debate among staff members as to

the extent to which participation in numerous out-of-school activities is positive or detri-

mental to students' progress. There is no evidence that the students are missing out on

learning as a result of the activities, but there are numerous and varied activities which do

take CHSAS students out of the classroom during school hours. These include competi-

tions and exhibitions which are part of the ties with agricultural organizations and many

field trips to agricultural sites, businesses, and colleges which offer agriculture related pro-

grams. This especially affects the seniors, some of whom participate in three or four such

activities per month.

The debate is related to some of the fundamental issues which concern the way ex-

emplary vocational education is best delivered. In one sense, it is reasonable to expect stu-

dents to spend as much time as possible in the school where exemplary programs take place

in order to maximize their contact with good teachers and up-to-date materials. On the

other hand, there is merit in exposing students to as many educational experiences as
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possible whether they are held inside or out of the school. Out-of-school activities add

breadth to the students' knowledge and prepare them for operating in the outside world.

Conclusion
The exemplary nature of this school is apparent by observation and by consultation

with persons in the se tool and in the Chicago Public Schools District. The principal notes

how genuine the success of the CHSAS is light of the fact that there has not yet been a

graduating class whose records of post-high school achievements can be documented. She

says,

We have made our success on the interim items such as the position we nold
in the community ... our commerdable test scores ... and the high place-
ment of our students in city ... and national ... competitions . .

She feels that the local, regional, and national perception that the school is exem-

plary helps it continue to succeed. In other words, past success is a contributing factor in

future success.

The two factors mentioned most often by other staff members as contributors to the

school's success are: (1) attracting a group of motivated students and developing that mo-

tivation s the students proceed through the school; and (2) the support and freedom the

school receives from the business and education community. The following quotes from

the staff at the CHSAS summarize the way in which these two factors are perceived:

The first administrator and staff had a vision. They put together the right
people to promote the vision to the community, and the school received
great support . .. the advisory counsel and the university involvement help
us to know what to teach our talented student body . . . everyone bought
into the concept .

. the setting is part of the success, but the process will work elsewhere if
the same ingredients are present . . . the freedom within the system to do
what you want ... a parent organization [which will] demand that freedom
[but which will] feel free to tell us where we are wrong ... and [our] never
accepting the fact that we wouldn't be a successful school . .. neither staff
nor students would accept not fulfilling the goals we set . . . we should
never feel as though we have finished .
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High School of Fashion Industries
New York, New York

Setting
The hallways at the High School of Fashion Industries were buzzing on a fall day

in 1988 after a newspaper article disclosed that Mayor Koch was proposing that

school students in New York City be required to wear a school uniform. What's more, it

stated that students at the Fashion High School would be asked to design several alterna-

tives for such a uniform.

he students were verbal in their opposition to the Mayor's proposal:

"We need to express our individuality at this time in our lives. Uniforms would
make us all alike."

"Students in this school should be exempt from the rule. We need to make a fash-
ion statement."

"It will hurt the fashion industry if students are forced to wear uniforms. Teenagers
spend a lot of money on clothesthat's what part-time jobs are for."

These comments illustrate the strong commitment these young people have to the

specialty focus of their high school.

The High School of Fashion Industries was identified as an exemplary school be-

cause it meets the needs of urban youth in a unique way. Some say the school's attraction

lies in the glamor evoked by "fashion design," while others say it is because it is the only

school of its kind in the United States. It is also the only high school in the United States

to award a technical diploma in fashion.

In any case, the exemplary qualities of the school include its high attendance rate

(eighty-six pe.-cent) and low dropout rate (six percent). The school was also recently rated

among the five safest schools in New York City.

Another measure of the school's success is its ability to prepare students for college

as well as for careers in the fashion industry. "The acaderi.:c skills students get here are

just as good, if not better, than those they would get in another high school," emphasized

an assistant principal.
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A high percentage of students pass the Regents exam each year. In June, 1988,

eighty-five percent of the graduates went on to postsecondary institutions. About half of

the graduates are now enrolled at the City University of New York and another twenty per-

cent are attending the Fashion Institute of Technology, Parso-'s, the Rhode Island School

of Fashion Design, and other colleges with a fashion focus. The remaining thirty percent

are enrolled in other colleges and universities within and outside the State of New York.

The school succeeds, according to faculty and students, because of the common

interest in fashion shared by all and because of a motivated and interested student body.

Other facto's that account for its success include a faculty that cares about students and an

environment that is safe, orderly, and conduci7e to learning.

Students must apply for admission to the High School of Fashion Industries. 0 ier

three thousand students apply each year for the eight-hundred and fifty seats available.

Selection is based upon results of an art examination. Students who are selected feel they

are special, and indeed they are since so many stvients apply for admission. An esprit de

corps develops immediately among students because they all share a common interest and

because they were all selected for the program.

Student interest in the specialty area carries over into other subjects as well.

Although the students are somewhat '!verage in ability, their level of motivation is high.

They are involved in something they really like. "The kids really enjoy what they're doing

here; they have a feeling of success," explained one staff member. Another echoed that

feeling: "Our students tend to perform better because they really want to be here," he said.

Students at Fashion High also know that they have more choices than their peers at

other high schools. 'They have a good chance to get a job in what they're interested in and

they can expect to move up the career ladder rapidly because of the skills they have ac-

quired at the high school. lhef can also choose to go to college because of the good prepa-

ration they have received, in their academic courses.

Development of the School
The High School of Fashion Industries is a Unit Trao... School, meaning that it

specializes in only one trade rather than a number of different trades. The school opened its

doors in 926 as the Needle Trade Continuation School. It was located in a loft on 34th

.5,
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Street, in the garment district of New York City, and its purpose was to prepare students

for jobs in the garment industry, which at that time included sewing, cutting, pattern mak-

ing, and machine operation. Half a million workers were needed in those positions at that

time.

As the industry expanded, the various unions put pressure on Mayor La Guardia to

open a high school to prepare students for the garment industry. In 1940, funds were ob-

tained to open the Central Needle Trades High School, a new ten-story building which

houses the school today. The school is located at the southern edge of the garment district,

an area that begins at 34th Street and extends north to 41st Street between 7th Avenue and

Broadway. The school's curriculum offered courses in production skills as well as courses

in fashion design, millinery, men's clothing construction, and shoe design. A full aca-

demic program was also provided to students.

In 1948, the first principal of the high school instituted a thirteenth year of study for

students who planned to become fashion designers. This program evolved into the now

free-standing Fashion Institute of Technology.

The school's name was changed in 1956 to the High School of Fashion Industries

because the curriculum no longer prepared students solely for production work. The

school's graduates were also entering the workforce as fashion merchandisers and
designers.

The school's current (and fourth) principal has been at the school thirty-six years

first as a social studies teacher, then as an assistant principal, and as principal for the past

sixteen years. When he started teaching at the ' .on high school, his principal would

send him out to menswear factories to help studimL, get jobs. He became concerned be-

cause his students were being employed as sewing machine operators, which were menial

jobs in the industry. He asked himself, "What the heck are we doing here?"

When he became principal, he changed the focus of the school. This was some-

what difficult at the start because the industry wanted the school to continue to supply its

production workers. The principal explained to them that training production workers was

not the sole purpose of the school. "I told them where I st ...I and I held my ground," he

explained.
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The industry that used to employ half a million people in production work now

employs only one-hundred thousand. Tne location for the work has shifted to cc, intries

abroad where labor is cheaper. The garment manufacturing that is still done on the East

Coast is no longer located in New York City's garment district; it is on Canal Street (in

Chinatown) or in outlying districts in the State of New York or in New Jersey.

Climate
The school has an orderly and businesslike climate. Students are well-behaved in

classes and as they move through the hallways, stairways, and elevators. The halls are

empty during class time and discipline problems are minimal. The school is considered one

of the safest in the city. The atmosphere is strict out friendly. This is a place where visi-

tors are greeted with smiles from students and staff.

The teachers at Fashion High School believe that their students re more motivated

than students at other New York City high schools. They also feel that their students are

better-disciplined and nicer than most students elsewhere. They genuinely like their stu-

dents and consider them more motivated and more interested in school than their peers in

other schools. They say that the focus of the school seems to help students develop self-

esteem and a positive self-image. For many of these students, this is the first time that they

have been able to remonstrate their talents in an academic setting. Especially for students

whose first language is not English, the fashion courses provide opportunities for them to

excel while they are improving their English skills. "Bilingual students can really benefit

from occupational education," reported an assistant principal. Another assistant principal

expanded upon this by saying, "Many students here are not very verbal. They have diffi-

culty expressing themselves in conversation or in writing, but they can express themselves

through art, design, and the way in which they dress."

Students
Enrollment in the Fall of 1988 was two thousand students, eighty-seven percent of

whom are female. School personnel have always had difficulty recruiting young men for

the program. Stereotypes abound in the fashion industry, and many Joungsters think it is a

profession limited to women or homosexual men.

The school's enrolLient is predominantly minority, with Blacks and Hispanics

comprising ninety percent of the enrollment (forty-five percent each and Asians and
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others making up the remaining ten percent. The majority (ninety percent) of the school's

students come from low-income families.

Students are proud of the ethnic and racial diversity of the student body. They are

concerned, however, about the small number of boys who select to attend the school.

Some of the students think that if the school were to reinstitute the men's tailoring program

and the furrier classes more males may be attracted.

Students are also proud of the fact that they are being well prepared for occupation.;

in the fashion industry. One student said, "We are learning skills here that most people

learn in college. The program here is comparable to [Fashion Institute of

Technology]." Another student concurred:

When you're here, you're in the 'real world.' In other schools, teachers say, 'Wait
until you get out in the real world,' but here, we take field trips and work part-time
in the industry, we run the boutique, and we're given more responsibility.

Students believe that their school offers a rigorous program in both tT,e occupational

and academic subjects. Transfers back to the zone (neighborhood) school are comr:on

during the first year students are in the program. Some students who choose me school

think it will be easier than a general high school. They soon find out that it is not. Several

students reported, "Ifs difficult to graduate from this schirol."

Ability levels of students at this high school an; as diverse as tht boroughs and

neighborhoods from which they -nme. Many n.avel ov r an hour each way to and from

school on trains and buses. Parents have either read about the program in the directory

published by the Board of Education, or they have heard aboLz. the school's reputation by

word of mouth. Fashion High School is known a., a safe school that prepares stuaents for

occupations and for college.

Students are admitted to the school on the basis of an art examination. Those who

apply for a major in the Fashion Art program must also submit a portfolio containing ten

pieces of art work.

Mission and Curriculum
Faculty and administrators have no difficulty in describing the mission of the school

today. They agree that it is twofold: (1) to prepare students for careers in the fashion in-

dustry, and (2) to prepare them to continue their education beyond high school.
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Career preparation is much broader today ,han it was when the continuation school

was created in 1926. Teachers believe it would be a disservice to the students to prepare

them for minimum wage jobs in "sweat shops." The industry has changed, the number of

jobs in different segments of the industry has changed, and the school is trying to adjust its

curriculum to keep pace with those changes.

Students enrolled at the High School of Fashion Industries must take all of the

courses required for graduation by the New York City Public Schools. In addition, they

are required to take three years of coursework in their major. As a result, the school day is

longer and there are no study periods. The school is now on an eight period day, which

was cut back from a nine period day in 1975 for budgetary reasons.

The high school offers six majors under the two broad headings of Fashion Art and

Fashion Business. The majors under Fashion Art include (1) Fashion Design, (2) Fashion

Illustration and Graphics, (3) Textile/Interior Design, and (4) Fashion Jewelry Design and

Manufacturing. The majors under Fashion Business are (1) Fashion Merchandising and

Business and (2) Fashion Visual Merchandising and Display.

Students are required to select a major in the ninth or tenth grade. They may switch

majors up until the start of the eleventh grade, at which time they may make no further

changes. This insures that students will have at least two years of instruction in one occu-

pational area. Of the six majors offered, eighty percent of the students have selected

Fashion Design or Fashion Merchandising and Business.

Every student, regardless of major, is required to take several art courses. The

school also offers Spanish and Chinese bilingual programs, and provides for special edu-

cation youngsters, most of whom are mainstreamed into regular classes.

Three support programs are especially useful to students. They are peer tutoring,

the menu.. program, and peer counseling. Students who are having difficulty in any sub-

ject can stay after school for tutoring by another student under a teacher's supervision. The

mentor program matches upperclassmen with freshmen as a way of helping ninth graders

adjust to high school life. The peer counseling program was initiated by a very talented z:nd

dedicated English teacher who was concerned by the mu:titude of problems students face

that are not school-related, but have an impact on how the student does in school. She has

trained students in her Senior Engli_h class to provide counseling to troubled students in
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lower grades. Some of the problems these students face include neglect, abuse, alcoholism

in the home, divorce, poverty, and other urban ills. Each senior is paired with a younger

student who is dealing with a problem or situation similar to what the senior has encoun-

tered in his or her own life. The English teacher is training other teachers this year so that

more students can participate in the program.

The school provides opportunities to students of all ability levels and an effort is

made to minimize tracking. Although students are grouped heterogeneously in their occu-

pational classes, there is ability grouping in math classes. The English classes have stu-

dents of mixed ability levels, except in the highest and lowest groups (i.e., Advanced

Placement and Remedial). Regents level courses are available for any student who wishes

to take them.

When the high school opened in 1940, an effort was made to integrate academic

and occupational offerings. The principal said that when he was a teacher in the school,

students in his social studies classes were required to produce a period costume. Other

academic teachers also worked at incorporating fashion topics into their courses. The

fashion courses, in turr , required students to use a good deal of math in designing,

measuring, and constructing garments.

The amount of integration of subject areas has diminished since the state has added

requirements for the Regents diploma. The academic teachers now adhere closely to the

standard curriculum so that students will be able to pass the exams.

Occupational Courses
As mentioneo earlier, Fashion Art and Fashion Business course offerings cover

each of the six majors: (1) Fashion Design, (2) Fashion Illustration and Graphics, (3)

Tevile/Interior Design, (4) Fashicn Jewelry Design and Manufacturing, (5) Fashion

Merchandising and Business, and (6) Fashion Visual Merchandising and Display.

Students not only learn skills in the classroom, they also put those skills to use in

real-life projects. For example, the students in Fashion Visual Merchandising and Display

are responsible for designing and setting up the school's display v, indows on the street

level. They are also responsible for displays in the school hallways, and in the school's

student-operated boutique and school store.
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The students in Fashion Merchandising and Business also have real-life experience

in working at the boutique. They conduct product interest surveys and marketing analyses,

order merchandise, learn how to buy in wholesale markets, determine retail prices, adver-

tise their merchandise, keep books, and learn how to deal with the public.

Students in the Fashion Design major are involved in a yearlong process that results

in original student designs that are constructed and modelled oy students in the annual

fashion show each spring. The garments are then purchase 4 the students who created

then! (to cover the cost of materials) or sold in the boutique.

Student interest and involvement is high in these occupational courses. Students

gain satisfaction as they see their skills improve and as they are critiqued on the products of

their work.

The instructors of these classes, for the most part, have worked in the fashion in-

dustry before going into teaching. For many of 'hem, however, it has been a number of

years since they were involved in that industry.

Academic Classes
English classes fit Fashion Industries High Schor_ I cover material specified in the

Board of Education curriculum guide. Regents level courses have more requirements than

do regular courses. The assistant principal for Englisn, Foreign Languages, and Social

Studies is helping teachers in the English department use more effective teaching strategies

in their classes. He uses a booklet issued by the Board of Education that summarizes cur-

rent research and makes recommendations for practice. Teachers are encouraged to modify

and adapt their instructional strategies accordingly.

Monthly inservice meetings are held in the math department. The assistant principal

works with his teachers to promote a positive attitude toward students. He emphasizes the

advantages of providing positive, rather than negative, reinforcement.

When asked how students are grouped for instruction in science, the head of the

science department responded, "In a way we track students, and in a way we don't." As

an example, he explained that the Honors Program offers Regents Biology to ninth

graders. Students with ability can enroll in this class even if thc., are not in the Honors

Program.
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In describing efforts to incorporate fashion in E, rglish classes, the assistant princi-

pal gave examples of a teacher using a fashion article from the newspaper in teaching stu-

dents how to read nonfiction. Another English teacher had students draw pictures of the

fashions worn by the characters in the novel Pride and Prejudice.

Yet another example of integration was seen in a World History class. In this class

the teacher talked about the climate and crops raised in South America. He discusses vari-

ous types of sheep and the kinds of wool used by the fashion industry to make coats.

Art courses are also well integrated with fashion topics. In one art history class, the

teacher was taking students through a set of photographs of decorative furniture. Students

were asked to design a piece of furniture using decorative elements of a given period. In

another art history class, students were designing masks using principles of color and de-

sign that they will need in their fashion courses. Both instructors taught art history by al-

lowing students to create their own products in the style or manner of the period or era be-

ing studied.

Staffing
The faculty include, one-hundred and fifteen teachers, about half academic and half

occupational. Many of them have taught at the school for twenty years or more. There are

seven assistant principals, five of whom teach one class a day and serve as department

heads for their subject area or a number of subject areas. Few teachers apply for transcers

to other schools.

For the most part, teachers work together cooperatively. There appears to be a

mutual respect between the academic and occupational teachers. In the science department,

new teachers are paired with a master teacher in the occupational area. The assistant princi-

pal explains, "A demonstration lesson in a trade area is the same as a demonstration lesson

in science or mathematics." He believes that goad teaching transcends subject matter

boundaries.

Another example of cooperation is seen each spring when the school's fashion

show takes students out of class to prepare for the event. The academic teachers under-

stand that the fashion show is an important learning experience for the students.
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Linkages
The school has several strong linkages with business and industry. The principal

has assembled an impressive group of industry leaders to serve on the Fashion Crafts

Educational Commission, which is the advisory board for the high school. The

Commis ion has sixty-four members, fourteen of whom serve with the principal on an

Executive Committee.

The advisory board has been responsible for developing an internship program in

which seniors work half-days in industry and receive course credit. The Commission has

also established a scholarship program by which any student in the school with an eighty-

five average is awarded $150 per year ($200 if the student is a senior). This small scholar-

ship provides money for students to purchase supplies needed in their fashion classes. It

also provides recognition to students who are doing weli academically. In 1987-88, ap-

proximately eighty-five students were eligible for these scholarships.

The Commission also provides speakers for the school, arranges field trips to the

industry, and assists with the critique and selection of student-made garments for the an-

nual fashion show. At the time of the site visits to the school, the advisory board was

gearing up for its annual dinner dance to raise money for the scholarship fund. One of the

members of the Commission's Executive Committee was at the school to judge the fash-

ions that would be modelled by students at the dinner dance.. In the spring, Liz Claiborne

comes to the school to judge the garments created for the fashion show.

Students in the Fashion Merchandising program are assisted in obtaining part-time

jobs through the school's partnership with Bloomingdales, B. Altman, and other depart-

ment stores in New York. Bloomingdales adopted the school in 1986. Another program is

available to seniors who wish to attend school in the morning and work at a paying job it

their major field in the afternoon.

Faculty believe that students are well prepared to enter postsecondary institutions

that specialize in fashion design. In fact, some feel the students are too well prepared.

Those who enter the Fashion Institute of Technology are frequently Jored with their classes

because material is a repetition of what they already learned in their high school classes.

Attempts have been made by school staff to get administrators at the Fashion Institute to

give credit for courses already taken at the high school, but those attempts have not been

successful.
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Issues
Equipment and Materials

Funding is a big issue here as it is in most other vocational high school. The

fashion industry has made some major changes with which the school has not been

able to keep up. For example, the dressmaker forms used for draping garments

change each year in the industry, but the forms used in the school were purchased

in 1975. Due to their cost ($425 each) they cannot be replaced often. A Computer

Assisted Design (CAD) system is also needed for up-to-date instruction, but funds

are not available to purchase one.

Books and instructional materials could be improved in some classes. Consumable

supplies are one of the largest expenses at Fashion High, but the Board of
Education provides only 500 per student per month. As a result, students must

purchase their own materials or teachers have to ask industry for donations of

fabrics and other items.

Staffing

Another concern is finding competent teachers in the occupational areas. The

school has a stable, but aging, faculty. For example, the two assistant principals

for occupational education have been at the school for twenty-seven and twenty-

three years respectively. Many other teachers have spent most, if not all, of their

teaching careers in this school. When faculty members in the occupational areas

retire, there is concern about finding good replacements.

People in the fashion industry make a good deal more money than they would in

teaching. Making a permanent full-time move to teaching at Fashion High would

mean having to take sixty-two college credits, thirty of which must be in education,

as well as taking a substantial cut in pay. However, there are pr. essionals who

may be willing to come in and teach one class a day. The principal would like to

hire them as part-time teachers, but the union contract will not allow him to do so.

One assistant principal said, "s" e are so unique, we should have the right or

privilege to hire people in the industry part time."

Part-time instructors from the fashion industry would solve two problems: one cf

staffing and a second of staying current. Those who are working in the industry

have a great deal to share with students and they lend credibility to what they say
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about requirements :or success in the occupation. Care must be taken, however, to

ensure that these individuals learn about teaching principles and methods, and that

they care about young people. Subject area specialists alone do not make effective

instructors.

Teachers of academic subjects are also difficult to recruit. The Board sends teach-

ers to the school rather than allowing the principal to interview and select the

teachers. The principal said, "I have to accept people I wouldn't want teaching my

own children."

Staff development is also an issue at Fashion High School. The monthly forty-

minute departmental meetings are inadequate at a school of this type. Occupational

Leachers, many of whom have not worked in the industry in decades, need
opportunities to learn from those in the industry. Summer internships would work

best for these teachers, given the demands on their time during the school year. A

limited attempt at staff development has been made with Bloomingdales offering

half-day visits to occupational teachers, but this field trip approach is not enough.

It is extremely important for teachers to stay current with what the industry is doing

in order to prepare students for occupations that will not only allow them to get jobs

at the entry level, but will allow them to move up the career ladder. One assistant

principal believes that teachers who are on sabbatical or other leaves should be

required to take their leave working within the industry.

Graduation Requiremeris

One of the assistant principals in the academic area is concerned about New York

state's "very strong academic push," which he believes is beginning to wipe out

occupational courses. When Regents requirements are added to the curriculum,

specialty courses are cut. He feels that some compromises must be made to

accommodate both kinds of courses, since the combination is what makes this

school so effective.

Even the summer program for incor g students has shifted direction because of

changing statewide priorities. Incoming students in years past were introduced to

the fashion specialty during the summer, but now the emphasis is on basic skills,

which one of the assistant principals calls "deadly skills." He feels that they have
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taken the fun out of the summer program. He also expressed concern about the

push toward more academics:

Rather than looking at successful vocational schools, they put us
into an academic mold. We have better success than those schools;
we're proud of what we're doing, but they keep taking away rather
than adding. We need a longer day. We may even need a five-year
program.

Class Size

Currently class size reaches the maximum permitted by the teachers' union con-

tractthirty-four students in academic classes and twenty-eight students in
occupational classes. This is too large, especially in the occupational areas where

individual student projects require one-on-one assistance from the teacher.

Physical Plant

The Fashion Industries High School is housed in a ten -story building, which has an

impressive art-deco entrance with marble floors and ceramic tiles. Also on the main

floor is an auditorium with a mural painted in the 1940s by an artist commissioned

by the school's Advisory Board. When you leave the first floor, however, the

school's physical plant is depressing. The classrooms and hallways have not been

painted since the building was constructed in 1940. Plaster and peeling paint fall

from the ceilings and walls in a slow but steady rain. The school is free from litter

or graffiti, but the grimy walls, falling plaster, and old furniture make it a
depressing environment in which to teach and learn.

Conclusion
The High School of Fashion Industries is meeting the needs of urban minority stu-

lents in a unique way. The school is beginning to deal with integration of specialty and re-

;,ired subject matter and, to some extent, is moving toward more heterogeneous grouping

c: students for instruction.. The high attendance rate, low dropout rate, lack of discipline

problems, and high level of student motivation seem related to the school offering a spe-

cialty and zo its dual mission of preparing students for careers and for college. The teachers

in the academic area have respect for those in the occupational area and vice versa. The

feeling at this school is "we're all h, it together."
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The school staff con'erns itself with not only the academic and occupational needs

of students, but also with their emotional needs. Although the stur:erits appear to be very

well adjusted, man). of them are dealing with enormous problems outside school. It is

these students, and others like them, that make the Fashion High School a special place--a

place that offers hope for the future. As one teacher aptly put it, "Teachers who do well

here believe in the kids and believe in the sanctity of education."
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Murry Bergtraum High School for Business Careers
New York, New York

Setting
Murry Bergtraum High School for Business Careers is distinctive in the New York

City school sy,,tem because of its concentration in business careers, its recognition by pr

ems anti students as a school of choice and its vast network of contacts in the business

community. The school is set in Lower Manhattan quite close to Wall Street and near many

public transportation lines, providing good opportunitie., to make linkages with the busi-

ness arena in which its graduates must compete.

The school building is a triangular structure, quite modern in design. It is within

walking distance of many official buildings such as City Hall, Police Headquarters, courts,

and business establishments. The Brooklyn Bridge stretches past the southern side of

Bergtraum's triangle. Some apartment houses dot the area which could be referred to as

Bergtraum's neighborhood. Some are high-priced residences occupied by business per-

sons, many of whom have homes elsewhere, others are part of a public housing project.

There is not the sense or "community" between the school and these inhabitants as there

would be if Bergtraum were a "neighborhood school." Very few of the students who have

gone to Bergtraum come from these buildings. Bergtraum's enrollment is about 2,500 stu-

dents, they come from all five boroughs of New York City.

Bergtraum High School is very well equipped. Being a rathe w school it has

built-in facilities such as computer laboratories, a photography room, a duplication ma-

chines lab, a sales lab, and a broadcasting studi^ which a modern high school for business

careers needs, but which older schools may have to create out of space allocated for other

purposes. These facilities and the advanced level of the business courses and experiences

help Bergtraum students to ..;xcel after they graduate.

Development of the School
A ccre group of staff participated in the planning for Bergtraum High School in

1974. Many of the beginning planners were teachers and administrators who were special-

ists in business education in public secondary schools and colleges. The school was to

embody a new concept in career education. The students would end up bzing educated

both for college and for entry level positions in business. In other words, the sc!.00l and
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the business community would share in the process of education. This meant that close ties

had to be forgcLi between the sf, hool and the business community and that the curriculum

had to be more up-to-date than high school curriculums are generally. The curriculum had

to reflect what was actually happening in the business world at the time the students were

proceeding through the school and what would be the upcoming technology for business in

the future. To assure these close ties, persons from the business world were included in

the initial planning stages and a required internship program was developed so that every

Bergtraum student would have some experience in the business world regardless of his/her

chosen area of study.

One of the business des which helped to assure the unique and exemplary nature of

the school Nas the contact with a community organization in the area where the school was

to ty: located. The organization was the Downtown Lower Manhattan Association. With

members from this group, major corporations, and personnel from the Board of Education,

a steering committee for Bergtraum High School was formed. The committee made sure

the structure and mission of the school would meet the needs of the Lower Manhattan area.

This included, for example, the creation of new content areas in the high school curriculum

such as securities and finance and legal studies in business.

In addition, the planning process included the work of a researcher who studied

economic trends and projected the types of jobs which were and would be available in

business and the skills students would need in order to be hired for those jobs after gradua-

tion. The researcher also opened new contacts and networks in the business community

for the school.

The exemplary nature of the school originated Li this process. The ideology and

philosophy of futuristic business education and excellence in teaching and learning were

spearheaded by the planning staff and the principal and were molded into the curriculum at

a summer institute in 1975. The school opened in September of that year with the same

principal and many of the same staff members who are present at the school today. The

general mission of the school has been carried out well and the school is well regirded in

New York City and far beyond.

Climate

Staff members at Bergtraum attest to the fact that the school gets its reputation

mostly because of the tone set by the principal and the successful accomplishments of
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Bergtraum's graduates. They describe the f-chool as "organized" and "well-run." The

dropout rate is less than two percent. Over ninety percent of the graduates go on to post-

secondary studies.

Parents in New York City like the school because of its reputation for excellence

and because it is in what is considered to be a safe area of the city. Many of Bergtraum's

graduates get good jobs after high school or go on to do well in college, creating a positive

image for the school by example and by word of mouth.

Part of the public relations carried out for the school is done by students in the

Student Life Class. These studerts are enrolled in this exclusive class to learn how to pro-

mote and represent Bergtraum for visitors and interested persons outside the school. They

must have recommendations from teachers to be accepted into the class. They act as guides

for the many visitors Bergtraum High School receives and they work with guidance per-

sonnel in the articulation program. This involves accompanying guidance personnel on

visitations to junior high schools and middle schools to answer questions for prospective

Bergtraum applicants.

The articulation program helps the guidance staff keep track of how desirable the

school is. For example, they have spoken to groups of junior high school students who

are interested in business. A majority of the options schools and zoned high schools in

New York City offer business as an area of study. But, because of its good reputation and

safe environment, the students are interested in studying business at Bergtraum, even

though schools closer to their homes offer business as an area of specialization.

They will e,,entually apply to programs at )3ergtraum as their first few choices on

the high school application form. Although they may be interested in business, they will

choose Bergtraum as a school over the specific, program of study they desire. Thus

Bergtraum programs are listed as their first several choices. They will list other schools

with their preferred program only after their Bergtraum choices have been exhausted. This

behavior of applying to multiple programs at selected schools is still another indication of

the students' unwillingness to go to the zoned schools and provides another sategy of the

student application /election process which may be altered by the institution of random se-

lection in the education option schools.
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The parents' association at Bergtraum is small. Since the school draws its students

from the entire city, the school, for ma- parents, is far from home. It is difficult for them

to attend meetings and school functions. Even so, school personnel feel supported by the

parents in decisions about the students' education and by the excellent word-of-mouth rec-

ommendations the parents give the school. Parents are impressed that the school is a posi-

tive environment for their children m a safe neighborhood near many different transporta-

tion lines. Thus, the school receives accolades from parents and this is reflected in the

media and the general Public relations information about Bergtraum. Some parents partici-

pate with the teachers and students in the Consultative Council wh ch advises the principal

on matters of importance to the overall function of Bergtraum.

Students
The 1987-1988 enrollment at Bergtraum was approximately 2,500 students. About

one third of the student body is male. The census also includes one-hundred and seventy

special education students. Special classes and teachers are assigned to meet the needs of

this population, but the students are mainstreamed whenever pos Bible.

Until the fall of 1987, the admission process at 13trgtr am included screening all

cumulative records of applicants. Starting with the freshman cl iss of 1987, Bergtraum and

the other option high schools in New York City were no ion.= allowed to screen all of

their students. Now approximately fifty percent of the incoming class is randomly as-

signed from Bergtraum's applicant pool. The other fifty percent is chosen by the school's

guidance department using the following criteria: (1) atte and punctuality; (2) inter-

est and motivation for school as demonstrated by passing ad of their subjects; (3) rating

Bergtraum as a high priority choice on their high school app lication; and (4) range of abil-

ity. For the range of ability criteria, guidelines are used so that sixteen percent of the stu-

dents who are accepted read above grade level, sixteen per vent read below grade level and

sixty-eight percent are reading on grade level

While there is no cut off score in reading or in grade point averages, students who

need much remediation of basic skills are not accepted. It is felt that Bergtraum cannot

3LLILIC,LJ a iu uicy W.11.111OL ix attic LO puticipatc luiiy irl we a;:aciernic

program there. The staff agrees, but feels that the schcol, on the other hand, never receives

the very best students in the system because those students usually go to the examination

schools or other specialized schools in the system.
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Generally, teachers and administrators at Bergtraum are opposed to the new process

of randomizing to select half of the students. They have already noted that the behavior and

performance of the 1987 freshman class are different than incoming classes of the past.

They think these students are less mature and less able to handle high school work. They

attribute these changes to the way in which this new class was chosen and they predict that

these students as a group will be less successful at Bergtraum. They feel they know the

sort of student who will do well in Bergtraum's ,articular environment and they should be

allowed to choose that type which will experience success in the program they offer.

Estimates are that between twei,ty and thirty percent of the freshmen are not well placed at

Bergtraum.

When the guidance staff were allowed to select all of the incoming students, one

criterion they considered was a mixed geographic representation in all of the departments.

This helped to assure 4 balanced ethnic representation in the student body as reflected by

the school system as a whole. Thus the school was fifty-five percent L ack, t'airty percent

Hispanic, and fifteen white and Asian. The staff believes that this ethnic balance will be

disrupted as more -andomization takes place.

SnmP staff at Bergtraum believe that the ethnic mix has not been a problem at the

school thL N tar. Most of the students who have been accepted at the school have not partic-

ipated in any serious racial bias or violence. The minor situations that have occurred have

been handled satisfactorily by the administrators and security personnel.

Issues in the placement of minority students in internship positions have not arisen.

The staff attributes this to the success Bergtraum has had in building the self-esteem of all

students, especially minorities. If a student's self-c^ncept is improved by attending the

school and the Quality of instruction and learning are high, then his/her motivation level will

be higher. Some staff people feel that, "success is a matter of motivation rather than

ethnicity."

The time allotted for this research did not allow for the data collection which would

follow this premise to its conclusion. It would be interesting to see how many of the mi-

nority students had internship placements comparable to the universe of placement settings

developed by Bergtraum staff, and if minority graduates experienced comparable success in

the corporate world to nonminorities. If this were true, this represents a major departure
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from what has occurred previously in terms of the experiences of minority business per-

sons. If Bergtraum has an instructional/motivational formula for bringing about such suc-

cess, the exemplary nature of the sch (31 cannot be overstated.

Mission and Curriculum
Bergtraum is officially an academic/comprehensive school with educational options.

These or-ions are three-year sequences which prepare the stuaents for business careers and

give them the appropriate background needed to enter college. The school has a definite

occupational slant. Its emphasis on business careers is quite well defined, but Bergtraum is

not officially a vocatirnal school. There are none of the regula shops such as home eco-

nomics or woodworking. The business courses are the only career related classes.

Bergtraum High School is an unzoned school in New York City, meaning that no

students are assigned there without having been accepted. It draws students from all of the

boroughs. In general, students do not transfer into Bergtraum from other schools. From

the beginning of grade ten, student schedules are set for a specific area of concentration.

There is not much flexibility for entering this schedule late or changing into another concen-

trgion without losing c.-edits or having to spend extra terms in high school to complete the

requirements for graduation. The programming is rather fixed in all specialty areas. A

certain scope and sequence is followed closely because of the developmental nature of

learning business subjects and because the students must also take the courses necessary

for entering college.

The two aspects of student experience discussed above give Bergtraum High

School an edge over other schools in the system. The first one is the opinion that those ac-

cepted to the school are "better off' than most of the high school students in New York

City (e pecially stuaents in the zoned hie: schools). The second is the rigidity of the pro-

gram ing at Bergtraum which makes it difficult to transfer from one area of concentration

to another. These factors tend to hold Bergtraum stuaents in place. Educationally astute

students and parents do not want to risk moving from Bergtraum to an "inferior" school;

neither do they want to spend extra terms in high school if this can be avoided. Thus, the

students who originally enter a freshman class at Bergtraum are not likely to leave. They

:hoose their areas of concentration early, stick to that decision, and proceed through the

school program, for the most part, as motivated students who graduate after four years.
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The staff at Bergtraum cites three goals for all of its students. They are the follow-

ing: (1) a strong academic education which will enable each student upon graduation to

pursue either higher education, meaningful employment, or both; (2) an awareness on the

part of each student of the diversity of opportunity available in the business community of

this city and of the kncwledge and skill necessary to take advantage of those opportunities;

and (3) the development of the specific knowledge and skills required for entry into one

major area of business. All resources in the school are primed to aid in the success of this

mission. The course offerings are designed to provide a general education plus knowledge

and skills in an area of business.

In addition to taking the core of regular high school subjects as mandated by New

York City and New York State, students at Bergtraum concentrate in one of these areas of

business education: (1) accounting, (2) information systems technology, (3) data process-

ing, (4) marketing, (5) secretarial science, (6) securities and science, and (7) legal studies

in business. There is also a clerical office skills (COS) concentration, a special program

which encourages at-risk students to stay in school. The thirty students in this program at-

tend school on alternate weei,.s and work the rest of the time in settings monitored by the

school.

The traditional business area of secretarial studies is offered at Bergtraum in two

different ways. According to the staff, many students at Bergtraum, especially males, re-

ject the idea of training to be a secretary. Because of this, a new area of concentration,

Information Systems, was created. The subject matter in this area is electronic information

processing, its applications, and administrative support systems. The change has been

beneficial in that it has encouraged more males to become involved in this sort of career

preparation. Over the years in which th, iforr 1311 systems concentration has func-

tioned, males have remained in the program. In 1988, the first graduation year for this

specialty, one third of the fifty-two graduates were males, whereas in the concentration

called "Secretarial Science," out of one-hundred graduates only one was male. Most

Information Systems graduates go on to higher education, and some have been accepted

into the information systems departments at Baruch College and Pace Univers'

Special electives from which the students may choose are as follows: (! advan,:d
placement classes in science, mathematics, and foreign languages; (2) graphics; (3) fashion

art; (4) television production; and (5) band or chorus. The Drama Club at Bergtraum is one
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of the most popular extracurricular activities. It has performed works such as A
Midsummer Night's Dream. Students are encouraged not only to perform but also to write

plays. One student who won a citywide prize for playwriting because a Bergtraum teacher

encouraged him is going on co study drama in college. A former Bergtraum activity, the

school boat ride, is being reinstituted. Five-hundred students participated in the all day

trip, sailing up the Hudson to Bear Mountain in the spring of 1988. Other exzacurricular

activities include Junior Achievement, the Journalism Club, a Future Sales Executive Club,

and sports teams.

All students in the school carry seven periods of instruction. All of them must take

keyboarding skills, introduction to occupational education, three years of courses in their

major subject, and foreign language or computer literacy. It is a school requirement that all

students must complete at least one semester of internship in a business setting before they

graduate. A cooperative (co-op) program is also offered at Bergtraum. In this program,

the students are paid to work in businesses on a part-time basis 2fter school. In some

cases, students use their co-op placements to fulfill the internship requirement. Other stu-

dents participate in both the internship and co-op employment programs. This is po: ,ible

because of the numerous links Bergtraum has with the business community.

Staffing
The organization and quality of the staff at Bergtraum High School is a positive

contribution to the exemplary nature of the school. An unusual feature which differs from

the staffing patterns of other high schoo, is that there is an Assistant Principal for Student

Activities. The person in this role is assigned to administer the internship program. This

means that an administrator is directly responsible and available to give attention to this ba-

sic part of business education for which Bergnum is known.

The assistant principal works with a job developer, the business advisory council,

and businesses to support the school's outside linkages. Many of the administrators have a

background in business education and many have worked in business and industry. Their

expertise and the ties they have made in the business world are additional aids to linkages

necessary for the school's success.

When business teachers e ..leir positions, it is difficult to find new ones

especially in areas ,:uch as stenob ny.. Shortages of such teachers begun soon after the

school opened. In 1975, the year of the tiscal crisis in New York City, some of the
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teachers who were dismissed never returned even when their jobs were available again.

Many had found secure positions in the business world which paid more than their teaching

jobs did. There are no incentive programs for business persons or for students majoring in

business to enter the teaching profession, whereas there are such programs for specialists

in trade areas who are eligible to teach in vocational schools. Thus, a number of temporary

teachers are usually employed at Bergtraum.

The administrators make it a point to take student teachers from Baruch College and

New York University. They screen the students and they make inquiries to the student

teacher supervisors at these schools as to the potential of the student teachers to become

grxl business education teachers at Bergtraum upon graduation. The characteris,ics they

are looking for are teaching ability and motivation. The motivation must be for both teach-

ing students and keeping abreast of the rapid changes in business education.

In addition to working with people at the personnel bureau at the Board of
Education, Bergtraum administrators r ork through their contacts in the business and aca-

demic worlds to locate new teachers. One department chairperson dislikes hiring teachers

with a narrowly focused specialty. Generalists in business education are preferrk -I. Here

again, this is because of the rapid changes which can take place in the structure of the de-

partment. Course offering; and content change with what is needed by the students and the

business world. Teachers who are too specialized often cannot fit into the new structure.

Staff development opportunities for Bergtraum teachers occur in a series of teacher-

to-teacher visitations and workshops conducted during preparation periods or after school.

This allow:: teachers to learn from each other. Administrators describe these interactic is

between teachers as open and useful for integrating the work of the entire staff.
Demonstration lessons and workshops are conducted periodically by school personnel and

the Board of Education.

Those teachers who supervise student teachers get certificates to take courses at the

student teacher's college. This offers opportunities for teachers who are very specialized to

broaden their knowledge of business. Sabbaticals also help teachers and administrators to

undate their skill: and knnwlerlae in hicinPcc and in princni-ion.
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Linkages
The encouragement and growth of prrtnerships between schools and business is a

pnenomenon which is gaining wide appeal in New York State. One publication by the

New York State Education Department lists nearly seventy-five successful programs.

Governor Cuomo has called for the proliferation of such linkages. The New York Alliance

for Public Schools has been established as a coalition to foster partnerships. Bergtraum

High School exemplifies some of the best ways these partnerships can be used for the mu-

tull benefit of school and business.

Formerly, the staff at Bergtraum had to reach out to the business community in

order to develop the ties that were needed to place interns and to be advised about jobs and

new developments in business careers. School administrators solicited support and partici-

pated in activities which would allow for information sharing. They scheduled field trips to

business settings and invited business persons to speak at the school. The Downtown

Lower Manhattan Association continues to develop support for local businesses.

Companies are more receptive now that the school has developed a reputation of

quality. Momentum is growing for school/business partnerships. Businesses now request

linkages with Bergtraum, including requests to have students as interns, and various Agen-

cies and organizations ask to have VDUs of the school.

One of the first linkages of Bergtraum with the private sector was with the Chase

Manhattan Bank. Currently Chase Manhattan takes fifty of Bergtraum's students as interns

each year. These student interns are assigned to offices throughout Chase's corporate

structure and perform tasks which heighten their awareness of the demands of the increas-

ingly complex world of work. The bank advises the students in a Small Business
Management Club. Bergtraux is also linked to the New York Stock Exchange, the Marine

Midland Bank, and State legislative bodies. There are nearly eighty-five sponsors of

Bergtraum students. Organizations and agencies such as these provide internships and also

provide special projects such as seminars, market simulations, learning materials, and

mentoring.

viost or tne intemsnii placements are in tne subject area in wnicn tne students are

majors. The school asks the staff ai these placement settings to allow the students to per-

form vital services. Jobs with "makeshift" work are avoided. The strategy is to let stu-

dents see how important their worK is to the whole organization. They realize that they will
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be missed on the job if they are absent. This helps the students learn the value of punctual-

ity and good attendance.

Duties the students might perform range from receptionist work to complex com-

puter analysis, depending on their skills and experience. In addition to their assigned work

at these internships, they may shadow various employees to see how a day in business un-

folds, or they may interact in other informal ways with permanent employees. These ex-

periences give the student a broad sense of what happens in the workplace and it improves

their interpersonal slcitls as they observe and question workers. The companies require

students with good communication skills and attendance records. Some specify that the

students should come with an attitude which will allow them to take direction well.

Articulation between the school and the internship settings makes the business per-

sonnel aware r : the skills students are learning in school and the school aware of the skills

students acquire as interns so that the curriculum and the placement become relevant and re-

sponsive to one another and to current requirements of the world of work. Students are re-

quired to write reports at the end of their internship, and the setting for the internship is re-

quired to send the school an evaluative report on each student. The reports are read by the

staff at Bergtraum and considered when grading the students.

In cases where there are problems with an intern or with the setting at which a stu-

dent is placLd, the assistant principal arbitrates. For ex9mple, in the case where one com-

pany complained that a student intern had a poor attitude toward work, it was found that the

student was unhappy with the type of work she was being given to do. The situation was

resolved by an ag 'eement to increase the complexity of the student's work and by giving

the student counseling on ways to approach an employer when some aspect of work is not

satisfactory.

From some of the prospective settings for internships comes the inquiry, "What

will we get out of participating in the program?" The staff at Bergtraum informs them how

ties with the school are fostered by the stute and how they can bring about good public re-

lations and more opportunities for the organization. It is also a way to prescreen young

people who may become nennahent emnlovees after they graduate. Even more important

though is the long term benefit of providing service to the educational system and assuming

the task ci training the business leaders of tomorrow.
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Bergtraum High School has a business advisory council which was formed out of

the original businesses which suggested the idea for a business car Hers high school. The

council makes sure the skills the school is teaching are the ones that will be needed in the

business world. Suggestions made by this group have helped Bergtraum High to revise

the content and sequence of its courses and internships. For example, the teaching of cer-

tain computer languages at certain times was worked out in collaboration with the business

advisory council. Now the sequence in which computer languages are taught is the same

sequence that the students will need them as they progress through various business expe-

riences. There are also plans to begin an advanced placement class in computer programs

which will prepare students for the growing use of programs such as D Base and Cobol.

Issues

This case study is about a high school with a legacy of success in training yours

people for business careers. The reasons for this success lie both in the administra-

tion/organization of the school and the mutually profitable linkages between the school and

the business community for which it prepares and recommends workers.

It is evident from the data generated at Bergtraum that factors !hich aid good stu-

dent outcomes have been abundant in the school since its inception. Many of the recurring

themes which characterize the Bergtraum ethnography are identical to t}'e aforementioned

elements which are present in the most effective schoolsa principth who, from the be-

ginning, has provided leadership and a proactive style in linking academic education with

occupational skills and experiences; a strong academic climate fostered by a caring staff and

nurtured by the reputation of successful graduates; an interpersonal climate which has been

relatively free of tension and disruption; a strictly adhered to curriculum structure which lets

students know from the beginning what they must accomplish and in what sequence in

order to graduate; a departmenwl organization which is flexible enough to accommodate

changes in business and technology; and lastly, but most importantly, a vast network of

linkages with organizations, agencies, and businesses which have a vested interest in edu-

cating the young people who will be the workforce of the future. With this cadre of

"effective" traits, the chances for any given student or program to succeed at Bergtraum are

maximized. When problems or loopholes do arise, there is a high level administrator for

every category, including the school/business linkages, to act as a troubleshooter.
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Despite this success, there may be some indications that the new student selection

process may be the source of a new problem at the school. The staffs opinion that ran-

domization has led to a "less qualified" freshman class must be considered. If "less quali-

fied" is synonymous with "more at-risk" and if this population is in fact, or in perception,

increasing in the school, new systems may have to be devised to correct the lack of student

preparation or the perception thereof. Interesting questions for future study are, "At what

pointor at what critical masswill the proportion of less qualified students begin to hin-

der Bergtraum's success rate in outcomes for all students?" or "At what point may the ran-

domization process disrupt the ethnic balance which has been achieved at Bergtraum?" The

latter question has grave implications for the quality of educational opportunity for Nev.;

York City students.

Another rather complex issue which Bergtraum High School continues to experi-

ence and for which solutions are needed is the traditional academic-vocational dichotomy.

Because of its split nature which is partially academic and partially vocational, Bergtraum is

caught between two sometimes conflicting roles. The following two items exemplify this

curious status.

Vocational schools require a higher level of funding than academic s,;.hools because

of the materials and equipment needed for the hands-on expe-iience or shop classes. In

addition to the funds for the original purchase of equipment, monies are needed to maintain

the shops. Frequent upgrading of the equipment is a must if the students are to receive a

viable education in line with what is required by the t siness community. One of the most

serious unmet needs of the school is money to maintain and upgrade equipment. For ex-

ample, some of the new computer software packages cannot be run on computers with the

small amount of memory which was r TJate in the mid 1970s, but is now inadequate in

the 1980s. Bergtraum has more of the,,c machines to upgrade than the average academic

high school which contains a computer room. As long as Bergtraum maintains its objective

of preparing students for college, it will not fit the traditional definition of a vocational

school.

On the other hand, Bergtraum suffers somewhat as an academic school it

has such a well defined occupational concentration. Students who attend the school and

wish to attend college are sometimes penalized by institutions of higher education. One

college-bound student who excelled at Bergtraum and was ranked second in the graduating
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class with a ninety-seven percent average was denied entrance to an I ry League college.

The reason given by the college was that a ninety-seven percent average in a business high

school is not the same as it would be in an academic school.

To the extent that thi academic-vocational dichotomy lingers in agencies wlii

provide educational resources and in postsecondary institutions, Bergtraum will remain in a

curious juxtaposition with other high schools in college acceptances. As the dichoteiny

diminishes, as related research findings suggest, Bergtraum will become a candidate for

"the model of choice" in an effort to create high schools which "do it all" in terms of voca-

tional and academic education.
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The Entrepreneurial Education Program at
Jane Addams ./ocational High Schc9I

New York, New York

Background
This case study differs from the others presented in this paper in that it highlights

only one of the programs in a vocational high school. The program was chosen because it

is an example of an innovative. inspirational effort to make vocational education meaningful

to students who are considered the most at risk of not finishing high school. Many of the

students who participate in the program are the most at-risk students within a student body

which is among the most dis?dvantaged in New York City. The school as a whole does

not have all the features we have described as exemplary c.Ivacteristics, but, with the suc-

cess of this program, the staff and the students are generating ideas on how to imprcve

some other facets of the school.

The school is Jane Addams Vocational High School located in the Bronx, New

York. The Entrepreneurial Education --ogra,n there has inspired students to establish their

own small businesses and, in turn, has encouraged them to clay in school and make the

nost of the educational resources afforded them. These young business people have come

.o realize that the profits earned from rorning a business and staying in school are finan-

cially rewarding and psychologically advantageous. They are making money arid they Lre

increasing their feelings of confidence and self-worth.

Program Description
A growing list of radio shows, television programs, and r iodicals have profiled

t..e Entrepreneurial Education Program at Jane Addams Vocational High School. The ef-

fort is receiving wide acclaim as a successful way to teach special education students and

students at risk of droning out to function in the world of work and to inspire them to re-

main in school until gra in. Learning about entrepreneurship has inspi:ed many of the

program participants to start a business. These small companies, twenty-seven in number,

had a combined sales total of $17,000 in 1986. The experiences of the program are now

being shared with other schools in New York and elsewhere. National recognition was re-

ceived when five of the student entrepreneurs accompanied a teacher to a national confer-

ence for inner city entrepreneurs.
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The program was founded in September, 1985, by one of Addams' business edu-

cation teachers. His goal was to use business as an educational and inspirational tool to

keep high risk students in school. Many of these students had already stopped coming to

school or came sporadically; some had attendance rates of less than thirty percent. The

business teacher knew that the future would be bleak for these students with no diploma

and no job skills. He knew that entrepreneurship could be a catalyst to rekindle the interest

of indifferent and troubled students. He states, "I have discovered, again and again, that

my lessons on entrepreneurship appeal strongly to students viewed . . . as undisciplined

and low achievers." Thus, he began the Entrepreneurial Education Program with a few

thousand dollars donated by the Trickle Up Program, a foundation that helps disadvantaged

people to start businesses.

Some of the program's participants have regular schedules of classes at Addams.

M'Irty et the high risk entrepreneur students do not attend regular high school classes. The

idea behind the program is that running small businesses requires these students to obtain

the same knowledge that they would get in classes. For example, learning about govern-

ment and citizenship is required of high school students in regular social studies classes.

These entrepreneur students gain similar knowledge by obtaining business licenses, paying

taxes and insuring their busines.es. It has been shown that the self-confidence and social

skills of these students increase as they develop sales presentations and business plans for

their products and services.

Some of the students work for part of the day at the New York City Department of

Housing. After working in the morning they remain at the site for in ,traction in reading,

mathematics, and entrepreneurship. All of the students attend class mole regularly than

they had in the past.

Examples of the students' businesses are tL. following: "Anthony's Fix-It," an

auto repair service; "Marisol s Cleaning Service," a housecleaning business; "Isaac's Care

For The Elderly," a service which helps and cares for older persms, and "Josephine's

Lingerie," a commercial venture which features lingerie and other boutique items. One stu-

dent established a break dance company which performs at various places in New York

City and has raveled as far as Italy and Ecuador to give performances.



Each business begins with about one hundred dollars in seed money provided -)1

the program. This helps the students to start their businesses which are housed, in most

cases, at their homes. Some have made alternative arrangements. For example, since

"Anthony's Fix-h" needs a different kind of space and specialized tools too expensive for

the student to purchase, the student has made an arrangement with a local gas station. He

cleans up their station in return for the use of their tools.

Other entrepreneurs take their seed money to New York City's garment district and

learn to deal with wholesalers in the garment and jewelry trades. Students also use the seed

money to purchase licenses and the necessities for bookkeeping and stock inventories.

The principal at Addams is very supportive of the Entrepreneurial Education

Program. She and the program's founder measure the program's success not only by the

number of dolla:s students earned bet, more importantly, by the program's low dropo"t

rate, improved grades and attendance of the participants, fewer pregnancies among the stu-

dents, and increased self-esteem. The founding teacher asserts that being in business keeps

many of these students out of the troubles that often afflict inner city youth. It gives them

something productive to occupy their minds.

Contextual F'aLtors

This exemplary program operates within a very needy urban high school. The staff

and the students have much spirit for the school, but the, realize that being in a disadvan-

taged area and drawing from a disadvantaged population makes it difficult to maintain good

ftudent outcomes without an enormous amount of resources. The fact that one program

has become such a resounding success gives them encouragement that disadvantaged -tu-

dents can be motivated and can succeed in this setting.

Jane Addams Vocational High School, which was established in 1937, has changed

quite a bit in its enrollment and its mission. Formerly, the student body was nearly one-

hundred percent female, since the occupations taught there were traditionally ft. 'Ile such

as nursing and cosmetology. Now in an effort to attract more males to the school,
Addams' logo says "Young Men and Young Women Preparing for t'e Future." The pre-

sent student enro.lrr. flit is about twenty-five percent male and males make up thirty-eight

percent of the one-hundred and four member staff.
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Addams' 1,634 students are selected without extensive screening since the number

of applications to the school usually will not fill its openings in the subjects/fields offered.

In the past, the cosmetology program was the most popular and it received far more appli-

cations than the available seats. The applications are down now and more applications are

received for the business department than for any other area. The school is supposed to ac-

cept sixty-eight percent of its students from applicants who are on grade level. Sixteen per-

cent should be above grade level and sixteen percent below. However, the applicants

rarely have a grade level spread which would allow accepting students according to these

guidelines.

Addams can officially accept sridents from the entire city, but most of the students

come from the immediate area of the school which is the South Bronx. This area has re-

ceived national attention for its poverty, its lack of infrastructural development, and the lack

of services to rented; its social and e^onomic plight.

Addams receives some students from an integration program where city zoning

rules are changed to encourage more ethnic balance. Students in other zones, which are not

in areas with heavy concentrotions of minority students, are encouraged to cross the zone

lines and attend Addams as the:_ zoned school. Few students take advantage of this option.

The pres-mt student body is fifty percent Black and fifty percent Hispanic. A majority of

the students are eligible for public assistance. The South Bronx neighborhood is consid-

ered unsafe by many New York City resicents.

Addams High School retches out to potential applicants with a recruiting program

which is conducted in intenaediate schools and junior high schools. When potential stu-

dents visit or inquire about the school, the staff assures them that the environment is safe

inside the school and that there is an opportunity at Addams for personal attention and a

flexible schedule.

The flexibility of student programming at Addams is unusual. It has the most flex-

ibility of any of the schools we studied. There is no problem in Addams assigning students

to their first ci,oice of major subjects. Students choose their area of concentration in grade

ten, but the staff makes every possible effort to allow students to transfer to mother pro-

gra.n if the:, wish to do so. Many times the students' class schedules are indiviaualized,

allowing a great deal of choice within a basic structure of requirements. This makes the
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programming tasks of the guidance staff more difficult, bu:. it increases the students'

options.

The school has nine periods of instruction scheduled between 6:04 a.m. and 2:48

p.m. Most students only attend classes during seven of these periods, allowing much flex-

ibility in the hours a student must be in school. This, accoraing to the principal, increases

the school's holding power. It is easier for students to hold jobs after school when flexi-

bility is built in to school schediLl?s. Although many entering students are significantly

below grade level in reading and mathemati:s, eighty percent of the graduates enroll in in-

stitutions of higher learning, including voca.:tonal training institutions, technical schools,

and two and four year degree programs.

Areas of concentration from which the students may choose are (1) Business, (2)

Cosmetology, and (3) Health Careers. Students in any of these area may choose to take a

class in entrepreneurship, some begin a business while still in h;gh school, and some take

the because of the information which is to to gained and the e7 --Itement it has

generated.

At one time, Addams had a large department of textile industries, which included

designing and sewing. This was discontinued a few years ago as th-, market became no

longer viable for America's workers. There has also been a loss of funding for the nursing

program. A practical nursing program was offered in grade twelve to students in good

academic standing who were recommended a member of the faculty. The program

combined classroom instruction v.,th practical exper-tnce in health related settings.

Stud AS were able to graduate with a license in nursing. A few years ago the hedth-related

setting, where th se students received their training, lost the funds for hiring cooperative

(co-op) nursing students. Since funding ha: been cut, it is no longer possible for the stu-

dents to get the hours of practical experience needed for state licensing and to get paid for

their work.

Now other areas at Addams offer co-op placements where students attend sc'iool

every other week, go to a job on alternate weeks, and are paid. Health majors participate

in this program. They learn health-:elated jui,s such as the clerical work associated with

1:1,:_ t care. For advanced placement students in the health area, there is a "Bridge to

Medicine" Program linking Addams to one of New York City's public colleges. The goal
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of the program is to prepare highly motivated high school seniors for careers in the medical

profession.

For hands on training, co-op business students are placed in local shops, indus-

tries, government agencies, and business firms. Many private ^nd government aget_cies

have recently contacted Addams and offered paid placements for co-op students. They are

especially willing to help students from disach antaged families. These firms and agencies

include the Deptrtment of Mental Health, the Department of Sanitation, the Department of

Housing Development, private hospitals, and a geriatric center. Addams currently has co-

op students placed in each of these agencies.

Some of the placements are true co-op settings where students alternate weeks be-

tween the co-op setting and school. Others offer the students part-time jobs after school.

In order to get credit for their work, all students must work a minimulia of two-hundred and

twenty-five hours per semester. School personnel monitor the studeins' progress in all of

these settings and the students write journals about their work exreri,:nces.

Forty percent of the students hal,e co-op placements. The hourly wage is from

$3.35 to $7.00. Thus, both students who are in the entrepreneur , -am and students

who are not have the ,ippoiamity to earn money and get credit, too. The students refer to

this as "earn while you learn." For many of the students at Addams, earning wages while

they are in high school is a necessity.

Many support services are available ft, suJerhs at Addams including Chapter I

programs, a family assistant, three health coordinators, and an After-%-hool Peer Group

Tutoring Program. Extracurricular at_tiviEes include basketball, journali ;m, modern dance,

self-defense, a Gospel choir, and a volunteer group which gets the students involved in

community development.

Issues

The recurring theme of the expense of vocation. education was reiterated at

Addams. More f' -ding is needed in order to raise student outcome s for the entire student

body. Some concerns are the. following: (1) State -of -the -art equipment and the cost of re-

pairing it are expensive. For example, facilities like the school's on-site laundry make the

laundering of uniforms and linens for cosmetology less expensive. 0- the other hand, it

entails more equipment which has to be repaif, ; and replaced periodically; (2) Lack of
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funds for computer software put the schools at an extreme disadvantage since the ability to

manipulate software has become such a requirement to obtain good quality ern], "vel jobs.

Recent changes in teachers' salaries have helped to attract some teachers ,o Addams

to relieve a short .ge that existed. This is especially true in business education.
Unfortunately, this does not apply to cosmetology. There is a great need to update the

skills of the present cosmetology teachers. The principal feels there should be a mandate

. ,t- such continuing education and that the state should run workshops for teachers in ca-

reer-related areas.

In general, the cosmetology teachers at Addams are not working outside the school

in their fields. The) are teaching according to what they learned when they went to school

and from whatever experience they had before entering the teaching profession. Presently

then- are no requirements for them to update their skills. The principal suggests that teach-

ers be granted mini sabbaticals so that they can take classes and participate in practicams to

learn new techniques. She suggests that well-known beauty schools and salons should of-

fer apprenticeships for teachers c leave.

Some of the staff at Addams are dismayed over recent changes in high school re-

quirements made by the New York State Education Department. They feel the new re-

quirements show a lack of appreciation for vocational education. The requirements are

more stringent in acdernic area tt its taking students' time away from vocational skill ar-

eas. In the newly required courses, .,,e content has been expanded so much that a great de-

crease in hands-en training must occur if students are to pi epare sufficien_, tc, pass

statewide exams. The staff feels that the regulations show a lack of recognition that stu-

dents need to acquire the skills for entry level jobs in order to obtain employment even if

they are going on to college.

Addams does experience some attrition of students because of frequent moves made

by many if their families. On the ether htnid, Addams has students who can say they are

the third generation in their families to attend the school. This adds to the pride and spirit

the students feel. School pride and successful programs such as the Entreprt neurial

Education Progam are helping Jane Addams Vocational High School to strive and improve

in spite of the high -risk factors present in its populatior, and environment.
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George NI :.stinghouse Vocational High School
Chicago, Illinois

Setting
The tallest building in the world, the Sears Tower, can be seen from the eastern

windows of the Westinghouse Vocational High School in Chicago. The building stands

out in the panoramic view from the school as a tribute to the various building trades, busi-

ness areas, tec.hnical skills, and services which are parts of the curriculum at
Westinghouse. The school and the building serve as examples and reminders of the pro-

cesses and products of good occupational education.

The school is twenty-one years old. It sits on a large corner of land in a neighbor-

hood of warehouses and run down multi-unit dwellings on Chicago's West Side in High

School District 31. The main building, a T-shaped structure, was formerly a candy factory

and, thus, provides the large work areas with high ceilings and space for machines which

are needed in an occupational high schc 11. In 1983, the space on the eastern side of the T-

shape was filled in, with a new seven-million dollar addition to the school. It contains an

auditorium, a gymnasium and a swimming pool accessible to the main building by an en-

closed bridge.

The school's interior is neat and orderly. There is much need for cosmetic repairs

of walls and ceilings, but one can observe evidence of pride and caring for the environment

where graffiti has been scrubbed off walls, where rooms have been newly painted (b)

teachers and students), and where artistic work and informative signs are present.

Development of the School
Originally Westinghouse was planned as an area vocational school which would

draw students from inside and outside the Chicago city limits. However, those plans were

no' brought to fruition and the school opened without this broad regionalization.

When it first opened in 1967, Westinghouse was able to attract Al-prepared stu-

dents from the city at large. The school and its programs were quite different than they are

today. During t'se early years of the school's history, the vocational nature of the school

was stressed as a sort of "learn a wade and then go out to work" philosophy. The academic

portion of the curriculum was secondary to vocational learning and the expectation was that
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students would not seek further education in postsecondary institutions, especially not in

colleges and universiti,;s which stressed academic learning.

At that time, the emphasis at Westinghouse was on the formation of skills. Some

of the students were given half-day schedules sk, that the., could participate in a cooperative

(co-op) wort- program. Some of them continuer their co-op jobs as full-time employees

after they graduated, but for others no r op jobs were cound. Schocl spirit and enthusi-

asm were based largely on 'he successful sports legacy of Westinghouse which had sent

alumni to major league sports teams.

Many of the teachers who have taught in the school since the 1960s or early 1970s

knew the school could be better than it was. They thought it was not challenging enougi.

and not as up-to-date in equipment, materials, curriculum, and organization as it could ha-

been. Some curriculum an.as in the school such as the repair of small electrical appliances

1iad outlived their usefulness in a society undergoing rapid technological change. They

wondered how students who graduated from that department would obtain and hold satis-

fying employment. Some of the machinery such as that in the printing delartment did not

work at all. Despite this knowledge, there was no incentive for the faculty to evoke

changes. Thus, for the most part, they went along with things the way they existed.

Other teachers had an even stronger reaction to what was taking place at tne school.

They said, "The role of a Westinghouse teacher at that time was to be a caretaker . .. and

even with all of that caretaking the halls were covered with graffiti, and equipment disap-

peared from the building." Teachers didn't have to plan lessons and generally, ". . . didn't

do what teachers are supposed to do." They thought it was a shame because the students

were not getting the quality of education they deserved.

When the former principal wr.., to retire, members c: the community visited several

schools and explored their administrative structures. They asked question., and shadowed

principals in an effort to learn new, more innovative ways rganize and administer a high

school. They encouraged an effective elementary school principal to apply for the job of

principal at 'i-stinghouse after they conducted several visits and observations of his

school.

This man became the principal of Westinghouse in 1982. He '-imediately saw the

need for improvements and the need for opportunities to bring Westinghouse mop- it . he
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mainstream of contemporary high school functioning with more emphasis on future needs

in the occi..pational areas and further training past the high school level. The outdated

shops were closed and new equipment was obtained for others. Reniedial programs were

eliminated and the mission and philosorhy of the school is gradually being changed.

Climate

The climate of the school changed along with the new administration. The forma-

tion and activities of street gangs which used to exist in the school have been eliminated

through new rules which are strictly adhered to and into which student input was sought.

The new principal patrolled the hallways continuously in order to monitor student behavior

and to make sure that new rules such as "no flyers pasted on the walls" and "no student

enters a classroom without a pass after tne tardy bell has rung" were enforced. A dress

code was instituted which banned the wearing of any paraphernalia whicli is associated

with gangs. A new code of conduct for the lunch room was written by students and staff

members. When responding to question" about the present climate of the school, students

often use a comparative frame:

"It's the best school in this neighborhood."

"There is [another school], which is better, but this one is in my neighborhood."

"In the schools my friends go to there is fighting, gangs, and drugs . . . but not
here."

"My aunt says it has calmed down since she went here ... about ten years ago."

"If I had gone to another school, I would have dropped out and I'd be hanging on
the corner ... all my friends did."

Teachers and administrators cite general observations and specific actions which

show the climatic changes which have taken place during the past seven years at
Westinghouse:

"... under the new administrator it's like a breath of fresh air."

"The change is dramatic, ... it was needed."

"Now we participate together, before, everyone was in his own world."

"Graffiti is removed soon after it is created."

".. . the school profits from the increased publicity and recognition."
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Observations in halls and classrooms at Westinghouse show that the school is very

quiet and most of the students are orderly. In cases where tl students break rules, teach-

ers. or, if the situation warrants, an assistant principal, deal with the students with an air of

"no nonsense tolerated here."

Students
There has been a change in the abilities and qualifications of students who are ac-

cepted in Westinghous especially since the advent of magnet schools in Chicago. Many

of the brightest students prefer magnet schools to vocational schools. Also, more students

from impoverished homes are applying and being accepted at Westinghouse. The poverty

rate in the school is presently sixty to seventy percent. According to staff members, the ac-

ceptees are generally less prepared and more immature than they used to be. Once they en-

ter high school, the students often test lower on tests of basic skills than they did in elemen-

tary school.

Applications for Westinghouse are sent to elementary schools throughout Chicago.

The counselors in the feeder schools are informed of the selection guidelines, and elemen-

tary school students and the parents are invited to visit the school. Generally, three thou-

sand applications are received for about five-hundred and fifty seats. The administrators at

Westinghouse who participate in the acceptance process look for the following items: (1) a

grade level reading score of at least , ", (2) a record of good attendance, and (3) a record

of good behavior.

The goal of the selection procedure is to select a broad cross section of students in

terms of their skills and abilities. No effort is made to find out the applicants' ethnic back-

grounds. The entire student body is black as Westinghouse continues to be known as a

place where a better education can be obtained than in the neighborhood high schools in

black areas of the city. About sixty percent of the (tradtiates of Westinghouse enroll in

postsecondary institutions. As one student put .., . . even though it's a vocational

school, you can go to college from here."

Although the number of applications is increasing, the number of enrolled students

is decr iing. Mary of the applicants do not meet. the specified guidelines for acceptance,

some who are accepted do not enter, and many transfer from the school because they find it

is too far from their homes. Ali high pregnancy and dropout rates cause Westinghouse
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to lose students. The pre.x.nt enrollment is 1,650 students in a school which can hold two

thousand students. The enrollment in 1978-79 was 1,820. However, more girls are being

attracted by the new offerings, especially in the business department. Presently, sixty per-

cent of the school's students are female.

Much time is spent infusing students with values which pertain to their roles and re-

sponsibilities as Westinghouse students. One particular motto which is infused is, "You

are in charge of you," which makes the students feel more responsible for their learning

and their behaviir.

Mission and Curriculum
In addition to the required core of academic subjectsEnglish, =her- tics, social

studies, and sciencestudents at Westinghouse must choose an area of concentration re-

lated to business, industry, or services. The choice is made :11 grades ten or ele' en, while

the freshman year, and for some students the sophomore year as well, is reserved or a ro-

tation which gives the students expl,,ratory experiences in several shops.

In the fall of 1988, freshman and sophomore students overwhelmingly mentioned

business as their first choice for an area of concentration. Architectural Drafting and

Electronics are also popular among male students. During the two or three years in which

students have a career-related concentration, one-hundred and sixty minutes per day are

spent in these classes.

The areas of concentration from which the students may choose are (1) Automotive

Services, (2) Business, (3) Commercial Art, (4) Electronics, (5) Culinary Arts, (6) Health

Occupations, (7) Fashion Design, (8) Building Trades, (9) Cosmetology, (10) Printing,

(11) Machines, and (12) Architectural Drafting. Also, students must choose between

physical education and ROTC, and they all must take music an art or drafting.

Articulation between occupational and academic subjects at Westinghouse is not

well developed presently, but the administrators are supporting and encouraging the idea in

order to institute changes in the future. Some tea hers in the English Department have ob-

tained lists of career-related vocabulary words from teachei s of occupational courses. They

try to use them in lessons whenever possible. One project, The City Experience Class, is

experiencing success in bringing together two subject areas. An English teacher and an

Architectural Drafting teacher created this class so that students will get to know more about
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the distinctive architecture for which Chicago is famous. The students speak and write

about this topic in the c. ssroom and take field trips to experience the architecture first

:land. They keep journals and report on their experienots. The two teachers involved will

give a presentation at a conference to publicize the things they and the students have ac-

complished in this class.

For students who are doing poorly, the school has laboratories for reading and

math. Chapter I funds allotted to Westinghouse help to fund these laboratories. Programs

and kits made by commercial "ndors are not used in them; the teachers make and order

,divicivalized materials specifically designed to meet the needs of Westinghouse students

who need extra help.

Other students such as those who are handicapped, bilingual, or have learning dis-

abilities can participate in a tutorial program. One of the school's administr itive assistants

directs the program; he asks shop teachers for the names of students who are doing well or

who would make good tutors. He gives the candidates an orientation to tutoring and moni-

tors their progress in the program.

The students who need extra help in their shop classes use the services of these tu-

tors. The school pays the tutors $3.35 an Lour. There are presently twelve tutors; each

one works for or hour per day. This is a successful program for which wore funding is

needed. It improves the academic work for some students and boosts the self-esteem of the

tutors. The administrative assistant estimates that the school could use twenty five of these

peer tutors.

A summer school program is offered at Westinghouse for students who have failed

classes. It is open to all high school students in District 31. The summer school serves

approximately one-hundred and fifty students, many of whom are juniors w!.3 need to

make up courses so that they may begin their senior year in the fall. Subjects which are not

offered at Westinghouse are available at one of the other high schools in the district.

Students who are in the co-op program have jobs to go to when they are dismissed

early from school. The principal prefers not to use co-op placement sites which offer low

paying, "dead-end" jobs such as fast food restaurants. Instead, he encourages linkages

with organizations such as The Fine Dining Association so that students in the Food
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Services Department will have more high-level co-op experiences and more appropriate

mode!s upon which to plan their careers.

In an effort to institutionalize some of the changes which have turned Westinghouse

from an average school to an exemplary one, a plan has been developed to create a whole

new organization for the curriculum which will be three schools-within-a-school. This

transformation of Wz: 'aghouse Vocational High School will be called Westinghouse Prep

Tech (WPT) or "Prep Tech." The new mission of th,, school is based on the identification

of what students actually need in education today. The intent is not to make Westinghouse

less oriented toward occupational subjects, but to combine an appropriate ar:ount of aca-

demic knowledge with vocational training so that students will be well equipped to 'mpete

successfully in the world of work. It also is geared toward allowing students to have more

choices about working and/or going to college after high school.

The three schools 'witain Prep Tech will combine the occupational areas which are

presently taught into a scheme where related career areas share the same teaching staff, that

is, the first school-within-a-school, the School of Commerce and Communication, will

have a set of teachers for academic classes plus teachers for the areas of business, architec-

tural drafting, commercial art, and printing. Similarly, the School of Professional Services

will have its own academic staff and teachers of cosmetology, fashion design, culinary

arts, and health careers. The third part will be the School of Evolving Technologies with

its academic staff and teachers of automotive services, building trades, electronics, and

manufacturing systems. Each of the three schools-within-a school will have approximately

five hundred students and thirty teachers. Working on joint projects and mentoring will be

encouraged among the teachers. Since the thirty teachers will include both academic and

career-related faculty, the integration of these areas will be more readily facilitated.

Under t's.e new Prep Tech organization, the occupational classes will become more

project oriented. The projects will utilize knowledge and skills from several of the classes

in which the students participate. Elements of cooperative learning will be incorporated

into the projects. The school's philosophy of no remedial and no advanced pla.:ement

L urses will remain. There will be an effort to make the instruction appropriate f ,tudents

with a range of abilities who know the faculty has high expectations for them. Reading and

mathematics laboratories, the homework help center, and th._ tutoring program will con-

tinue for students who need these services.
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The present practice of having freshmen explore a variety of shops will be main-

tained, but more students will begin an area of specialization in their sophomore year rather

than in the junior year. The school day may have to be restructured into longer periods

than the forty minute class periods which the school ias now. One half day per wuf..k will

be allotted for interdisciplinary projects.

Students will be a vital part of Prep Tech. They will be involved as monitors for

the halls, the lunch room, and for other safety aspects of the school. Students will also

continue to express their ideas for school reform directly to the principal and will continue

to serve oti decision-making committees such as the Principal's Forum.

The planning and organization which have been accomplished thus far for the new

Prep Tech have been accomplished by a program coordinator. The position was created to

fill the need for developing the new currkalum stricture. The principal chose a persua

who had been at Westinghouse for twenty years. When chosen as the program
coordinator, he was the department chairperson fur English. A substitute was hired for the

English department and funds were obtained for the coordinator to visit urban and subur-

ban high schools around the country and to attend the appropriate conferences while fulfill-

ing the full-time position as coordinator.

Some of the things the program coordinator sought to find out were what schools

should look like if they are to train students for the future; where the jobs will be; and how

the suppor and resources of local and regional policymaking agencies can i.e tapped for re-

designing of the curriculum. In his search he began to see nationwide trends in the renova-

tion of ti-didonal vocational education, fof example, the blurring of the distinction between

academic and vocational education. He saw that high schools which emphasized occupa-

tions were also concerned with providing an education which wculd allow students to enter

college, and general high schools were beginning to specialize in areas related to oasiness,

industry, and services.

The program coordinator also worked with a planning team which still functions as

a transition team to bring the school from the present functioning into the new concept of

Prep Tech. Resources for the planning team were acquired through a Chicago Public

School venture known as CANAL (Creating a New Approach to Learning). This project

helps schools to improve by setting guidelines for the organization of planning teams, by

N./
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monitoring planning, and by providing substitutes t'o that teachers can be trained regarding

the new school organization. It makes sure that the r -ds of the community, the parents,

the teachers, and the principals are considered it, le reorganization of the school.
Westinghouse will be in the CANAL project for five years.

Staffing
The faculty at Westinghouse consists of ninety-two teachers. One principal and

two assistant principals are aided by various coordinators, assistants, teacher aides, aii,1

specialized staff persons for support services, security, food services, and attendance. In

the past six years, the staff has changed from seventy percent white to a bit less than sixty

percent white, the maximum allowed for any one group in the Chicago Public Schools.

The remainder of the staff is black.

Obtaining new teachers in most academic areas is not difficult, but, as in the ether

schools we studied, teachers for many of the career-related courses are difficult to find and

keep because the salaries in industry are higher than those in education. Also, for trades-

persons who have five years of experience and want to become teachers, the number of

college credits need I. for certification has been raised from forty- Ight to sixty.
Tradespersons who teach at the school say this change has been discouraging to the re-

cruitment of teachers.

Many issues involving the staffing of the school are related to those of climate men-

tioned above. The new principal had to come to grips with the fact that the faculty was ag-

ing. More people who were newer to the teaching profession had to be hired in order to

add new energy and new ideas to the school. More was needed in the area of inservice

training in addition to the three sessions provided by the Board of Education each year.

What was needed was an effort to revitalize the ethos of the school.

A program was developed in which Westinghouse teachers co..,16 visit other

schools in the city to observe ,,.her teaching strategies. Plans were established for inservice

training conducted by Westi..ghouse teachers in which they could give demonstrations to

each other. One of these sessions was observed in October, 1988. The teachers of occu-

pational classes prepared presentations for teachers of academic areas. Mqchers in the lat-

ter group rotated from shop to shop to watch the presentations. In many cases, students

were part of the inservice training. They carried out activities which showed their
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knowledge and skills in areas such as printing, food services, and the operation of large

machinery. A typical comment heard from teachers and administrators as they rotated from

shop to shop was, "I never kr ev. that before" This was an excellent way to make the staff

aware that things are happening in classrooms other than their own and to encourage staff

members to work with staff in other departments.

Another strategy adopted by the present principal to promote staff cohesiveness was

the way in whir ,chool funds we managed. As various grants were obtained for the

school and special funds for vocational education came from the Board of Education, the

trionP,y, which could have been t geted foi upgrading a particular shop, was spread among

several departments so the teachers would get a feel for the new way of operating and the

changes which were possible in the school. This energized teachers and made them take

notice of the way the school was changing. They felt that no particular teacher or depart-

ment was reaping the benefits of the additional funding. Teachers who had not participated

before in events other than those which directly involved their classrooms began to attend

conferences, write proposals for grants, and participate in local and regional opportunities

for vocational teachers and students.

The new principal also began chec';ing lesson plans and some teachers, for the first

time, were obliged io write them. As the most disgruntled teachers began to transfer out of

the school, the faculty became more cohesive with a large majority of them approving of

the changes which had been made. The principal acknowledges that it took nearly four and

one-hal" years for the aiministratoristaff relationships to be at the level where he felt com-

fortable and where the staff understood his leadership style and felt comfortable in the

changed atmosphere of the school. Success in the area of interpersonal relations at

Westingho Ise has come slowly with a good deal of patience and tolerance on all sides.

The anticipation of the complete reorpnindon of the school is being accepted in a

variety of N rays by the staff. Some staff members say they have heard about it, but know

no details yet; rthers are taking a "wait and see" stance. Still others know about it and have

taken stands for or against it. Those who are against it feel that it is too much change too

fast and that the reorganization will change the good aspects of Westinghouse along with

the things which need to be changed. For example, they worry that students who want to

lean a trade and enter an apprenticeship after high school will not be provided for under the

new organization. They think the school will be too orit.n_zd toward preparing students for

further education.

8,,i
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Other staff members are enthusiastic and are anxious to work with the transition

team to bring about the planned changes. They worry about things like convincing the

"wait an : see" people to become mote involved and providing enough time and training so

that the faculty will understand and appreciate the prograi..., and the rich opportunities :or

creativity the three schools-within-a-school will generate.

Linkages
Community outread, has been widely expanded at the school. Parent parneipation

is sought and encouraged for the decision making processes and the day-to-day activities of

the school.. As events and new policies are publicized, and the parents' role in them be-

comes known, other parents :stay want to have the same opporranity to become involved.

Links with local colleges and universities are being developed. A program began in

1987-88 with the University of Illinois at Chicago which brings college students into the

school before their student teaching experience. They observe and aid teachers at

Westinghouse and gain some cf the skills and maturity which will be necessary for their

student teaching assignments. Likewise, Westinghouse gains from the experience as

teache-s act as: role models for the college students and are stimulated by the students' ac-

tions and ideas. The students spend at least twenty hours in the school and the participating

teachers receive tuition waifeny ccr courses at the University of Illinois.

All of the staff members who were interviewed mentioned that the strength of the

principal is his ability to form networks in tin? community and with the central administra-

tion in Chicago in ways which bring positive publicity and recognition to the school. His

strengths have resulted in a definite change in climate and ethos for Westinghouse

Vocational High School.

Issues

Despite the gradual but steady improvement i-i Westinghouse Vocational High

School over the past seven years, many aspects of we school still need change and devel-

opment. clerical personnel are needed to keep records ..firi to handle the paperwork

involved in changing the school into West;i.ghouse ?rep Tech. Teachers of occupational

subjects strongly suggest that, in addition to the four counselors already present in the

school, a counselor is needed for vocational careers.
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As mentioned above, more tutors and other support services are needeo in the

school. As teachers try to maintain high standards for student performance, various factors

such as more impoverishment and lack of preparedness render students less able to cope

and more apt to fail in this h; -th school. The students are motivated as shown by their im-

proved attendance and increased involvement in school act; vides. More time and positions

must be allocated for support services such as the tutoring program and the homework

center, which now serve only a small portion of students who need such support.

Administrators and teachers see the need for more partnerships and exchanges with

businesses and universities. The linkages which have been established have been of obvi-

ous mutual benefit and have brought a new kind of recognition to the school. The needed

partnerships must be P- blished not only for student programs and events, but also for the

further training of teachers at Westinghouse This school has a staff which, for the most

part, is in a state of heightened awareness and curiosity about contemporary changes in

schools. Their appetites have been whetted for learning how to fun_aon under the view

definition of vocational education which includes the integration of academic and occupa-

tional subjects. What is needed at this moment are people from univer...t;es and businesses

who can conduct staff workshops on proposal writing, curriculum integration, st; f cohe-

.iveness, and whatever else the teachers identify as important to them. Local and national

resourt must be mustered to ; id this school at a time when it is ready and willing to learn.
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Brooklyn Technical High School
New York, New York

Setting and Climate
Brooklyn Technical High School has a scholarly presence. It is one of three exam-

ination schools in the New York City School system. The sridents know they hive been

specially selected for a high quality educational experience; they know a lot is expected of

them and they know the legacy of success and accomplishments which has bt en estab-

lished by former graduates of Brooklyn Tech.

The aura of scholarship end success pervades the day-to-day operations of this

Brooklyn high school. The corridors are quiet during and between classes. Security

guards are noticeable only at the entrance to the school. Students sit on corridor floors and

read, study, or complete written assignments. Groups sit together preparing for exams,

keeping their voices modulated so as not to disturb what is taking place in the classrooms

nearby.

The administrative wing, on the first floor, contains the main office, rooms for

administrators, and the guidance department. The r___Jsection of the eight story building is

dominated by a large aud.torium which is equipped with many of the trappings found in an

official theatre. Classrooms and offices for the acadefflic and technical departments are

spread around the exte for of the building with some large areas set aside for laboratories

and shops. A tower, which ext,-;:ids upward L\vo stories at one side Jf the eighth floor,

is used by a small local radio station.

The principal, who began his ad. Astrative role at Brc,Adyn Tech in 1987, walks

through the building nearly every day, noticing the activity, the tone, and the general op-

erations of the school. He remarked that a few aspects of the physical orpnization need to

be changed. For exa in order to encourage teachers in different departments to ex-

change ideas and plan together, larger rooms will be designated as department offices.

This will provide more comfortable spaces for joint planning and the review of new mate-

rials. Also most of the guidance offices, all but the counseling sers ices, will be moved to

the seventh floor near the student activities offices and the cafeteria. Many of the guidaece

services overlap with student activities and this will mace both facilities rur. rn )re
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efficiently. Also, students will be better able to avail themselves of guidance services

during their lunch period.

Mission and Curri,:ulum
Brooklyn Tech is not officially a vocational school. It is a technical school which

specializes in the areas of math, science, technology, and computers. It offers a rigorous

academic program which is essential to the development of technical knowledge and skills

and which prepares students for college entrance. The school is more research oriented

than most high schools. The faculty encourages and advises the students to devise their

own scientific research projects which are entered into competitions and exhibitions.

Historically, Brooklyn Tech has been a college p:eparatory school for engineering

careers, but graduating from this school with a specialization in any of the areas of concen-

tration usually leads to acceptance and success at a prestigious college. Ar apt description

of the school by one administrator is "a conservative, traditional institution: one where you

expect to have homework every day and a test on Friday."

The high level of the courses at Bre,Jklyn Tech is anotl. indication of its exem-

plary nature. Unlike many other schools in tne New York City system, Brooklyn Tech

students may wait until grade eleven before they declare a major. All students take three

years of math and science and many take four years of these subjects. At least two years of

a "ozeign language are required. Ninth and tenth grade students must take a core curricu-

lum of academic subjects and exploratory courses in engineering technology and comput-

ers. Eleventh 'Ind twelfth graders major in one of the following clusters: (1) aeronautical

engineering, (2) architecture, (3) bio-rnedical, (4) chemistry, (5) civil engineering, (6)

computer science, (7) electrical engineering, (8) graphic communications. "9) industrial

design, (10) -mathematics and science, (11) mechanical engineering, and (12) technology

and the liberal arts.

When students fail a class at the advanced level of these areas, they may have to go

to one of the local colleges to make it up so that they can match the level of rigor offered at

Brooklyn Tech. Student progress is continuously monitored by the guidance department.

Students who are not progressing well may be placed in the holding power program 1-

mutual decision of the parent, the student, and the guidance counselor. When students be-

gin the program, they are given a Fpecial schedule in a self-contained class. in ay,: class,

motivational techniques are used to support and encourage them. A health resource.
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coordinator cod a social worker are available to lend their support. Generally, when the

student shows improvement in aititude and/or motivatiln, another mutual decision is made

for the student to move out of the holding power class into the mainstream. For a while

these students attend group guidance classes in addition to their regular schedules. Close

monitoring of their progress continues A few students, about three percent of the school's

total enrollment, do not improve in spite of the holding power program and they are

counselled to transfer to another high school.

Often the students who have achieved well at Brooklyn Tech are placed in second

year college level courses during their freshman year in higher education because they are

mc-e advanced than 3ther high school graduates and they have had practical experience in

the shops and laboratories at Brooklyn Tech. Ninety-eight percent of the school's gradu-

ates go to colleges straight from high school. The other two percent go into the military or

straight to jobs and many of them eventually work for a college degree later in their careers.

Students
The school does not need to promote itoelf. Nothing needs to be done to entice stu-

dents tr, apply. There is some articulation with the lower schools; for example, a tour of

Brooklyn Tech is conuu, ed each year for junior high school students, and guidance; coun-

selors from Brooklyn Tech visit these schools to answer questions. The main focus, how-

ever, is on reviewing the plethora of applications, selecting the best students, and givint,

accepted students a thorough orientation before their freshman year at Brooklyn Tech be-

gins. The staff views the students as a major resource for the school and the society at

large. They feel that with the correct training and guidance these Students will be at the

forefront in solving some of the pressing problems of the state and the nation. With this

type of attitude prevailing among the staff and with the legacy of excellence Brooklyn Tech

has enjoyed for over fifty years, it is understandable why this is an exemplary school.

AU students who have a record of high achievement in the New York City school

system are encouraged to take the competitive exam of academic skiils which may allow

:hem to enter Brooklyn Tech and the two other examination schools. Other students whose

academic records are not as impressive take it also. They know the examination schools

are considered to be the best high schools in tl ,ystem for academic and technical sub-

jects, especially science, and the, know there is a chance they may get accepted because

there is no actual "cut off score" that separates acceptances from rejections at Brooklyn
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Tech. The reason for this "floating" cut off point is the size of the school. Since it has the

largest enrollment of the three examination schools, with 4,400 students, it will often take

students with lower exam scores than at the other two schools. Students know that if they

do not get accepted when they take the exam in grade eight, they may take it again in grade

nine for entrance in grade ten. The number of examinees continues to increase. Of the

sixty thousand students who enter New York City high schools each year, thirteen to eigh-

teen thousand of them have taken the examination. Almost all of tie examinees apply for

the twelve-hundred openings at Brooklyn Tech.

The selection process is rather uncomplicated compared to the other schools we

studied. Applica:ts are ranked by their examination scores. They are accepted in rank

order, starting with tLe top ranked students, until alt cpenings are filled. Of course open-

ings continue to occur sip, a some of the students who get accepted at Brooklyn Tech will

decide to accept an offer to ;o to another school. Thus, some students will move up on the

acceptance list during the fust round of choosing and will be accepted in the second rot,nd.

The .selection process has yielded a student population of forty perce black, six-

teen perczr Hispanic, twenty percent Asian, and twenty percent white students. Forty

percent of the students in the school are females. The class size is approximately thirty-two

students in academic classes and twenty-six students in shop classes. A resource room and

other special services are available for some students in the school who are handicapped.

Student: from every borough of New York City attend Brooklyn Tech, and their

!evel of participation in the schc'ol is remarkable. Along with the faculty, students are

members of standing committees which plan the direction and 'icy, of the scl'ool and

which review and e-, aluate the curriculum. They are part of a revitalization committee

which has written a proposal fcr funds to expand the area of concentra.ion known as

Liberal Arts and Technllogy.

The student government orgaiicauon sponsors a number of services including ol-

unteering to help in local hospitals, providing; food and toys for homeless persons, and

participating in fundraising campaigns for charities. Brooklyn Tech has the record for the

highest amount of money raised by one high school in he March of Dimes Walk America.
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Staffing
Each of the twelve reas of corcentration mentioned previously is administered by

an assistant principal. Other areas to which assistant principals are assigned are the budget,

guidance, and administration.

Finding cilialified persons to teacn at Brooklyn Tech has not posed a problem in the

past but it is getting more difficult. Those teachers with degrees in engineering who leave

Brookly.1 Tech are most difficult to replace because engineers can get jobs in many other

work settings. The school attempts to recruit some teachers from persons who have refired

from engineering and other technical careers. Also, Brooklyn Tech participates in the

Substitute Vocational Assistant program described earlier.

There are two-hundred and fifty staff members at the school. A majority of them

are males, so part of the strate-ty for recruiting teachers has been directed toward identify-

ing more female candidates.

Linkages

Parents and alumni show a remarkable amount of support for Brooklyn Tech. At

times when othe secondary schocls lacked parental involvement, the parents were actively

involved. They aided in the search for a new principal, waged a campaign to increase the

resources for extracurricular activities, and publicized the school to colleges and universi-

ties to let them know how well prepared the graduates of Brooklyn Tech are. ar, their inter-

actions with the students, parents stress high achievement in academic and extracurriculcr

activities, service to the school. and service to humanity. They arrange SAT /PSAT coach-

ing for the students.

Parents have become deeply involved in policy issues such as maintaining a rigor-

ous schedule of homework assignments for the students. Even though the parents are

widely dispersed throughout the five boroughs of New York City, fifty percent of them at-

tend the meetings of the Parent-Teachers Association. Many work in the school voluntar-

ily. The principal notes that during a recent hearing to suspend a student, the parent sup-

ported the school in suspending the child. Parents and admi^:strators are in agreement that

disciplinary measures should i swift, fair, and strong.
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The alumni association also has a record of promoting and supporting the school.

It publishes a newsletter that describes programs and changes which have occurred at the

school and follows the careers of Brooklyn Tech graduates. Job openings in technology

and many other fields are listed The newsletter is used as a vehicle to develop and encour-

age linkages between the school and the, businesses of the fifty thousand living alumni. A

new activity which has begun in the newsletter is publishing a list of alumni who are related

to one another. This allows present students and graduates to see the increasing tradition of

families in which many share the Brooklyn Tech experience.

Linkages and programs developed by the parents and the alumni of Brooklyn Tech

have aided the school in maintaining its superior facility and course of instruction.

Facilitie,, such as the strength of materials lab, the foundry, the technology labs and the

computer labs are quite expensive to run. Equipment must be updated often to keep up

with expanding knowledge and skills in the technical fields. Support from parents and

alumni have helped to ease this burrken. The administration of the school feels that these

two organizations make a significant difference wnic:h sets Brooklyn Tech apart from many

other secondary schools.

Efforts to link Brooklyn Tech with various companies and organizations have been

successful. For example, a leading architectural firm has established a partnership with

Brooklyn Tech in which students visit the offices of the firm to learn about all aspects of

architectural d -'sign. The firm has assisted the school in developing a computer aided de-

sign laborat(--y and has provided the school with some equipment.

The Tri-Tech Educational Collaborative is a partnership between Brooklyn Tech

and five of New York's technical colleges. College related experiences including seminars,

cc urses, and guest lecturers are provided for the students. Participation in this program has

contributed to the winning record of Brooklyn Tech students in contests and cor7etitions

such as the Westinghouse Talent Search and the Citywide Science Fair.

Issues

One aspect of exemplary education which has yet to be put into effect in this school

is the articulation of academic and technical subjects. Using large comfortable rooms for

department offices, as described above, will help to facilitate the necessary interaction. For

meaningful joint planning to becurne an integral part of Brooklyn Tech, it is essential that
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parents, students, teachers, and the fifteen assistant principals devise innovative ways in

which academic and technical skills can be taught and learned together. The principal fa-

vors a collaborative model of school management where administrators and teachers share

responsibilities together on committees dealing with both academic and management issues.

The revitalization committee, mentioned previously, may be a good conduit for such inno-

vations at Brooklyn Tech.

Another area of concern is the funding of innovative and exemplary' programs. The

technical faculty at Brooklyn Tech attempts to stay appraised of city and natio. _1 trends in

the labor market and in funding priorities in the area of technology. With this knowledge,

they write proposals for funds from the Vocational Education Act which are in line with la-

bor priorities and which reflect the needs of the school. However, the staff has taken note

of th many times special fund are awarded to those schools in which students are doing

poorly. While they understand the need for such awards, they hope that in the future there

will be some special funds for schools such as Brooklyn Tech which have consistelitly re-

mained exemplary in educating young people for the type of work thi.t has a crucial impact

on society.

For instance, in order to maintain the high quality of education in light of new re-

quirements fro he New York Board of Regents, one item which needs funding is an ex-

tra instructional period. Additional requirements such as a course in Global Studies for all

students will be difficult for studttts to add to their already full schedules unless more in-

structional time is granted.

Additional guidance services are also needed at the school in order to maintain the

practice of pairing students with one guidance counselor for their entire stay at Brooklyn

Tech and adding a college counselor to the pairing when the student reaches the senior

bar. This type of ,:overage, which includes individual and group guidance sessions for

each student, acts as a safety net to catch academic and behavioral problems so that they can

be solved in their earliest stages. It can be maintained at this level only if mc.e guidance

personnel arc a
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Manhattan Center flr Science and Mathematics
New York, New York

Setting
The Manhattan Center for Science and Mathematics (MCSM) is located on 116th

Street and Franklin Delano Roosevelt Drive in Spanish Harlem. The three-story brick

structure, which faces the East River, occupies almost an entire city block. The school has

a new sign above the entrance, which is visible from FDR Drive.

The MCSM has earned a reputation for strong academic preparation by achieving a

one-hundred percent college acceptance rate for its graduates. Colleges and universities are

irri?ressed with the school and recruit its graduates, who are awarded $350,000 in scholar-

ships each year. Ten to fifteen teachers volunteer to serve on a scholarship committee.

They collect financial aid materiz's, decide which students should apply and which shou'J

be recommended for financial aid based on need, and then they work \ iith students through

the application process. They also solicit E...nolarships from private companies and profes-

sional societies.

An e

story relates.

-le of the high quality education MCSM students receive is shown in a

.)f the assistant principals. She said that a professor at Vassar College

called her to say mat in her calculus class only two students understood the i-naterial. The

two were both MCSM graduates, who ended up tutoring the other students in the class.

The school boasts a higher attendance rate than the citywide average, even though

many students travel long distances to get there. The school also has a low dropout rate

(under two percent). There are few discipline problems, no graffiti, no litter, and no stu-

dents in the hallways during classes.

The MCSM is successful partly because the students who attend the school are

highly motivated. They are students who show promise, but are not necessarily the top

students in the city. The top students apply to and are ac pted by the three examination

schools--Stuyvesant, Bronx High School of Science, and Brooklyn Technical. Many stu-

dents apply to those schools, but a relatively small number are selected. MCSM was cre-

ated because the need for another college preparatory science-oriented school became evi-

dent. In the fall of 1988, MCSM received six thousand applications for the three hundred
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ninth grade seats and seventy-five tenth grade seats available. Students who are selected,

needless to say, feel very special.

Equally important to the school's success is the positive attitude teachers at MCSM

have toward their students. They expect them to do well and, consequently, these expecta-

tions bring about changes in student behaviorthe students begin to believe in themselves.

Students agree that "teachers take time out to help you." A sophomore said, "They care.

Teachers help you get into college. If you score low on the PSAT, they help you."

Coursework is very challenging, but support is available for students having diffi-

culty. Teachers volunteer their time to help students early in the morning before classes

start, during their lunch hours and preparation periods, and after school. In addition, peer

tutoring and counseling services are vailable for students.

Success is also attributed to the size of the school. With 1376 students, faculty be-

lieve that the school is at its maximum size. A faculty member explained, "Our small size is

an asset; we're personally involved with our students." Another added, "We nurture kids

here; we're smaller and not as competitive as the exam schools. Kids need le warmth, the

one-on-one." Yet another faculty member told us about last year's valedictorian, a sm.st

but quiet girl who "got all the extras because we're smallin a large school this student

may have been overlooked." Teachers feel that individual attention must be given to

students, and with larger numbers :hat kind of personal attention would be impossible to

provide.

Leadership is another factor that is mentioned in regards to the school's success.

Teachers feel they are supported by the principal in finding ways to improve the curriculum

and the school. The principal is open to new ideas and is not afraid to make changes. An

assistant principal said, he never says, 'You can't do that,' or 'It won't work.'"

The way in which the school developed also helped promote the individualized at-

tention that each student receives. The school opened its doors with one-hundred and fifty

ninth graders, and each year added a new freshman class until it reached its current capac-

ity. The junior high school and the elementary school programs in the building have also

remained small for the same reasons. Each program has two-hundred and fifty students.
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Development of the School
The Manhattan Center is a six-year old dream come true. It is housed in a building

formerly known as the Benjamin Franklin High School, which had such serious problems

that school officials decided to close it. Ben Franklin High School in the 1970s was

known as a drug haven. It had poor student attendance (forty percent), a high dropout rate,

poor achievement, and numerous discipline problems. The former high school superinten-

dent, who had been an assistant principal at Ben Franklin, said the school was a disgrace

and the only solution was to close it down and redesign it.

Students and faculty of the Benjamin Franklin High School were reassigned to

other schools, and the process to design a new program began. Two districts were in

volved in the planningCommunity District 4 and the High School District for Manhattan.

This joint effort, which was unique in the city, resulted in reopening the school in 1982.

The new school would be the only school in the city that included Kindergarten through

twelfth grade. The elementary and junior high school programs in the building serve, to

some extent, as feeders to the high chool. Ti . )rincip:'' explained, "A love for science

and mathematics must begin in the elementary school."

Climate

The school's climate is described by teachers as "good, safe, caring, warm, and

nurturing." Their comments included the following:

"This is the kind of place where you can have fun learning. We have a family envi-
it nment due to the staff, especially those who started the school. They have in-
vested in it."

"Our small size is al. asset. We're personally involved with students."

"This ?hool is a safe havena place to learn. People here, for the most pan, treat
children with respect and lovethey let it show through. Kids are happy to see an
adult."

"The school is nere for the youngsters, and they know that."

The school's climate is described in similar ways by students

"The school is warm."

"It's never boring; most always exciting. It makes you want to get up in the morn-
ingI can't be late!
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"It's not too demandingif you fall bt.,:iind you can catch up."

"Teachers care. They take time out to help you."

Much of the credit for the positive school climate is due to the principal, whose own

leadership style is positive, warm, upbeat, and supportive. She is the school's second

principal and has been at MCSM for three years. Her philosophy of education, particularly

of urban education, permeates all that goes on in the building.

She believes she has the finest staff and students in the city of New York. "We will

be better than Bronx High School of Science," she claims. She also believes that all stu-

dents in her school can meet the standards set for them She doesn't allow students to take

the easy path; shP pushes them to reach for goals that are difficult, but possible to achieve

with hard work. "We try t.' give the kids here the same opportunities we'd give our own

kids," she explained.

The MCSM is safe and orderly. Students know the rules and follow them. In sev-

eral of the classrooms, the follow 'iig list of six school rules was found posted on the bul-

letin board:

1. No radios.

2. No hatson anyone!

3. Keep moving.

4. Remain in homeroom.

5. Show passes.

6. Show program or ID card on request.

Students know the rules and follow them. There are no students in the hallways

during class periods. Attendance is high, and students take the job of learning seriously.

One student explained, "The strictness here helps you think about your future." Another

student said, "People don't tolerate kids hanging around in the halls or goofing off. In the

neighborhood schools kids are cutting classes, but not here. The kids here are motivated."

Yet another student stated, "Teachers care for you here."
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Students
The MCSM is an options school open to all eighth or ninth grade students in New

York City who choose to apply. However, priority is giver_ to residents of Community

School District 4 (East Harlem) who meet admissions criteria. These criteria include no

failing grades on a student's record, report card grades of eighty in science and mathemat-

ics, and standardized test scores in reading and mathematics that are on or above grade

level.

The 1,376 students enrolled at MCSM are ninety-eight percent minorityprimarily

Hispanic and Black. Over half of them live in East Harlem, and at least seventy-five per-

cent are from low-income families. Students choose this school for two reasons: (1) its

emphasis on a specialty areascience, mathematics, and technology; and (2) its college

prep curriculum. Students reported that they selected the school because it has a good

reputation. They said, "You get a lot of academics, but computers and electronics are the

drawing card." Students also mentioned extracurricular activities and helpful teachers as

attractive features of MCSM.

The school has achieved a one-hundred percent college a-ceptance rate for its grad-

uates, with ninety-seven percent enrolling in college immediately after graduation. This is

remarkable given cultural and family pressures on students to enter the workforce right

after high school, to stay close to home, or to get married at an early age.

The students enrolled at MCSM have good study skills, which are taught in the

summer before they enroll at the school. Expectations regarding scholarship, study habits,

discipline, and attendance are made clear during Cie program. When the student enters the

school as a ninth or tenth grader, the groundwork has already been laid and the school

ethos has been defined.

The school has an equal number of girls and boys. There were eighty-six special

education students enrolled in the fall of 1988. These students meet somewhat less strin-

gent admission criteria and are mainstreamed into computer and technology courses, but

usually not into mz ematics and science courses. The MCSM also provides Spanish

bilingual classes.

Teachers at the MCSM believe they have exceptional students. The assistant prin-

cipal for English explained that the students are not much brighter than average students,
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but they are highly motivated achievers. "We have the best children in New York City,"

she reported. "When students can choose their school and feel they are special, they begin

to believe it," she added.

The students have very positive feelings about their peers. They know that the

three examination schools in New York attract the top students, but students at the MCSM

feel kids try harder at their school. As one student said, "The exam schools are good aca-

demically, but kids there don't work as nard as they do here." Another student added,

"There is too much competition at those schools. Students here cooperate."

Mission and Curriculum
An assistant principal described MCSM as "a school preparing American young-

sters for careers in science and technology." She said that this mission is important if the

United States is to compete with other countries. "The current pool of employees is inade-

quate. Our students will have good jobs," she added.

The school's mission is to prepare youngsters for college. Another assistant prin-

cipal explained, "We give kids the dream that they can get there. It would be immoral on

our part if we did not help them become competitive fc the best colleges and universities."

This obligation not only includes instilling aspirations in students who might not be en-

couraged at home, but also working hard to help students meet those expectations.

Manhattan Center teachers believe that the obligation does not end with the student's ad-

mission to college. They provide personal follow-up and support to students who have

graduated to help them stay in college and receive their degrees.

The MCSM was designed to provide opportunities to good students, primarily from

the East Harlem community, who were unable to get accepted into the three examination

schools in the city. The MCSM requires students to take all of the courses required by the

Board of Education, as well as additional science, math, and technical courses. MCSM

students must take four years of mathematics, four years of science, three years of a second

language, one and one-half yeus_of computerscience, _anci_one_and_one7half years of tech-

nical education. School staff said they are constantly working on curriculum development

because technology is constantly changing.

Students are grouped in classes heterogeneously. An assistant principal said, "We

frown upon tracking. All of the courses we offer are Regents level because we aim to get
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every student accepted into a two-year or four-year college or program to further their edu-

cation." Another assistant principal added, "We refuse to track students. We offer Regents

level English for all (including special education). English Technical Writing is offered in

addition to R.:,6c.:nts English, not instead of" The principal concurred, "I believe every stu-

dent can do well here. I don't believe in modified classesonce kids are in a track like

that, they're in it forever."

The school's curriculum is designed to produce a well-rounded student. Academics

are not the only concern. The principal believes that school consists of more than learning

facts when she states, "Students need ..,; learn how to think and how to find things out."

An assistant principal added, "A good high school should not prepare a student specifically

for a career. It should, however, provide application with theory so that students can get to

know what the real job is like." He concluded:

We don't want to give our kids all academic coursesthey need hands-on
too. A student from MCSM can do anything they want to or be able to learn
whatever is out there. We teach them study skills to be successful and we
teach them to be aggressive.

Another assistant principal said that the school's mission is to have every child

reach his or her fullest potential. She added, "We want them to become productive citi-

zens, and we hope they will continue their education when they leave us." On the same

note, the principal hopes to establish a community service requirement for graduation. She

is concerned about the moral development of students. "Life is more than taking," she

said.

The MCSM offers a full and diverse athletic program with twenty varsity and junior

varsity teams, a dance studio (the Repertory Dance Company of East Harlem is housed in

the school), offerings in art and music, computer-ass, ted drafting, a photography lab, an

electronics lab, drafting rooms, a student health center, a greenhouse, and two ,..omputer

laboratories. The school's philosophy is that students need to have balance in their high

school experiencethat academics and technical subjects help round out the individual, and

that sports and the arts will enhance a student's quality of life. Faculty and administrators

hope that this well-rounded experience will enrich students' lives and help them succeed in

college and beyond.

Special programs at the school include Science/Math Research, the General Electric

Scholars Program, and me Mount Sinai Scholars Program. In the Science/Math Research



classes, students develop projects for math and science fairs in the hope of competing for

Westinghouse Scholarships.

The Science Research courses provide students with opportunities to use the scien-

tific method. The instructor of one of the :;lasses encouraged her students to think like sc;-

entists and develop research skills with the following questions and statements:

How can you explain . . ?

Don't fudge the reso"s. That's how c',:scoveries are made.

What is important is how you got the results.

None of you were really wrong. You all gave good possible explanations. Your
ideas were all very logical.

There are no correct answers at this point. You're still brainstorming.

The General Electric Scholars program, which is for students interested in careers

in technology and engineering, pairs a student with a mmtor at General Electric. The pro-

gram provides one-on-one mentoring as well as preparation sessions for the SAT and after-

school science writing workshops.

The Mount Sinai Scholars Program was developed from a need to increase the

number of minorities in the medical profession. Students selected for this program work at

the hospital, attend a summer program at a prestigious university, and receive counseling to

prepare them for pre-med and medical programs. Students participating in the program are

ensured positions at the hospital when they graduate from medical school. Last year,

twenty-five students participated in this program and spent the summer at Vassar College.

When the school opened, it operated on a nine period day and all students were re-

quired to take three semesters of computer science and three semesters of technology

courses. Budget cuts caused the school day to be cut back to eight periods, with the result

that students now take only two semesters of each.

Teachers would like to integrate occupational and academic concepts into other

courses, but find little opportunity to do so now that the main concern is meeting Regents

requirements for graduation. Some efforts, however, are being made. English teachers are

beginning to have their students use computers for writing their assignments, and math

teachers are using computers to prepare students for the SAT test. Teachers would like to
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have their students write and publish a science journal. They have also been grappling with

the question, "If you are a Science/Math school, then what skills do students need?" At in-

service meetings they have generated the following response: Students nee% .e ability to

question, hypothesize, test, analyze, and write results. Teachers of all subjects are now

trying to incorporate thest, skills into their teaching.

The summer program provides a good opportunity for teachers from various dis-

ciplines to create a program that incorporates math, science, language arts, and social stud-

ies. One summer the theme was the neighborhood. Math classes conducted a research

project on traffic patterns in the neighborhood. They used the library, wrote results on the

word processor, and published the study.

There are a number of natural tie-ins between science courses and technology

courses at the school, though, as of yet, formal linkages have not been made. The current

organization has the technology department located within the math department. Teachers

see a need to involve science and technology teachers in a more formal way to plan course

content and work on cooperative projects.

Occupational Courses
Computers and electronics are specialties that draw students to the MCSM. These

courses include a good deal of hands-on instruction in the laboratory. The electronics

courses require students to develop hypotheses, test their theories, and report their results.

TeachLrs guide students but do rot provide "answers." They encourage student question-

ing and experimentation and at the same time communicate a body of knowledge and the

theories students need to know.

In the fall of 1988 plans were being made to establish an exploratory sequence of

courses for new students. Each new student would have four different occupational expe-

riences in computers and electronics over the course of a school year.

Acacemic Courses
Teachers for the academic courses also have high expectations for students. They

try to teach all of the subject matter that students in prestigious public and private high

schools would encounter. The head of the English Department told us that some students

don't read well when they enter the MCSM, but by their junior year they are reading
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Thoreau and Emerson. "They're proud of themselves," she said, but went on to explain,

"They must compete in college with students who have gone to private schools, who have

libraries at home, and who have travelled to Europe. We must expose them to classical

literature."

The faculty believes that students need to get the same background as students at-

tending the best high schools, both public and private, in order to compete for college ad-

mission. Consequently, students at MCSM are required to read more of the classics in

their English classes, study more history in their Social Studies classes, and get more gen-

eral background in all of the courses they take. Students in the top schools often have the

advantage of academic support, encouragement, and stimulation at home. For many
MCSM students these opportunities are missing from their experience. Faculty at the

school attempt to provide as many experiences and as much support as possible to help

their students favorably compete.

Staffing
Faculty were selected for the Manhattan Center through applications and interviews.

Very few of the teachers were employed at the school when it was known as Benjamin

Franklin High School. The average age of MCSM teachers is lower than that of teachers in

other New York City High Schools. Teachers often wear several hats at the school be-

cause the school is so small. One assistant principal said, "Everyone is doing multiple

tasks here. The teachers are great to work with. We have good people at the top and a

good staff; their satisfaction comes from the performance of the students."

Monthly staff development meetings are held by departments. The topic for

October of 1988 was grading. Each month the topic changes. Staff development for new

teachers is accomplished through a mentoring program in which a superior teacher serves

as a mentor for a new teacher in the department. The senior person is released for one pe-

riod a day to work with the new faculty member.

Three of the school's science teachers had an opportunity in the summer of 1988 to

participate in an internship program at a pharmaceutical company. They participated in sci-

entific research and received a stipend for six weeks. They reported that this experience

improved their teaching, increased their knowledge of what is expected in the scientific

workplace, and is helping them give better career advice to their students.



The principal describes her faculty as very good and very idealistic. "I don't want

anyone to tell me, 'I can't'." She praises her teachers for their humanistic approach to stu-

dents. "If they don't have it, they can't work here," she concluded.

Classroom visits suppG.-ted the principal's appraisal of her staff. Teachers at

MCSM are professional, articulate, and energetic. They are on their feet actively communi-

cating with students. They encourage students to ask questions, and work to involve them

actively in the lessons. They provide positive reinforcement to students and demonstrate

warmth and good rapport with students. They don't talk down to students. They seem to

enjoy teaching and possess a sense of humor.

Linkages
The MCSM has a number of connections with business, industry, and academia.

They include the General Electric Scholars Program, the Mount Sinai Scholars Program,

IBM Mentor Program, and teacher and student internship programs sponsored by Merck

Pharmaceutical.

When the idea for the school was created, the principal and district superintendents

invited leaders in science and technology to form an advisory board. This Ward was in-

strumental in working with staff to design the curriculum and in equipping the computer,

photography, and electronics laboratories. The members of the board served as mentors to

students. Seveial businesses sent people on loan to the school. For example, IBM sent a

mathematician, a computer software specialist, and a systems analyst who each spent six

months to oe year helping the school develop its labs. IBM also employs students in the

summer.

The current principal is in the process of reactivating the advisory board for several

purposes: to advise on curriculum matters, to develop mentoring orograms for students,

and to provide training and internships for faculty. She hopes teachers will be given more

opportunities to upgrade their scientific knowledge base in business and industry because

"schools can become antiquated quickly." She wants the mentoring program to be ex-

panded to social areas. If a mentor can take a student to a nice restaurant for dinner, to play

tennis, or go skiing, then the student will be able to learn some important social skills that

will help him or her fit in better at prestigious colleges. The amount of culture shock will

be reduced. She also wants to pair up students with mentors in their university towns,
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because she believes that MCSM's obligation to students does not end when the student

graduates from high school.

The MCSM has excellent ties with universities and colleges in the New York area.

Teachers College at Columbia University and Hunter College already provide summer

courses for students at the school. Other universities offer college credit for math courses

taken by MCSM seniors.

Student employment during the school year is discouraged because of the heavy

course load, homework demands, and the focus of the school on college preparation.

Instead, summer work experiences and internships are encouraged.

Parent involvement is difficult to achieve because many students do not live in the

neighborhood. Also, many students come from single-parent homes in which the parent

works full-time. Contacts with individual parents by teachers and administrators,

however, have been very positive. The community in East Harlem is supportive of the

school, probably because the school came about because of community concern over the

lack of an academically-oriented high school in East Harlem. They now have a school they

can be proud of.

Issues

The greatest concern of faculty and staff is that of funding. Because the MCSM

does not have students below level in reading and mathematics, the school is ineligible for

remedial or compensatory funds. Because the dropout rate is low, the school is ineligible

for program funding to improve attendance and retention. School staff report that the

schools which are doing the poorest jobs are receiving the monetary rewards, while their

school, which is doing an excellent job, is ignored. "When you have kids on level, you

don't get extra support," explained an assistant principal. Because the New York City

schools define vocational education as preparation for work immediately after high school,

the MCSM does not receive much vocational funding. Their electronics and computer labs

are not funded and cannot be upgraded. "We are penalized every step of the way for being

good," concluded another assistant principal.

MCSM is short on textbooks in every subject. The Board of Education funds the

school at $25 per student each year, but for $25 the school can buy just one textbook.
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Each year the school phases in one text, but they are far behind meeting new Regents

requirements for new textbooks in every subject.

The science laboratories, which are the heart of the instructional program, are inad-

equately equipped. In 1988-89 the science allotment was cut in half at all New York City

high schools. Teachers are forced to purchase consumable materials out of their own

pockets because the school's budget for science supplies is so meager. The laboratory for

the Science/Math Research classes is a makeshift lab at best. The room is too small and it

is not equipped for students to carry out their own research projects. Students also re-

ported that lab equipment is a major need in the school.

The computer labs need software and the technical classes need supplies, but there

are no funds with which to purchase them. In October of 1988, four special education

classes were using the technology lab. The supplies, we were told, would run out in "a

week or two." For the remaining eight months of the school year, there would be no

supplies for the lab. The school just instituted a music program, but there is no money to

buy musical instruments.

The cut from a nine-period to an eight-period day has also had repercussions. The

school program now has less versatility. The number of electives has been seriously lim-

ited by the shorter school day. Students are also limitcLi to fewer computer science and

technology courses. There are new elective courses such as Scientific Literature and

Science Fiction that teachers would like to add, but this is no longer possible.

Budget cuts have also resulted in staff reductions and higher class sizes. Faculty

members are overworked with classes of thirty-four to thirty-eight students and with the

loss of auxiliary staff to do all the nonteaching tasks that helped to make the school suc-

cessful. As the school gets larger, the resources are reduced. The MCSM needs a person

to coordinate the student internship programs, another to coordinate guidance/career activi-

ties, and another to take care of extracurricul-r activities. Students also said that more

teachers are needed for various activities. Other needs students saw included a return to a

nine-period day, money for tutorial programs, and money for sports equipment. (One

teacher spent $2000 of his own money for football uniforms.)
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Conclusion
The MCSM is successful for a number of reasons: high expectations for students,

a caring and nurturing staff, and a leader with vision who is able to get people to work to-

t,ether toward a shared set of goals. The community feels a sense of ownership in the

school. "I take a back seat as a principal and let &ern take ownership and feel pride in the

school," explained the principal. The former high school superintendent said, "She has

extraordinary skill in bringing people together."

Another factor in the school's success is the staffs commitment to students, even

after they graduate. An assistant principal said that teachers encouraged the first graduating

class to apply to several colleges, including those out-of-state. When students began to re-

ceive letters of acceptance, they were elated. But a week later, a cloud of depression hung

over them all. The teachers discovered that parents were not supportive of their children

leaving home. Hispanic parents were especially concerned about distance. The teachers

had to plead with a number of parents to allow their youngsters to go away to college.

One young man was accepted to an excellent school out of state. His mother

waited him to stay at home. After one semester in college, the student dropped out of col-

lege and joined the Army, which is a more acceptable reason for leaving home. He sent

the assistant principal a letter and a photograph of himself in camouflage attire. He said he

Mill plans to finish college. She believes he is taking this path to college as the only accept-

able cultural route, and she has offered to help him apply for ROTC scholarships.

The school's achievements, as the story above shows, are not solely academic. A

classroom poster seems to sum up the school's philosophy and motto: "Nothing is as easy

as it looks."
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Southern California Regional Occupational Center
Torrance, California

Anne E. Just

Background

Located in Torrance, California, in southwestern Los Angeles County (called the

South Lay area), the Southern California Regional Occupational Center (SCROC or the

Center) is a major provider of vocational education and career preparation for area high

school students and adults. Several factors account for this role.

First, SCROC has been in existence for twenty-two years. Second, the Center is

geographically well located for students from local public and private high schools, for

adults working in South Bay businesses and industries, and for employers seeking to hire

locally. Third, SCROC has established credibility with employers for training job-ready

applicants, with school districts for enhancing student performance, and with students for

occupational skill development and job placement.

However, this case study differs, as does the one describing the Jane Addams High

School Entrepreneurial Program, from others included in the paper. The Addams case

study describes one program within a school. This case study is a description of a physi-

cally separate training and education center organized into twelve divisions offering forty-

five occupational programs through sixty courses provided in multiple class sessions to

adults and to high school students from six surrounding school districts.

SCROC itself does not look nor operate like the other schools in this report. It

serves a largely suburban, non-inner-city, mixed ethnic, racial, and socioeconomic status

(SES) population. It does not qualify as a "home" school campus with sports teams,

cheerleaders, or organized extracurricular activities. Students attend class at SCROC wily

three hours per day. They enroll in SCROC courses for only one or two semesters. They

are either bused or drive their cars to and from SCROC. In fact, there may be those critic:,

who will dismiss SCROC as an "old-style" vocational training .:.enter offering a little bit of

everything for everyone with only entry-level positions as the reward for student efforts.

Despite this SCROC is a valuable study site for several reasons. The obvious ones

relate to geography and demographics. SCROC is located in the Los. An geles metrui.
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area with the second largest general and school age populations in the country. California,

the most populous state, is experiencing major demographic changes with the influx of

Hispanic and Asian immigrants. Their presence has a tremendous impact on public school

enrollments, course content, and teaching-learning techniques. Yet, one SCROC adminis-

trator notes, "Bigger school districts are consulted when change occurs. We are forgotten.

That's unfortunate because smaller independent districts are easier places to make changes

happen."

In addition, California has used the regional occupational center model of delivering

vocational education for over twenty years. This model has seven! doteworthy features.

The extended school day, from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m., is broken into four three-hour segments.

Three-hour daily classes for either one or two semesters provide students with int ..sire

opportunities to learn, study, and practice the occupational skills taught. Unlike high

school teachers, SCROC teachers have a two-hour block between classes to visit local

businesses and industries to keep abreast of occupational changes and needs. Finally,

evening and Saturday classes are most useful for adults and for high school students who

wish to complement their academic classes with vocational courses.

Of particular interest is SCROC's purpose. Center administrators and faculty

firmly believe that vocational education and career preparation are needed for students of all

socioeconomic, racial, and ethnic backgrounds. Yet their work is cut out for them as they

constantly fight the "bad image" usually preceding and accompanying vocational education.

Undaunted, SCROC staff work slowly and continually with feeder high schools to reduce

vocational education prejudice. For example, they discuss with high school administrators

and teachers changing labor market needs and career opportunities for skilled employees

without college educations. They point out to academic personnel liaks between academic

education and nonacademic training to minimize the gulf between the two areas.

Location and Setting
SCROC has its Center facilities in the city of Torrance, sixteen miles southwest of

the Los Angeles Civic Center, seven miles northwest of Los Angeles Harbor, and eleven

miles south of the Los Angeles International Airport. With 135,400 residents, Torrance is

the fourth largest city in Los Angeles County.

l 0
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SCROC was created through the cooperative effort of six independent school dis-

tricts in the South Bay area. From north to south, they are as follows: (1) to the north-

west, El Segundo Unified School District; (2) to the northeast, Inglewood Unified School

District; (3) Centinela Valley Union High School District; (4) Torrance Unified School

District; (5) South Bay Union High School District; and (6) to the southwest, Palos Verdes

Peninsula Unified School District.

The Center's service area includes fourteen cities and the surrounding unincorpo-

rated sections of Los Angeles County. The area's estimated population of 650,000 in-

cludes a wide spectrum of SES, ethnic, and racial groups. Inglewood, the northernmost

city in SCROC's service area bordering on the city of Los Angeles, is considered an inner-

city area. The Inglewood school district serves predominantly minority and low SES stu-

dents. To the south, the affluent cities of Palos Verdes and Rolling Hills send primarily

Caucasian, middle and high SES students to high schools in the Palos Verdes Peninsula

school district. The other school districts largely serve mixed-SES, ethnic, and racial

groups.

The South Bay area is replete with businesses of vary'ng types. Several major au-

tomobile manufacturers including Nissan, Toyota, and Honda have located corporate head-

quarters in the area. Their arrival has given rise to new business parks and office facilities.

The aerospace industry is strongly evident as TRW, Northrop, Hughes, and Rockwell

have major facilities here. These companies, with numerous government contracts, are

significant local employers. Health care and petroleum industries, well-represented in the

area, also have large workforces. The construction of two new large shopping malls and

the expansion of a third have helped the area's retail trades grow dramatically.

The Center is situated on land donated by the Torrance Unified School District.

The land was originally owned by the City of Torrance and used by the U.S. Navy as a

munitions dump. The ample site easily provides room for a compact "campus" of five

buildings, a horticultural area in front of the buildings, and a large student parking lot be-

hind the buildings.

Building space is primarily devoted to classrooms and training areas. The largest,

the Trade and Technology Building, houses the training facilities for three divisions

electrical-electronics, metal-machine, and transportation-mechanics. The streamlined
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administrative offices comprise only a small portion of the second largest building. The

rest of the building provides classrooms for the business, commerce, data processing,

graphics, and health services divisions. The three remaining buildings are used for the

agricultural services, personnel services, and maintenance and operations division.

There is space for expansion should the need arise. Current plans for 1989-90 in-

clude leasing part of the horticultural area for the development of a retail strip along the

street in front of the Center. The strip will provide retail locations for on-site, on-the-job

training (OJT) experiences for SCROC students.

The classrooms and training areas, in general, are well-sized and well-equipped.

Space is available for several types of training and learning experiences to occur simultane-

ously. There is ample room and equipment for each student to have an individual work

area (as needed per subject field) or to work in a small group foi easy sharing of or rotation

on selected, specialized equipment. SCROC prides itself on keeping as up to date as pos-

sible with equipment and machinery given some budgetary constraints. Often such items

are donated by civic groups or by nearby industries, or sold to the Center at a considerable

reduction of price.

Development of the Center
SCROC has a twenty-two year track record and historical base in the South Bay

area upon which to build. Organized in 1967 and built with a special tax levy, SCROC is

the first Regional Oc...upation Center or Program (ROC/P) started by the State of California.

Legislators and educators met to design the Center, which became a model for the other

centers and programs that followed. SCROC has been visited by people from all over the

world.

The sixty-nine ROC/Ps statewide train high school students, out-of-school youth,

continuation high school enrollees (dropouts returning to school), and adults to become

gainfully employed. SCROC, like other ROC/Ps, provides entry-level job training and

employment preparation.

The State of California funds ROC/Ps through public school apportionment. For

each 525 hours of student attendance, a ROC/P receives credit for a unit of Average Daily

Attendance (ADA). ROC/Ps earn different incomes for each ADA generated.
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Existing ROC/Ps have three adreinistAative formats. Four are operated by individ-

ual school districts. Twenty-four :.re administered by Joint Power agreement: covering

two or more school districts. County Boards of Education and the County Superintendent

of Schools operate the remaining forty-one ROC/Ps. SCROC functions under a joint

power agreement with six independent school districts and is considered an extension of

these districts.

SCROC began training in February, 1968, by offering the following six programs:

Medical and Dental Assisting, Major Appliance Repair, Welding, Data Processing

Equipment Operation, Data Entry, and Office Occupations. The addition of the Trade-

Technology Building in September, 1968, allowed for training in twelve other major pro-

grams, including several automotive repair fields, Electronics, and Machine Tool.

By 1973, aditional construction and reorganization of existing space provided fa-

cilities for five wore programs: Emergency Medical Technician, Hospital Occupations,

Graphic Design, Technical Drafting, and Computer Programming In 1914, South Bay

business people and industrialists assisted the Center to develop satellite programs in the

community. This community classroom approach provides students with "live," current

OJT opportunities.

In 1982, SCROC, with the concurrence of its six cooperating school districts, be-

gan to offer programs on area high school campuses. Thus, students unable to attend the

Center in Torrance may still receive vocational education at their home school sites.

Currently, in 1989, SCROC has twelve divisions offering sixty courses on-site at the

Torrance Center and fifteen courses off-site on local high school campuses.

Climate
Teamwork, professionalism, and responsibility are the operative words to describe

tne climate at SCROC. These descriptors apply to the behavior of the superintendent, ad-

ministrative staff, teachers, and students. Tours of the facilities, observations of classes,

and meetings with teachers, students, and administrators confirm that SCROC employees

and students not only understand these mores but eagerly incorporate them as their own.

SCROC's brochure provides the first clues to the Center's emphasis on student

maturity, responsibility, professionalism, and collegiality. For example, words and



phrases like "maturity," "adult,' "standards," "real working conditions," "appropriate to

the occupation," "job performan...c," ,.,-id "regular attendance and promptness" pepper the

document. These are not just words, however. They describe, in fact, the ethos
underlying the behavior and peSormance of both SCROC students ^nd staff.

In touring the Center's facilities and observing classes in most programs, teachers

model appropriate occupational dress, appearance, and behavior. They have high stan-

dards for and expectations of students in these tame areas as well as in the acquisition of

job or training competencies, regular class attendance, and punctuality. Standards, rules,

and expectations are put in context ar.-in.latect to the work world to enhance student under-

standing of their responsibilities and to facilitate their exercising mature, i :ofessional

behavior.

For example, no class bells ring. Students are expected to take responsibility for

arriving to class on time. Tardiness is not a problem at SCROC. Class breaks of specific

lengths are announced by teachers and c.tudents rc'urn punctually. Yet, during the class

breaks and between class sessions, stade:hts are lively but respectful of other classes which

are in session. Many SCROC high school students display a balance between youthful vi-

tality and young adult maturity and responsibility. Teachers confirm that this balance

emerges in most students attending SCROC, possibly as a result of the mix of adults and

high school students in all SCROC classes.

The atmosphere of collegiality and cooperation is intended to reflect real life work

settings. It is enhanced by the teachers' roles in the classroom. They effectively combine

authority figure/supervisory functions with those of mentor/colleague. Teachers circulate

among the students to supervise the classroom, to answer questions, and to critique per-

formance. They readily volunteer or are on call for one-on-one student assistance. Both

students and teachers actively participate in and welcome opportunities for individualized

student-teacher interaction. A teacher explained that she directs her attention to the students

who try to be invisible. "Teachers do that herenurture a talent or glow they happen to

see. If they don't have it when they come in, they'll have it in a short time. A lot of per-

sonal counseling goes on," she added.

Students consistently commend the variety of teaching and learning techniques and

the contextual framework SCROC classes give to the importance and value of academic

subjects. They especially praise the dedicated, caring SCROC teachers who take time to
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know class members as students and as people, and are available for individual help. One

board member describes SCROC as a "haven," a place that gives students positive self-es-

teem. She recommends SCROC to parents she meets and adds, "There is a warm, com-

fortable feeling herea pride in the campus." Another board member, who is planning to

take a SCROC course in the Office Machines program, said, "I love coming here."

A relaxed order pervades classrooms. Students are eager to learn and enjoy doing

so. Teachers take their work seriously and enjoy teaching and mentoring. In support of

this, another SCROC board member said, "In a regular district you see this caring in

grammar school. By high school, you've lost it. Teachers see kids only one period a day.

At SCROC, you spend more time with them."

Students
SCROC has a current student enrollment of approximately 4,077, 2,248 high

school students, 1,829 adults. Approximately equal numbers of males and females attend

SCROC courses. Fifty-five percent of SCROC high school students and forty-five percent

of adult students are from minority groups. Special educatial students constitute nine and

one-half percent of enrollment. One teacher said that SCROC is unique because of the

ethnic and economic diversity in the South Bay.

SCROC serves twenty-one local public high schools in the six cooperating school

districts. Eighteen nonpublic high schools (eleven parochial, seven private) also send stu-

dents to SCROC for training. Some adult students (those over eighteen years of age) come

to the Center from seven continuation high schools serving re-enrolled dropouts and from

seven adult schools (providing acade:nic courses) operated by the six local public school

districts. Other adult students who are employed, underemployed, or unemployed come

from the general community, often referred by current or potential employers, family, or

friends.

Classes for high school students are primarily offered in the following three time

periods: (1) 7:15-10:15 a.m., (2) 1-4 p.m., and (3) 4-7 p.m. Free bus transportation to

and from feeder high schools is provided to students. SCROC also offers the same to

community satellite programs from the SCROC Torrance Center. Adults may also enroll in

classes offered at the three previous time slots as well as in the 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. time pe-

riod. Adults frequently enroll in the Saturday courses offered at SCROC.



SCROC keeps student attendance and performance records, and awards grades for

courses completed. For high school students, these materials are forwarded to each stu-

dent's home high school which grants credit for SCROC classes. High school students

can earn up to fifteen t..redits per semester and ten credits for summer school. At least fifty

percent of all students who complete SCROC programs go on to some form of postsec-

ondary education.

Four ongoing programs, Hospital Occupations, Hotel/Motel Operations,
Horticulture, and Retail Occupations have classes especially for special education students.

High school counselors identify special education students whom they determine would

benefit from vocational training and discuss SCROC classes with them. SCROC teachers

then interview and screen prospective students for appropriateness to the training.

Once admitted, special education students are exposed to all course components

and, as with all SCROC courses, progress at individual rates. After completing an intro-

ductory one-semester course, many of the special education students continue with the co-

operative course with classroom training and paid employment, if offered in the program.

Most of these students have secured local full-time employment in the appropriate occupa-

tional field.

In 1988, SCROC, in conjunction with two of the local area school districts, initi-

ated a counseling program to serve at-risk students. Two high schools in the Centinela

Valley district and Torrance High School are collaborating with SCROC in this effort.

At-risk students are defined by the districts as those students demonstrating high

dropout potential. Their identification characteristics include 2.0 or lower grade point aver-

ages, difficulty in acquiring credits for graduation requirements, and between ten and

twenty-five absences in one semester (depending upon the school district). Some of the

students have limited English proficiency; others experience economic constraints or do-

mestic problems. Almost all identified students display an obvious lack of self-esteem and

of motivation.

The counseling program is provided by both SCROC counselors and by cooperat-

ing high school counselors or other student support personnel. Each student participates in

individualized advisement sessions focusing on individual needs assessment, self and



career awareness, realistic goal setting, and job skill preparation opportunities on the home

school campus or at SCROC.

The anticipated outcome of the counseling sessions is to enroll at-risk students in

vocational education programs for acquisition of marketable job entry skills. In addition,

SCROC and high school officials hope that, by prescribing such individualized programs,

at-risk students will experience success in learning, understand the value of academic

courses, and acquire graduation credits. The overall desired impact is to reduce high
school dropout rates.

College-bound students also enroll in SCROC courses. Their numbers have de-

clined in recent years given the increased high school graduation requirements mandated by

state law in 1983. However, these students often take SCROC courses during the sum-

mer, on Saturdays, or in evenings during the school year.

SCROC programs of greatest appeal to college-bound students include the various

classes in computer skills, graphic design, and technical and computer-aided drafting

fields. Medical and dental assisting courses are popular with pre-med college-bound stu-

dents. They learn medical terminology and techniques useful in college courses and in se-

curing relevant part-time and summer jobs.

Based on industry needs, SCROC plans to increase technological training in the

near future. The administrative staff anticipates that courses in laser and radar technolo-

gies, robotics, avionics, and aerospace would attract more college-bound students than cur-

rently enrolled.

SCROC teachers have strong reasons for encouraging college-bound students to

attend SCROC. First, through SCROC classes, college-bound students have an opportu-

nity to explore possible career fields and to decide whether they wish to pursue further

study at the postsecondary level. Such exploration can stave off possibly disastrous career

decisions. Second, college-bound students can acquire job skills to secure well-paying

part-time or summer jobs to pay for college expenses. They will not be relegated to mini-

mum-wage jobs. Third, depending upon the college or university, students may receive

course credits or waivers bt.cause of SCROC courses they have taken. In this context,

SCROC is beginning to work closely with nearby El Camino Community College to articu-

late SCROC courses in several fields with community college courses to ensure SCROC
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students advanced placement. Both SCROC faculty and administrators share these points

with high school counselors, academic course teachers, and administrators when recruiting

students.

Mission and Curriculum
Everyone at or associated with SCROC can describe its mission. Although the

words and phrases differ, all concur that SCROC provides relevant training to develop job

competencies and salable skills for entry-level positions. Many students and teachers add

that students also develop self-confidence, self-esteem, an understanding of the value of

academic skills, success in and enjoyment of learning (frequently for the first time), and,

often, a heretofore unknown interest in postsecondary education.

SCROC vocational education, training, and career preparation are available to both

high school students and adults. South Bay adults interested in occupational training are

eligible to attend the Center. High school students eligible for SCROC classes include

residents in the boundaries of the six cooperating school districts currently enrolled in a

public or private high school. These students attend their home high schools daily to en-

sure appropriate completion of required academic courses. In the junior or senior year (or

sophomore year if a student has reached age 16), students may enroll in SCROC occupa-

tional classes for three hours a day for up to one year. Students work through home high

school counselors to enroll at SCROC and to receive high school credits.

Most high schools credit SCROC classes as electives. However, SCROC adminis-

trators have worked closely with feeder high schools to validate the academic components

of selected SCROC classes. As a result, some feeder high schools will permit limited

substitution of SCROC classes for academic courses in math, science, art, computer liter-

acy, and English.

In addition to high school credit and the grades awarded to students, SCROC pro-

vides all students with materials and services useful to obtaining employment. First, each

student leaving SCROC receives a Performance Profile indicating all areas of training in

his/her chosen field in which competency has been achieved. Second, SCROC students

receive Certificates of Proficiency when they have reached the employability level in a spe-

cific job title. Third, SCROC has a Job Placement Office to assist both trainees and gradu-

ates to locate employment opportunities. SCROC instructors, course Advisory Committee
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members (to be discussed later), and cooperating businesses also help with job location and

placement.

The programs at SCROC help students see the relationship between academic and

vocational subjects. Many high school students do better at their home schools as a result

of the classes they take at SCROC. Faculty attempt to integrate academic and occupational

learning. An office occupations teacher said, "It's intentional. In my classes I have stu-

dents write a major report. They do research for the report as they would in industry.

They begin to see a reason for report-writing because the project was related to their job

training." She added,

They also bring in their high school projects to work on. The class size is
so high in the comprehensive high school that students receive little individ-
ual help there. They're here three hours a day. Ow teachers get to know
our students better and there is more individualization here.

The Off component of several programs at SCROC also serves to combine aca-

demic and occupational education. Students in the retail piogram who work at Penney's or

Marshall's are called upon to write, calculate, and communicate effectively in addition to

using their knowledge about retail sales.

There is no ability grouping of students at SCROC. Students are placed in classes

they request and teachers receive no information about the students' test scores, report card

grades, or attendance patterns. The only exception is special education students, whose

records are used by SCROC administrators and faculty in planning the students' individual

programs. There is an advantage in having no prior knowledge about the student to bias

the instructor, but there is a disadvantage in not knowing more about the student's aca-

demic progress (or problems). There is virtually no communication between instructors at

SCROC and instructors at the home high schools. However, there are tutors on the

SCROC campus who communicate special needs of students back to the home school.

The curriculum is occupationally centered, with a hands-on emphasis to produce

salable skills. There is an equally strong focus on individual student pacing, allowing each

student to progress at his/her rate in acquiring job competencies. Courses are offered on an

open entry-open exit basis to facilitate individual learning.

The hands-on focus of instruction is readily apparent in SCROC courses.
Classrooms incorporate a variety of teaching and learning techniques, often



simultaneously. Individual students intently undertake their assignments. Other students

work in small groups of two or three to complete projects. Groups of six or seven role

play to simulate "real world" job situations.

Students are free to help each other. Depending upon the program, peer tutoring is

formally or informally built into the classes. Most students engage in and enjoy this coop-

erative element of the classroom setting. A number of teachers said that the mix of adults

and high school students in their classes is "invaluable." They help each other and "act like

a family." While formal lecture-discussion periods are included, most teachers keep this

format well-focused and to a minimum.

SCROC course offerings are "industry sensitive." That is, the Center takes great

care through several mechanisms to ensure that the training provided is current, needed,

and in demand by local employers.

First, each program has an advisory group composed of employees of local busi-

nesses and industries. The groups meet at regular intervals throughout the year to discuss

changes in occupational fields and in required job skills, to review course content, and to

provide information about employment opportunities.

Second, SCROC annually conducts formal surveys in industries and businesses to

obtain data for current. and future programs. Those surveyed include Chief Executive

Officers (CEOs) of major companies in the area, Chambers of Commerce in the fourteen-

city SCROC service area, and advisory group members.

Third, SCROC subscribes to a national job and market data service. The Center re-

ceives current and future demographic data useful in verifying the relevance of ongoing

programs and in planning for future offerings.

Fourth, teachers are expected, encouraged, and supported by the administration to

stay current and aware of changes in their fields. In the three -hour breaks between sched-

uled classes, faculty can and do confer with occupational peers and colleagues about

evolving needs and changes in that field. They meet with local employers to develop

satellite programs and OJT locales. Teachers also ascertain the job market for SCROC

trainees and graduates. They discuss the skills and competencies sought by the employer.

The information gathered is shared with SCROC administrators for use in the constant

assessment of SCROC course relevance.
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Fifth, at the weekly "Cabinet Meetings," the Superintendent and the administrative

staff review data from various sources. Assigned staff consolidate the information into

position papers. Occasionally, outside consultants are hired to assess current programs,

verifying or augmenting occupational data compiled from other sources. The

Superintendent presents the findings from consultants and staff reports to the SCROD
Board of Trustees for direction.

Sixth, SCROC is highly visible and active in the community. They have effective

outreach techniques and an intensive community liaison effort. Through formal and infor-

mal means, SCROC faculty and administrators "keep an ear to the ground" and stay alert to

business and industry growth, change, and needs.

SCROC administrators translate the data and information obtained into action. New

programs are added; out-of-date programs are dropped. Over the past five years, six pro-

grams have been eliminated. During the same period, the Adult Program has been built,

the high school training site component added, and ten new training programs offered.

New programs must prove themselves. SCROC does not automatically include

such efforts as part of the ongoing program. The Center uses waiting lists based on stu-

dent requests for newly proposed courses. Student interest is one of the key factors in de-

termining the worth and retention of such courses. Other factors include employer needs

and job placement opportunities.

To facilitate looking at SCROC, the administrative staff was asked to select three

programs they considered exemplary. They chose Hotel/Motel Operations, Banking

Equipment/Teller Procedures, and Medical Assisting. Their selection criteria are as
follows:

1. The programs are of longstanding at SCROC. Each has operated for a minimum of
ten years and built a credible track record of training.

2. The hands-on training blends basic and new occupational competencies. Training
is based on expressed needs of the area's employers.

3. These programs have excellent job placement records. Graduates secure full-time
employment readily, frequently having been sought out. by employers. Trainees are
often hired part-time and then move into full-time positions with the same employer
upon program completion.
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4. The programs are frequently in great demand by students. Waiting lists for enroll-
ment often result.

5. The teaching staff are highly skilled and motivated professionals who enjoy their
occupational fields, teaching, and working with students. Actively involved in the
educational and business-industry communities, they have excellent employer con-
tacts. They are innovative, taking the initiative to modify, replace, or extend the
program per workplace demands and changes in the occupational area.

Banking

The banking program has very strong ties with the banking industry. The teachers

had responsible bank jobs before coming to SCROC to teach. Their contacts in the

industry provide OJT sites for every student in the program. At the end of each

school year, representatives from every bank in the area come to SCROC to partici-

pate in the Annual Job Fair, where they interview students for banking positions.

Former students of the bankini, program who achieve success at their banks often

recruit employees from the SCROC classes. Many former students come back to

SCROC to give guest lectures to the banking classes, including a graduate of the

first class ,vho is now the Operations Officer at Barclay's Bank. Many banking

program graduates move up quickly once they are hired in an entry-level position.

Students in the banking program spend half their time in the SCROC classroom and

the other half in on-the-job training at a bank. The classroom has tellers' windows

and loan desks and other work areas found in banking. Learning activities include

real-life bank situations in which students role-play as customers waiting in line,

tellers, new accounts persons, and loan clerks. Students also learn various ac-

counting skills. The placement success rate in the program is one-hundred percent.

In fact, the instructcs usually does not have enough students to place in the jobs

available through her banking contacts. Students with SCROC certificates are

sought out by employers and make up to $1,000 more per month than employees

without the certificate.

Medical Assisting

Administrators at SCROC believe that all of their medical courses should count as

science courses. One said, "Our courses are superior to any basic high school

science course." SCROC courses include microbiology, cells and tissues,
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pharmacology, and some physiology. At the -esent time, however, only the

Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) course is approved for science credit.

The instructors in the medical program, which is in its twenty-first year, train stu-

dents to become medical assistants, receptionists, insurance billers, and secretaries

to doctors. The two instructors worked in the medical field before coming to

SCROC. They see SCROC as "not just a vocational training school." They agree

that their students need to think of themselves as professionals and to regard the

entry-level jobs they get as stepping stones to something else. "This is the begin-

ning of their training and education. We encourage them to take college courses,"

said one of the instructors. Some students who complete the program go onto b.'-

come nurses, EKG technicians, office managers, and X-ray technicians. The in-

structors do a once-a-year follow-up on graduates of the program.

Several students were referred to the medical program at SCROC by potential em-

ployers. Others enrolled in the program as an alternative to more expensive private

programs. Private schools offer the same courses for $5000. Adults at SCROC

pay $90. A number of students said that the program at SCROC is far superior to

those costlier programs because the teachers are better prepared, the course is more

thorough, it has a lot of practical work, and they cover more content. Another fac-

tor that influenced several stucents to enroll at SCROC is the child care facility tkat

costs 500 per day and is housed in the building.

HotellMotel Operations

The Hotel/Motel program at SCROC is unique. Two teachers are based at the

Torrance Holiday Inn where classes and on-the-job training are provided to stu-

dents. This program was developed jointly in 1979 by the Holiday Inn and

SCROC and has successfully trained over six hundred high school students and

adults for employment in the hotel/motel industry.

The program succeeds because students learn in a realistic setting and interact with

hotel employees and guests. Students wear uniforms, -lock in, and follow other

rules that motel employees follow. The teachers stress the fact that students not

only learn job skills, but also learn life skills such as punctuality, getting along with

others, problem solving, and independence. Currently there are five classes at the



Holiday Inn and at the Sheraton in Redondo Beach. One of the classes is for

special education students, and there is always a waiting list for that class.

The program prepares students for jobs as switchboard operators, server assistants,

host/cashiers, laundry workers, cooks, room attendants, stewards, and banquet

servers. "You must start at the bottom in order to move up in this business," ex-

plained one of the two instructors. She added, "The college courses in hotel/motel

management are too theoretical." The SCROC program is individualized for each

student and is designed to allow students to experience success, some for the first

time.

Student and hotel employees work well together. One of the teachers said, "Adults

here are wonderful role models for the students, and sometimes the opposite is

true." "Employees become more careful about their performance," she explained,

"because students are modelling their behavior and watching everything they do."

For example, an employee in the pantry of the hotel restaurant feels very special

since she began to be involved in the program. When students learn what she

knows she is delighted and she feels her work is appreciated by them. Students'

interest in employees doing behind-the-scenes jobs makes those employees feel im-

portant and valued. "The new faces and new excitement of the students each

semester re-excites our employees," explained the hotel's Director of Sales and

Marketing.

The employees are not the only ones pleased with the program. The guests are also

impressed, and many write letters to the general office or to the hotel's manager

commending the Holiday Inn for what it is doing. Others stop by the manager's

office and ask for information about the program to take back to their cities.

When asked if the special education students presented any problems for the hotel,

the Director of Sales and Marketing said that the public and the employees have re-

sponded very positively to them. In fact, she said, having disabled students in the

hotel working in the restaurant at lunchtime has actually helped her wrap up a sales

contract or two. She said, "This is the easiest type of program for a hotel to enter

into. Retail stores could do it, too." She added that people at the school "took

away the fears and concerns over having students on site." Teachers assume re-

sponsibility for students being in uniforms, arriving on time, being well-groomed,
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following hotel rules, and having a positive attitude toward work. Many of the stu-

dents in the program get jobs at the hotel even before they complete the course.

A student in the program said, "You learn about working in this program. After

awhile, you're actually running the place." Another student, who is planning to at-

tend chef's school after he graduates, said, "The kids in my high school wish they

were in this program." He added that having adults in the class was "neat." "It

gives more depth to the class, and we all help each other," he explained.

Staffing
The entire SCROC staff totals one-hundred and sixty-eight including certificated

staff (teachers and administrators) and classified staff (paraprofessionals, office/clerical,

other support positions). Of this total, seventy-eight people or 46.4% are full-time em-

ployees. This group includes forty-three c-mificated staff and thirty-five classified person-

nel. In the ethnic-racial composition of the total staff, one-hundred and twenty-two people

are Caucasian (72.6%); twenty-four are Blacks (14.3%); fourteen are Hispanics (8.3%);

and eight staff members are either Asian, Filipino, or Pacific Islander (4.8%). The male-

female split is ninety-two males (54.8%) and seventy-six females (45.2%).

SCROC has a teaching staff of one-hundred and twenty-one. This includes forty-

three certified staff and seventy-eight part-time instructors of which thirty-three teach

SCROC courses on home high school campuses. The home campus teachers are paid by

SCROC and report to SCROC's Administrator for Campus and Community Programs.

They also function as part of the home campus faculty and are housed there.

The SCROC part-time instructors teach one course, primarily in the Adult Program

at the Center. The full-time SCROC faculty at the Center teach classes with both high

school and adult students. They are paid for a seven and three-quarter hour teaching as-

signment and are assigned two classes. Their work day amounts to eight and three-quarter

hours with an hour and three-quarter block midday for industry visits.

Almost all the part-time and full-time teachers indicate that they willingly spend per-

sonal time with their students and on their courses. Their compensation is to see students

grow, discover the joy in learning, acquire job skills, and obtain jobs. A teacher explained

it in this way "They're dedicated and love what they're doing. You can see it in their fac%..0

and hear it in their voices."
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The faculty commends and appreciates the superintendent's leadership which in-

volves teachers in decision making and in the responsibility for making SCROC a useful

and successful component of the area's educational system. "Progress through teamwork

is SCROC's theme," explained the superintendent. A teacher said that the administration

always has "open doors." He continued, "We're treated as equals. I have great satisfac-

don from working here."

Despite long hours and opportunities to make considerably higher salaries in indus-

try, SCROC teacher turnover is low. Teachers cite professional respect on the jot end a

strong sense of making significant contributions to education as powerful motivators to

stay at SCROC. A teacher explained, "In business, I could make twice as much, but you

want to give others a head start you didn't get." Another teacher said, "It's not all about

dollars. Instructors here could make more money in business, but we're satisfied. We all

care, and we want to be here."

About one-half of the SCROC teachers have undergraduate college degrees. As

allowable under state law, the noncollege graduates have been certificated for vocational

education based on work experience. SCROC encourages and supports continued profes-

sional growth and learning for the teaching staff. Numerous inservice training sessions on

various teaching-learning techniques and topics are sponsored on campus. Teachers re-

ceive financial support to attend in-state professional meetings and training sessions.

Faculty are encouraged to keep current in their occupational fields and to use their breaks

between classes to pursue these activities.

The streamlined SCROC administrative sr-cf numbers six. The staff is balanced

between long-time certificated staff promoted from within and experienced "outside" voca-

tional educators who joined the staff over the past four to six years.

SCROC administration is characterized by stability, concern, and involvement.

Stability emanates in part from the fact that SCROC has had only four superintendents in

twenty-two years. Teachers attribute the of ier administrative characteristics to the predom-

inantly female administrative staff. The superintendent does not shirk her leadership re-

sponsibilities but also does not hesitate to share information and decision making with other

certificated staff. Teachers and administrators have professional autonomy within mutually

agreed upon parameters. The teamwork and the concern for professional and personal
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growth of staff and students displayed by the superintendent and her administrative staff

has a ripple effect throughout the Center to the local educational community into cooperat-

ing businesses and industries.

The professionalism, collegiality, and cooperation observable in classrooms per-

meate the entire Center. These characteristics are apparent among teachers and administra-

tors and between the two groups. Teaching staff are experienced practitioners of their

subject areas who stay current in their fields Faculty members often collaborate to im-

prove course offerings or teaching techniques and to create and enhance community aware-

ness and support of SCROC through special events or projects.

A SCROC board member explained, "One thing really unique here is the feeling of

a teameveryone really likes everyone else . . . They're all part of a team working to-

gether. I see it here more than at any of my schools." Another board member agreed

and added that the superintendent ".. . is the reason. She is so sincere and so caring. She

makes everybody feel like gold."

The positive, strong working relationship between the faculty and administration is

the result of several factors. First, several SCROC administrative staff began at the Center

as teachers and have moved into administration. Second, these same individuals have been

with SCROC from ten to eighteen years apiece. Such longevity indicates loyalty and

commitment to the Center, a point not lost on facult) and students. In addition, these ad-

ministrators have a valuable institutional memory allowing them an excellent vantage point

for the future of SCROC.

Third, SCROC has a relatively stable history of superintendents. Only four indi-

viduals in the Center's twenty-two year history have ser,ed in this position. The current

superintendent began as a SCROC teacher sixteen years ago, moved into administration ten

years later, and into the superintendency three years ago.

Fourth, the current superintendent strongly belie /es in and implements participatory

management. Faculty are surveyed annually about their perceptions of and suggestions for

SCROC in general, about recommendations for their courses and programs, and about

problems or complaints. Center teachers and staff are not members of unions. Instead,

faculty and staff members elect representatives to meet with the superintendent to discuss

their needs and concerns. The representatives report back to the teaching staff. The
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superintendent frequently incorporates the staffs wishes into SCROC's yearly and long

term priorities and plans of operation.

SCROC's administrative staff meets on a weekly basis to track Center progress and

direction. Ad hoc meetings are convened as necessary for special need issues. Retreats are

scheduled yearly for brainstorming and planning.

In this environment, both faculty and administrative staff contribute to the annual

operating plan; understand their roles; and have flexibility to operate freely, to initiate pro-

jects, and to undertake appropriate actions to serve students, programs, and the SCROC.

Teachers and administrative staff repeatedly state their delight in being treated as knowl-

edgeable professionals and being consulted on and participating in the development and

implementation of overall SCROC priorities and plans.

Such faculty satisfaction is a cohesive element in the administration of the Center

and in the delivery of SCROC programs. SCROC administrators are proud that the facul

and staff have not unionized. Not only have SCROC teachers voted down a union pr

posal, they have even refused subsequently to allow union organizer presentations

SCROC. These actions are noteworthy in their own right in the recent decades of teac

unionization. They are even more remarkable in a state with a strong, influential teach

union and, especially noteworthy considering the Las Angeles area has one of the lar

most powerful local teachers' unions nationwide.

Linkages
SCROC administrative staff recognizes its role in creating a positive response to

vocational education by the local educational establishment, local employers, and the gen-

eral community. SCROC administrators maintain a high profile in local educational pro-

fessional assoCations, task forces, and work groups as well as in joint industry-education

councils and commissions. The Center is in:egrally involved with both the educational

community and the business and industry community in the South Bay. The Center uses

two major approaches to secure involvementinput and outreach.

at

er

ers'

est,

Input to SCROC is achieved by bringing individuals and groups of business, in-

dustry, and community representatives to SCROC. The program advisory groups are com-

posed of business and industry representatives and are a strong element of community in-

volvement. The six-member SCROC Board of Trustees, composed of school board
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members from the six participating districts, is a prime example of community
representation.

SCROC board members rotate in a staggered configuration every two years so that

all of the board members from all of the districts will eventually become involved with

SCROC. One SCROC program is highlighted at each monthly Board meeting. A teacher

is invited to describe his or her program. Most show equipment, videotapes, slides,

posters, or student work. They also bring several students to the meetings. These presen-

tations have been extremely effective in increasing board members' awareness of SCROC

programs and in creating very positive attitudes toward the teachers and students at

SCROC. For example, one board member took sample billboards designed by SCROC

advertising students to her district's board meeting and invited all of the other districts'

board members tc vc te for the best ones. "You cannot believe the quality of the work," she

said.

SCROC's marketing director, a new position created in 1988, also contributes to

SCROC input. Tours for local business people and for high school students are sponsored

at the SCROC Center. Visitors observe the facilities and classes and learn about SCROC

programs. Special events, including Center tours, are held at SCROC for high school

principals, their staffs, and board members. These events are used to express appreciation

to people already working with SCROC and to create awareness in those unfamiliar with

the Center.

The marketing director is also responsible for numerous SCROC outreach efforts.

The director has recruiters working with her whom she assigns to specific high schools.

The recruiters are responsible for developing and nurturing pc sitive and productive rela-

tionships with feeder high school administrators and teachers. Other activities include job

fairs; school board, classroom, and assembly presentations; speaking engagements with

civic organizations; specialized conferences; distribution of SCROC program materials at

local public libraries: and the development of SCROC videotapes.

The SCROC staff is currently working on articulation with the community college.

Students who take SCROC courses would be eligible for moe advanced courses at the

college level. Some SCROC courses could also count for college credit. Teachers at

SCROC feel an articulation agreement would prevent overlap and redundancy for students

who continue their studies in a given occupational area.
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Teacher and administrator professional outreach efforts on the local level with col-

leagues, the educational community, and business and industry leaders have been previ-

ously discussed. SCROC is also active on the state and national levels. The Center has

memberships in statewide and national associations for school board members, for school

administrators, and for vocational education schools.

Administrators and faculty, by careful design, are astutely politically attuned and

well-connected to their constituencies. A principal at one of the feeder high schools said

SCROC has done an outstanding job in the political arena. "They meet everyone's needs

without stepping on toes. They've worked hard with movers and shakers in the industry

and with leaders in the schools," she explained. One of the best things SCROC has done,

in her opinion, was to make sure that board members of the feeder districts serve on the

SCROC Board. A SCROC administrator stated, "We have made ourselves part of every-

thing educational in South Bay. We keep ourselves connected with established groups."

SCROC also voluntarily provides professional services to the educational estab-

lishment. Two recent examples illustrate this point. SCROC faculty reformulated the cleri-

cal examination for new employees of a local school district. Similar assistance was pro-

vided for the state's credentialing program for business teachers.

Several South Bay industries and businesses have requested special employee

training by SCROC. The Center provided staff training for Magnavox, new employee

training for the Holiday Inn, and fireman training for Hughes Aircraft. Although SCROC

charges its regular adult student fees for such training and adds the hours to the ADA ap-

portionment formula, administrators are studying such industry training as an additional

outreach activity and a possible revenue source.

SCROC staff are particularly proud that the neArby Holiday Inn, long a training site

for Hotel/Motel Operations, "adopted" the entire Center in 1988. This action intensifies the

relationship established in 1979 with the advent of the operations course at the hotel. By

adopting the Center, the hotel serves as the site for SCROC conferences, provides reduced

room rates for guests visiting the school, reduced catering costs, and offers additional OJT

opportunities for SCROC hotel/motel students when working at SCROC events.
However, the adoption really constitutes Holiday Inn's tribute to the vital role SCROC

plays in the South Bay community.
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Issues

"People have the idea that we all have grease under our nails and are wearing bib

overalls," explained one administrator when asked about the image of SCROC. A board

member said that people in the community think of vocational schools as a place to get rid

of troublemakers. "They don't think that way at SCROC, but outside, the image is nega-

tive," he added. He feels that free courses should be offered to school personnel so they

can find out for themselves about the quality of SCROC programs. His wife took a typing

course at SCROC in order to get a certificate. As a result, she was hired for a library job

over sixty other people who applied for it.

A teacher insists that education must "up the image" of vocational education and

make it a recognized part of the educational plan. He said, "It needs to come from the top

down. The Governor needs to recognize it in the budget." A bill passed recently in the

state legislature recommending that every student take vocational classes, but no funding

accompanied the bill. Consequently, no change has taken place.

The superintendent of Palos Verdes, an affluent feeder district to SCROC, said that

he surveyed the community and six hundred of the 1400 parents returned the survey.

When asked the question, "Do you believe college-bound students should have vocational

education?", seventy-one percent said "yes." These parents, however, do not enroll their

children in SCROC classes in large numbers. The superintendent thinks it is because they

feel vocational education is "for other people's kids." He noted that educators are also

guilty of thinking this way. He encouraged his daughter to take four years of woodshop,

which he believes has helped her in her current profession as an interior designer. He also

suggested changing the name of vocational education to "contemporary technology." He

concluded, "A great selling job has to be done; something has to be done with the image.

The Armed Services launched an ad campaign that turned attitudes around. Why can't we

do the same?"

Purpose
Virtually everyone interviewed at SCROC agreed that vocational education must be

made available to all students, including the college-bound. The purpose is too narrow if it

includes only entry-level skills for students who are not continuing education after high

school. A strong argument was made for college-bound students to attend SCROC as a

way to learn skills for working their way through college. Instead of working at a
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minimum wage part-time job, these students can earn $8 or $9 per hour with a SCROC

certificate in a number of areas such as drafting, computers, interior design, electronics,

advertising, graphic design, and banking. "Why not use vocational education to learn a

second career and finance an education?" asked one administrator.

A teacher insisted, "In this technological society, there is no place for people who

can't change a washer. Whether they go to college or not, everyone need3 occupational

skills to become a well-rounded, productive citizen." Another teacher said, "More stu-

dents should be given this opportunity. Even kids going to college should have a skill to

help them through school!" In 1971, ninety-eight percent of SCROC students went on to

college. In the mid-1970s, there was a change, and vocational education was no longer

seen as attractive. Faculty feel a mandate that all students take a vocational program is

needed. Everyone needs a salable skill, they insist.

A teacher recommends SCROC to people who ant halfway through college as a

way to see what a field is like before committing to another two years in a major. Another

teacher agrees, "I wouldn't have studied speech pathology if I had taken vocational educa-

tion. I would like to see a marriage between vocational and academic education."

An a-ininistrator follows up by saying, "We cannot any longer segregate academic

and vocational education. Kids from affluent suburban areas have a right to alternative ed-

ucation, too. Congress has to publish the need for vocational education in today's work-

force." Another administrator added that vocational courses should be made more available

to adults, immigrants, and dropouts. She emphasized that "federal monies should not go to

private businesses and agencies for vocational training. Fly-by-night firms get government

contracts when SCROC or a community college could do the job better." She added that

"people often come here after paying for a program that didn't train them properly." There

is a perception that private programs are better than public education. "It can't be very

good because it's publicly supported," is how she described a prevailing public attitude.

SCROC staff is planning to develop flyers that encourage students to enroll in

Center programs. The flyers will feature college-bound students who are enrolled in

SCROC courses. The efforts currently underway to build a 2+2 program with the com-

munity college will help, they feel, to attract more students to the program. One of the

board members would like to see vocational programs in the middle schools to expose stu-

dents to vocational education at an earlier age.
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Enrollment and Financing
As mentioned earlier, SCROC student attendance hours generate the major portion

of the Center's operating revenues per the state formula for ROC/Ps. Therefore, student

enrollment is a major concern for SCROC teachers and adn_ .strators. In fact, most inter-

viewees cited as one of the Center's biggest challenges the fir,_ g of enough students.

From a high of 4,800 adult and high school students in 1980-81, SCROC enrollees

now total 4,077. This decrease in enrollment results from the following three circum-

stances: (1) the 1978 passage of Proposition 13 which restricted local property taxes

thereby limiting revenues for publi_ K-12 schools; (2) declining enrollment in feeder high

schools; and (3) increased state high school graduation requirements.

First, school revenue limitations resulting from Proposition 13 began the decline of

high school student enrollment at SCROC. Faced with increased financial constraints,

school district boards and administrators had to make hard choices. Academic classes were

emphasized over vocational education; transportation costs to attend SCROC were cur-

tailed. As a result, fewer high school students began to attend the Center.

Second, although the overall population of the SCROC service area has increased

steadily since 1977, affordable housing for families with children is declining in the area.

The average single-family home price of over $100,000 has caused many families to locate

in outlying communities with affordable homes. As a result, feeder high schools have ex-

perienced declining enrollments. Since 1982, three area high schools have closed, further

shrinking the pool of potential SCROC students.

Third, in 1983, the California State Legislature enacted massive school reform leg-

islation. A major provision increased academic subject requirements for high school grad-

uation. Although the Center worked closely with local school districts to obtain academic

credit for selected SCROC courses, success was limited. Most school districts still award

only elective credit for SCROC classes. Students pressed to meet academic requirements

often have little time available to enroll in elective courses such as those at SCROC.

These factors have had a demonstrated impact on SCROC enrollment. Over the

past ten years, SCROC staff have been working hard to maintain the current four thousand

student enrollment level at least, and preferably to increase it. To these ends, Center per-

sonnel have initiated efforts to recruit students and to generate needed revenues. Plans to
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attract col' age -bound students havc been previously described. Two other activities, an ex-

panded Adult Program and a new program for at-risk high school students, present
SCROC with additional issues to address.

To generate needed revenues given reduced high school enrollments, SCROC ex-

panded its Adult Program to maintain ADA hours and to obtain additional funds from

course fees paid by adults and the increased high school campus classes.

Yet, the ethnic and racial composition of this increased adult enrollment closely

parallels the overall thmographic changes in the South Bay. Since 1982, the Asian and

Hispanic populations have grown with the general population increase. Many are newly-

arrived immigrants and refugees seeking ways to learn English and to obtain relevant work

skills. SCROC has experienced an approximate seven percent increase in adult enrollments

of As.ans and Hispanics between 1982 and 1989. The resulting language and cultural dif-

ferences have created challenges in written and oral communication for Center personnel to

address classes more fully than they have to date. This situation is mirrored in the existing

group of SCROC high school enrollees.

First, too heavy an emphasis on at-risk students may inadvertently undermine

SCROC's conscientious efforts to create a new, positive image of vocational education.

Results of these efforts are now taking hold mong educators and the general community in

the SCROC service area. Second, SCROC may be contributing to or appearing to con-

tribute to a track system for academic low-achievers in high schools, thereby accidentally

leading to an imbalance in the actual and desired SCROC student body of high and low

achievers.

Enrollment levels affect both class size and class sessions offered. Class size at

SCROC is a function of both educational philosophy and fiscal reality. SCROC maintains

the classroom dynamics described earlier by capping enrollment. Waiting lists are devel-

oped for courses eliciting more than twenty-five applicants. Several courses in fields such

as computer training, medical assisting, and hotel/motel operations fall into this category.

Classes with fewer than eighteen applicants are cancelled or postponed until sufficient en-

rollment warrants offering the class.

Given the state formula for ROC/P funding, SCROC administrators recognize that

eighteen students generate the necessary revenues to support a class. Yet, the SCROC
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class size of eighteen to twenty-five exceeds the preferred vocational education stand rd of

twelve to eighteen students per class. SCROC's current class size may leave the Center

open to criticism by other vocational educators with possible concurrence by SCROC

teachers. However, both C...nter teachers and administrators are keenly aware of the ever-

present challenge between providing worthwhile educational programs and securing ade-

quate financial resources. SCROC's professional personnel have avoided the financial

hazards and have skillfully achieved the required balance.

In light of financial constraints, SCROC may have to consider other revenue-gen-

erating methods. One source may be flat fees higher than the existing adult fee schedule for

training industry employees. Another approach, suggested by a student, may be to charge

high school students a minimal fee for SCROC classes to enhance their appreciation of the

value of SCROC training. The additional revenues generated from these sources could pay

for equipment repair and purchases and for program expansion.

Conclusion
SCROC embodies a different model for offering occupational education from that

of the comprehensive or vocational high school. The ROC/P model has both general

drawbacks and strengths to note. SCROC's specific challenges are discussed in the Issues

section. Its specific strengths are summarized here.

Among drawbacks, the segregated nature of the center model continues to reinforce

the division between academic and vocational studies. Integrating the two becomes much

more difficult than in settings where both types of courses are physically contained on the

same school site and are, literally and figuratively, juxtaposed.

In other respeQs, the structure of this model better serves students than c --,re-

hensive or vocational high schools. ROC/Ps have better, more up-to-date equipment man

most high schools can afford. The three-hour daily class format for one or two semesters

allows ROC/P teachers to get to know their students better and to work with them more in-

tensely than high school teachers with a fifty-minute class format. Center class size, lim-

ited to eighteen to twenty-five students and usually smaller than academic high school

classes, facilitates teacher- tudent and student-student interactions.

Specifically, SCROC has carved out a valuable niche in the South Bay to provide

vocational training and career preparation based on local business and industry needs
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Training focuses on currently required job skills leading to immediate placement in full-time

employment for SCROC graduates. Even trainees frequently find part-time jobs in their

occupational fields v ale completing their SCROC courses.

Much of SCROC's success with students results from specific characteristics em-

bodied in the Center's educational philosophy and implemented in the classroom. Class

sizes remain steady. The three-hour daily class format allows for concentrated teaching and

learning. Teachers are committed to student learning and to SCROC. Various teaching

techniques emphasizing hands-on learning allow students to progress at individual rates.

Students know that instructors care about them and willingly provide individual student at-

tention. Teachers have high expectations for student behavior and performance and pro-

vide sufficient autonomy and guidance to ensure student success in learning. Classes pro-

vide a contextual framework for the job competencies taught and for the relevant academic

skills needed. Underlying the classroom scenarios are the support and leadership of a

dedicated, caring superintendent and administrative staff. Many SCROC staff, observing

student gains in one or two semesters, advocate a two-year course sequence in Center

programs.

Exciting things are happening in SCROC classrooms. Students are experiencing

success in and enjoyment of learning, some for the first time. Teachers acclaim their good

fortune to work at SCROC. Business and industry leaders actively participate with the

Center. Much of the general community knows about or uses SCROC.

Similar characteristics and results have been documented in the research literature

about effective schooling techniques for at-risk, disadvantaged, inner-city students.

SCROC demonstrates that not only this group of students but those from widely varying

backgrounds, all of whom comprise the Center's student body, benefit from learning envi-

ronments made contextually relevant, having high expectations for students, and allowing

individual student progress. Many of SCROC's procedures and practices have transferable

applicability for both other vocational education programs and academic high schools. A

SCROC administrator said, "I'd like to see more legislators visit the Center and have them

see what vocational education is really like. We criticize and ridicule our representatives,

but we owe it to them to show them what we are doing."
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THE COSTS OF OPERATING EXEMPLARY URBAN,
CAREER-ORIENTED SECONDARY PROGRAMS

Jay Chambers
Center for Education Financing and Planning

American Institutes for Research
Palo Alto, California

Introduction

The purpose of this section is to explore the economics of operating exemplary pro-

grams in urban high schools with a career or vocational orientation. There are two primary

questions to be addressed:

1. Are these exemplary career or vocationally oriented urban high school programs
more costly to operate?

2. What factors underlie any observed variations in the cost of operating r_ "emplary
high school programs?

Are these schools any more costly to administer? Do they require additional sup-

port services to function? Are there any differences in the class sizes and teacher staffing

patterns that result in higher instructional costs? Are there any differences in the salaries

paid to the teachers employed in these schools? Do these high school programs require any

additional investment in specialized furnishings and equipment?

This report will break down the total costs of education according to the various

services delivered to students attending different types of urban high schools. The first

section below describes the data collection fi om the urban high schools in three geographic

locations across the United States and lays out a conceptual framework and the procedures

for the subsequent analysis. The next section presents some data on the costs of providing

services in a regular high school program.

Using the framework set out for the costs of a regular high school student, the re-

mainder of the report examines each of the major elements that is likely to have an impact

on the overall costs of serv'ng students in vocational-technical high schools relative to aca-

demic-comprehensive high schools. The topics include student course loads, average c as

sizes and the composition of student course loads, differences in teachers' salaries, the

costs of nonpersonnel resources (including supplies and materials, textbooks, and
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specialized furnishings and equipment), site administration and support services, and

construction costs. The results of the analysis are brought together in the last section which

presents the summary and conclusions.

Methodology: Data Collection and Analysis

Data on expenditures, staffing, and students was gathered on the exemplary high

schools in Chicago and New York City, and the Southern California Regional Occupation

Center (SCROC). Since one of the purposes of this study was to compare these exemplary

high schools with other high schools, it was recessary to select some additional schools to

include in the analysis which could be compared with the sample schools. With the limita-

tions of time and budget, it was not possible to select a random samples of other schools that

would be representative. The purpose was simply to establish some sort of benchmarks

for the results of our cost analysis of the exemplary high schools.

One comparison school was selected for each of the exemplary high schools visited

for the case studies in Chicago and New York (i.e., two in Chicago and six in New York

City). Dr. Maxey Bacchus, the Director of Operations Analysis and Planning in the

Chicago City Public Schools, was asked to select the comparison schools in Chicago. Dr.

Vernay Mitchell, who conducted most of the case studies for this project and is familiar

with the high schools in New York City through other studies done in the school system,

was asked to select the comparison schools in New York. The comparison schools were

supposed to be regular academic-comprehensive high schools of about the same size as the

case study schools. It was necessary to rely on the judgment and knowledge of the indi-

viduals most familiar with these two school systems to select the schools. The fact that

the comparison high schools in each casc were selected from among high schools within

the same local school system already holds a great deal constant between the two schools.

Table 1 lists each pair of schools consisting of one exemplary and one comparison

high school along with the data on enrollment and the type of high school. The schools are

grouped in pairs to designate which comparison high school was intended to match up with

which case study school. The case study schoc' generally accept students from an atten-

dance area extending well beyond the local neighborhood.

1 3 .
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T ?.3LE 1.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CASE STUDY AND COMPARISON
SCHOOLS

Included in

School Enrollment Typea Case Studies
(1) (2) (3) (4)

NEW YORK HIGH SCHOOLS
COMPARISON GROUP 1

BROOKLYN TECHNICAL 4,485 A/C,SHS Yes

JAMES MADISON 2,774 A/C,OAP No

COMPARISON GROUP 2
AVIATION 1,993 V/T Yes

BAYSIDE 2,463 A/C,OAP No

COMPARISON GROUP 3
FASHION INDUSTRIES 1,982 V/T Yes

JULIA RICHMAN 3,191 A/C No

COMPARISON GROUP 4
MANHATTAN CTR 1,268 A/C,APP Yes

A. PHILIP RANDOLPH 1,436 A/C,APP No

COMPARISON GROUP 5
MURRY BERGTRAUM 2,622 A/C,OPT Yes

SEWARD PARK 3,568 A/C, No

COMPARISON GROUP 6
JANE ADDAMS 1,635 V/T, Yes

MORRIS 1,821 A/C, No

CHICAGO HIGH SCHOOLS
COMPARISON GROUP 1

GEORGE WESTINGHOUSE 1,708 V/T,APP Yes

KELVYN PARK 1,663 A/C No

COMPARISON GROUP 2
CHICAGO HS-AGRI SCI 462 V/T,APP Yes

HS FOR METRO STUD- S 374 A/C No

Source: Comparative Analysis of the Organization of High Schools, New York City
Board of Education, The High School Division, 1987-88, pp. i-ii & 2.

a The codes are defined as follows: sHS-Specialized High School in Science-
students apply and entry requires entrance examine or performance test;
A/C=Academic/Comprehensive High S,:hool; V/T-Vocational/Technical High School;
OPT=Education Options program -three year courses preparing students for career
areas as well as for college; AFP=.Students apply to this school from the entire
city; CAP- Optional Assignment Prc. :m-students living in certain areas may be
assigned to these schools to r,auce overcrowding, promote integration, or

provide wider choice to students.
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Data collection was conducted through contacts in the central offices of the two

school systems and the principals at the schcol sites. Site budgets and/or _tatting configu-

rations were requested and received from central office officials in each district. Data on

course schedules and corresponding enrollments, teacher workloads, sample student pro-

grams, and sample inventories of furnishings and equipment were requested from the

principals in each of the exempla:y high schools Once again, limitations of time and bud-

get prevented us from gathering this detailed site level information for the comparison

schools. However, sufficient data was gathered from central office sources fcr the

comparison schools to conduct the planned analyses. Moreover, some data was available

systemwide for certain comparisons of costs and services between students attending

exemplary and other high schools. Finally, in the process of requesting the site level data,

the exemplary high school principals were also asked about other general issues related to

he costs and revenues. Site level data requested from the exemplary high school principals

was received from all but one of the schools.

Similar data was also requested from officials of SCROC; however, no comparison

school was selected for SCROC. This was because (1) the school focuses on career or vo-

cational training and does not offer the standard academic courses, and (2) a mixture of

adult and high school students are served. The high school students attend their regular

high schools for their academic subjects and are transported to the SCROC for vocational

training They spend the first three hours in their regular high school and the remainder of

the day at SCROC.

The data collected from these districts and schools was organized into a series of

service delivery systems. The structure for organizing this data is derived from the

AEFP/RCM system which is designed for educational cost analysis. The AEFP/RCM de-

fines service delivery systems as a list of resource requirements ("ingredients") for provid-

ing certain instructional, administrative, and support services in relation to the size of each

service unit. The delivery systems themselves are defined in such a w .y as to facilitate

comparisons of services across agencies or sites. This methodology makes use of, but

generally does not rely entirely upon, aata gathered from the business office of the school

district. Examples of service delivery systems would include an elementary self-contained

classroom, a high school course, and the general administrative offices of a high school.
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Over the last few years, the AEFP/RCM approach has been utilized to estimate the

cost of standardized as well as actual levels of educational services in local agencies and

sites across the United States. Studies have covered a broad range of educational programs

(i.e., regular elementary, regular secondary, special education, limited English proficient,

vocational education, and compensatory education) for students served in at least selected

local districts in Alaska, California, Connecticut, Illinois, and Washington.1 As part of an

effort to enhance the AEFP/RCM computer simulation software, Drs. Chambers and

Parrish, who represent the principal research staff of AEFP, have developed the
AEFP/RCM Prototype Database. This database represents a composite of the data collected

from the many states and local districts covered by studies of educational costs conc. scted

by AEFP staff.

The principal component of the AEFP/RCM prototype is a set of approximately

four hundred educational service delivery systems. While this extensive set of delivery

systems does not reflect a representative sample of local educational agencies, it does con-

tain a great deal of valuable information on the relative costs of various programs that

seems to reflect consistent patterns of variation across the range of agencies that the AEFP

staff has been able to include in its studies. Information derived fron the AEFP/RCM

Prototype Database will be used as part of this analysis in the process of comparing the

costs of regular high school programs with those of exemplary high schools oriented to-

ward career and vocational education.

Standard Student Programs

Table s.., which presents two alternative standard student programs, is a starting

point for this analysis. This table presents the list of service delivery systems gene rated by

the needs of two students: one lower division (i.e., freshman or sophomore) and one up-

per division (i.e., junior or senior) student. Each student is assumed to take seven high

school courses. These courses require one-fifth of an FIE (full-time-equivalent) teacher,

an alk a*ion for supplies and materials, estimates of the annualized costs of hard cover and

'More intensive and d,.!t-i.iled studies of special education have also been conducted in California and across
eighteen states as part of the Congressionally mandated study.
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soft cover textbooks, and estimates of the annualized costs of furnishings and equipment.'

The assumptions regarding the number of classes taken by students and the allocation of

teacher time are consistent with the high school student and teacher course loads in both

Chicago and New York City. Salary data from the Chicago Public Schools was used to

cost out personnel resources.3 No real satisfactory data was available withii: the limits of

this study on the costs of textbooks, supplies and materials, and furnishings and equip-

ment, so estimates of these amounts are taken from the AEFP/RCM Prototype Database.

Since about ninety percent of instructional costs for most regular high school classes are

allocated to teachers' salaries and benefits, any distortions that may exist are not likely to be

significant.

In addition to the costs of instruction, Table 2 includes the delivery systems for

providing site administration and support services. While the list of service delivery sys-

tems are taken from the AEFP/RCM Prototype Database, the resource requirements and

school size values specified are derived from one of the regular high schools in New York.

Once again, salaries from the Chicago Public schoois were used to maintain consistency

with the salaries of instructional personnel used in this table. No central administrative and

support services are included since the focus of our analysis is on services at the school

site.

According to the figures presented in Table 2, the total costs of level services is

approximately $2,600 to $2,700 per pupil with over seventy percent accounted for by in-

struction. The absolute dollar figures would be about twenty-five percent higher if average

salaries and benefits for the New York City School System had been used in place of the

Chicago Public School averages.

The differences between the lower and upper division students are that the upper division

student is taking chemistry in place of health educaeon and U.S. history in place of genera!

science. While there is little difference in cost between the general social science and

U.S. history course, the chemistry course is $108 per pupil more expensive than the

2The detailed specifications underlying all of the service delivery systems presented in Table 2 are presenwd
in Appendix B.

3Benefits were set at twenty percent. In fact, the actual benefit ratios vary considerably between school
distri^,ts and the job titles and sai...-y levels of the individual personnel categories.
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health education course. This is primarily dae to the higher costs of teacher time and of

specialized furnishings and equipment. Chemistry classes meet five days each week in a

regular classroom and one day per week in a lab requiring .1 total of six teaching periods out

of a teaching week which consists of twenty-five periods. Thus, chemistry requires a 0.24

FIE teacher while most high school classes revire a 0.20 I--1'E teacher in Chicago and

New York City.

In addition to the differences in teacher costs, the annualized cost of furnishings and

equipment that make up a chemistry classroom run over 57,000 relative to a cost of about

$333 for a regular high school classroom used for almost all of the other courses included

in the two profiles. In each case, it is assumed that these facilities are shared by five other

classes (i.e., utilized by any one classroom about twenty percent of the time). The net im-

pact of these differences in the cost of services amounts to just over $106 per pupil between

the upper and lower division student.

Using the structure of ser.ce delivery outlined in Table 2 as a foundation, we can

now proceed systematically to determine the major factors that might create differences in

the cc,3ts of service delivery in a regular high school relative to the career oriented, exem-

plary high schools included in the case study. Spc.cifically, the analysis will focus on the

impact of variations in the number and composition of the student course load on the in-

s'ructional as well as administrative and support service delivery system configurrions

(i.e., resource requirements in relation to the sizeschool or class sizeof units of service

delivery). The number and composition of the student course load will affect costs through

variations in class sizes and the allocations of teacher time, supplies and materials, and

specialized furnishings and equipment required to provide these services. At the same

time, variations in the composition of course load may have an impact on the combination

of resources necessary to administer and support the programs offered within the school.

Student Course Loads

As illustrated in Table 2, the standard course load for the regular high school stu-

dent is seven periods of classes per day, five days per week. The classroom delivery sys-

tems for each period cost approximately $8,000 and about eighty-five to ninety percent of

that is teacher salaries and benefits. This means that the standard instructional day for high

school students requires 1.4 FTE teachers. The greater the number of class periods
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Service Delivery System

TABLE 2

STANDARD HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PROGRAMS

Number of Total Cost Cost per Pupil Served

Pupils of Delivery Lower Div Upper Div

Served
a

System Pupil Pupil

(1) (2) SIL (4) (5)

INSTRUCTION:

DEPT INS: ART APPRECIATION 29 $9,099 $314 $314

DEPT INS: GENERAL ENGLISH 29 $8,173 $282 $282

DEPT INS: FOREIGN LANG: 2ND YR 29 $7,872 $271 $271

DEPT INS: HIGH SCHOOL MATH 29 $7,772 $268 $268

DEPT INS: GENERAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION 46 $8,382 $182 $182

DEPT INS: HEALTH 29 $7,789 $269

DEPT INS: CHEMISTRY 29 $10,324 $377

DEPT INS: SOCIAL SCIENCE, GENERAL 29 $7,872 $271

DEPT INS: U.S. HISTORY 29 $7,707 $268

TOTAL COSTS OF INSTRUCTION: $1,857 $1,963

SITE ADMINISTRATION AND SUPPORT SERVICES:

HIGH SCH: GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 3,191 $1,032,445 I 24 $324

LIBRARY SVS: HIGH SCH 3,191 $145,984 $46 $46

COUNSELING 8 GUIDANCE: HIGH SCH 3,191 $388,668 8122 $122

MEDICAL SERVICES: HIGH SCHOOL 3,191 $70,711 $22 S22

MAINTENANCE SERVICES: HIGH SCH 3,191 $125,155 $39 $39

CUSTODIAL SVS: HIGH SCH 3,191 $294,558 $92 S92

UTILITY SVS: HILB SCH 3,191 $190,000 $60 $60

SECURITY SERVICES: HIGH SCH 3,191 $135,223 $42 $42

TOTAL COSTS OF SITE ADMIN 8 SUPPORT SVS $747 $747

GRAND TOTAL COSTS (INSTRUC 8 SITE ADM/SUPP):
b

$2,604 $2,709

a
The number of pupils served represents a class size for the instructional programs and school size for the

site administration and support services.

b
This grand total costs includes only those costs incurred at the site level. It excludes all costs of

program and general administration and support services (e.g., business and fiscal management, the

superintendents offices, personnel, curriculum development, transportation services, and operations

management).
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per day demanded by students, the greater the number of teachers required to ataff the

school and, hence, the higher the per pup .l cost of instructional services.

The New York City School System publishes statistics on the average number of

subjects taken per pupil by broad chsses of subject areas for each high school. Table 3

presents paired comparisons between the six case study schools and the corresponding

regular high schools chosen for this analysis. The citywide averages are also presente,1

separately for the vocational-technical and the academic-comprehensive high schools.

With one exception, the level of course demand observed in Table 3 in the sample

high schools exceeds that of the comparison schools. As the numbers in column (7) of

Table 3 show. five of the six schools reveal a course demand that is between seven and

fifteen percent higher per pupil. Table 3 also presents a citywide comparison at the bottom

of the table which shows that vocational-technical high schools exhibit a four percent

higher course demand, on average, than academic-comprehensive high schools. The

greater course demand in the case study schools and in vocational-technical schools means

a relatively greater need for teacher time and higher per pupil cost of instruction ranging

from four to fifteen percent.

When the reimbursable classes are added, the percentage difference in costs falls

somewhat. For the most part, these reimbursable services include coursework designed

for culturally or language disadvantaged students!'

Among the sample student programs requested in the. data collection effort from the

exemplary high schools, it was not atypical to find the upper division students assigned to

eight and, in some cases, nine periods of coursework per day. This appears to be particu-

larly true among the students attending the vocational-technical schools. An eight period

lay consisting of eight separate courses would be associated with an increase in instruc-

tional costs of approximately 1t3%. That is, an eight period day involves one-seventh

more coursework, including 1.6 as opposed to 1.4 FlE teachers, and proportionately more

dollars allocated to other resources assuming no differences in the relative amounts of

supplies, materials, textbooks, and furnishings and equipment.

40nly about two percent of the FIE teacher positions and twelve percent of the hourly allocations of
reimbursable funds a allocated to Vocational Education Act (VEA) programs.
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The Chicago Public Schools have altered this factor in the case of some vocational-

technical students by defining two types of teacher work days: a six hour and an eight

hour day. The principals of the two vocational schools in Chicago indicated that virtually

all teaching assignments are full-time. The six hour teacher is expected to teach five peri-

ods per day (twenty-five per week) accompanied by professional preparation, study hall

supervision, and office hours for subject matter counseling for students. The eight hour

teachers are usually in the trades-vocational subjects. These teachers are paid twenty per-

cent more in salary and teach two courses each lasting four periods per day accompanied by

professional preparation and office hours for subject matter counseling for students. That

is, each of the two classes requires a 0.6 1-TE teacher. Thus, a student taking an eight pe-

riod day would require a part of each of four six hour teachers (i.e., four teachers at 0.2

I- 1E for a total of 0.8 FTEs) for the regular high school courses and one-half of an eight

hour teacher (i.e., a total of 0.6 Fr Es). The :otal teacher allocation is 1.4 which is exactly

the same as that required for a student taking a seven period schedule of regular high school

classes.

Average Class Sizes and the Composition of the Student Course Load

Table 4 presents average class size data for the New York City School System.

Average class sizes for the category "other subjects," which are those most often taken by

high school students according to Table 3, range from twenty-six to thirty-one students.

The required music and physical education class sizes range for the most part between forty

and fifty students, while the reimbursable classes (more often than not being remedial or

special classes) are significantly smaller, ranging from an average of sixteen to twenty-two

students per class.

Of particular interest to our analysis are the differences in class sizes exhibited in

column (3) for the trades and shop classes. Across the twelve sample and comparison high

schools, the average class sizes for trades and shop classes are seventeen percent lower

than for other subjects. The sample high schools she Ned almost a ten percent lower class

size for trades and shop classes relative to other subjects, while the comparison high
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TABLE 3

AVERAGE NUMBER OF SUBJECTS PER PUPIL BY SUBJECT AREA

NEW YORK CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM

School

Other

Subjects

Trades

& Shop

Required

Music

Physical

Educ Total

% Diff.

Total

Course

Demand

Reimburs-

ablea

Grand

Total

% Diff.

Grand Total

Course

Demand

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

COMPARISON GROUP 1

BROOKLYN TECHNICAL 5.47 1.24 0.04 0.58 7.33 7.16% 7.33 1.24%

JAMES MADISON 5.94 0.10 0.05 0.75 6.84 0.40 7.24

COMPARISON GROUP 2

AVIATION 3.82 3.21 0.06 0.50 7.59 13.62% 0.19 7.78 12.75%

BAYSIDE 5.72 0.13 0.04 0.79 6.68 0.22 6.90

COMPARISON GROUP 3

FASHION INDUSTRIES 3.29 2.95 0.11 0.39 6.74 7.84% 0.44 7.18 4.66%

JULIA RICHMAN 5.00 0.42 0.06 0.77 6.25 0.61 6.86

COMPARISON GROUP 4

MANHATTAN CTR 5.64 0.38 0.08 0.90 7.00 -9.68% 0.09 7.09 -11.26%

A. PHILIP RANDOLPH 6.77 0.98 7.75 0.24 7.99

COMPARISON GROUP 5

MURRY BERGTRAUM 5.99 0.04 0.09 0.47 6.59 10.20% 0.24 6.83 -3.67%

SEWARD PARK 5.10 0.08 0.07 0.73 5.98 1.11 7.09

COMPARISON GROUP 6

JANE ADDAMS 5.28 0.86 0.60 6.74 15.21% 0.58 7.32 3.54%

MORRIS 4.94 0.09 0.82 5.85 1.22 7.07

CITY WIDE COMPARISON

VOC./TECH. 3.89 2.21 0.10 0.55 6.75 4.33% 0.45 7.20 2.56%

ACAD./COMP. 5.29 0.25 0.08 0.85 6.47 0.55 7.02

Source: Comparative AnalYsis of the Orgsnization of High Schools, New York City Board of Education, The High

School Division, 1987.88 p. 7071.

a
Reimbursable subjects are funded by non tax-levy sources and include such programs as Chapter I Reading and

Math, Chapter VII Bilingual, and Vocational Education Act (VEA) among others.
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TABLE 4

AVERAGE CLASS SIZE BY GENERAL SUBJECT AREA

NEW YORK CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM

School

Other

Subjects

Trades

& Shop

Required

Music

Physical

Educ Reimbursable

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

COMPARISON GROUP 1

BROOKLYN TECHNICAL 31.47 27.54 48.40 40.26

JAMES MADISON 31.77 23.55 46.67 47.43 22.63

COMPARISON GROUP 2

AVIATION 28.97 23.34 39.00 41.48 17.20

BAYSIDE 30.21 22.64 52.00 42.53 16.23

COMPARISON GROUP 3

FASHION INDUSTRIES 29.34 26.19 47.20 52.19 19.83

JULIA RICHMAN 30.69 17.00 46.25 46.25 17.92

COMPARISON GROUP 4

MANHATTAN CTR 28.85 27.19 48.50 46.38 21.20

A. PHILIP RANDOLPH 26.32 54.04 20.80

COMPARISON GROUP 5

MURRY BERGTRAUM 28.10 31.33 45.80 43.10 20.85

SEWARD PARK 27.53 21.46 36.17 43.09 22.25

COMPARISON GROUP 6

JANE ADDAMS 29.16 23.19 45.75 21.45

MORRIS 27.83 45.00 44.21 19.74

CITY WIDE COMPARISON

VOC./TECH. 28.33 24.13 35.51 43.78 18.33

ACAD./CO. . 29.04 23.58 44.49 45.54 20.58

Source: Comparative Analysis of the Organization of High Schools, New York City Board of Education, The High

School Division, 1987.88, pp. 72-73.

a
Reimbursable subjects are funded by non tax-levy sources and include such programs as Chapter I Reading and

Math, Chapter VII Bilingual, and Vocational rdunation Act (VEA) among others.
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schools averaged twenty-nine percent lower trades and shop class sizes.5 Citywide, the

trades and shop classes are 14.8% smaller in vocational-technical high schools and 18.8%

smaller in academic-comprehensive high schools.

The reason for the particular interest in trades and shop is that most of the high

schools included in the case studies are career or vocationally oriented schools in which

students spend a significant portion of their day taking specialized vocational-technical

classes that fall into the category of trades and shop. Combining the information in Table 3

on the composition of student course loads with the average class size information in Table

4, one can see that high schools oriented toward vocational and technical fields will tend to

require greater numbers of teachers per pupil both because of the somewhat higher course

demand discussed earlier and because of the smaller class sizes necessitated by the course

offerings in trades and shop classes. The greater numbers of teachers per pupil required to

provide services will ultimately result in higher per pupil costs.

It is interesting to note that both the Chicago Public Schools and the New York City

School System explicitly recognize the foregoing differences in the numbers of courses, the

average class sizes and the composition of student course loads, and their impact on varia-

tions in the need for teaching positions between vocational-technical schools and the aca-

demic-comprehensive high schools. Chicago's formula is a relatively simple and straight-

forward recognition of this difference. Using the regular student membership (i.e., total

membership less self-contained special education membership), the Chicago Public

Schools determines the number of regular high school teaching positions required by divid-

ing student membership by 23.1, a fixed ratio of pupils to teachers. For technical high

schools, this student membership figure is divided by 22.1.6 For vocational high schools,

the target pupil-teacher ratio is 21.1.

The New York City budget allocation formula is more elaborate and sophisticated in

its recognition of the differences between vocational-technical and academic-comprehensive

5Excluding the one high school with a larger average class size for trades and shop classes, the sample
schools exhibit almost a fourteen percent lower class size for trades and shop relative to other subjects.

6The formula also applies this same ratio of 22.1 to general high schools with memberships of 1,500 or
less.
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high schools. The calculation of the amount of teacher time required for instruction on the

general education budget takes into account the total school enrollment, the average number

of subject periods scheduled per pupil per day, and t'ie contractual class size maximums.

The structure of the allocation formula is presented in Table 5. The universal curriculum

index reflects the mix of subjects required to implement a seven period, five and one-half

hour instructional day as required by the regulations set out by the New York State

Commissioner of Education. The differences in the universal curriculum index between the

academic-comprehensive and the vocational-technical high school "was determined by

studying a model of the instructional need to fulfill the diploma requirements for vocational

and non-vocational programs" (see New York City Board of Education, 1987-88, p. iv).

The class size weighting factor is determined as the ratio of the standard maximum class

size of thirty-four to the contractual maximum class size for each subject area. 1' -.

weighted curriculum index is determined by multiplying the universal curriculum index by

the class size weighting factor for each type of school (i.e., aca iemic or vocational). To

see how this is implemented, the formula for allocating teacher time is applied below to ont

school of each type with identical enrollments of 2,500 pupils. The formula is as follows:

ENR x WCI x 1.0735 = TOTAL TEACHING POSITIONS
5 x 34

where ENR = school enrollment,
WCI = weighted curriculum index

1.0735 = breakage factor

As explained by the person responsible for calculating the teacher allocations, the

breakage factor makes extra resources available to the .school to allow for the fact that it is

not always possible to implement classes at the average size (i.e., "things don't always

come out evenly").

Example A. Academic/Comprehensive High School

2 500 x 6.78 x 1.0735 = 107.03
5 x 34

Example B. Vocationalfrechnical High School

2.500 x 7.30 x 1.0735 = 115.24
5 x 34
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TABLE 5

STRUCTURE OF THE rORMULA USED IN

THE NEW YORK CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM FOR

DETERMINING THE ALLOCATION OF TrACHER TIME

Universal

Curriculum Index

Maximum

Class

Class Size

Weighting

Weighted

Curriculum Index

Subject Area Acad. Voc. Size Factor Acad. Voc.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 0.875 0.875 50 0.68 (=34/50 0.60 0.60

MINOR MUSIC 0.125 0.125 50 0.68 (=34/50) 0.09 0.09

TRADES AND SHOP 0.375 0.375 28 1.22 (=34/28) 0.46 3.36

ALL OTHER SUBJECTS 5.625 5.625 34 1.00 ( =34/34) 5.63 3.25

TOTAL 7.000 7.000 6.78 7.30

Source: Comparative Analysis of the Organization of High Schools, New York City Board of education,

The High School Division, 1987.88, p. iv.
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The vocational-technl_ )l school receives 7.67% more teacher time for the same

number of students.

While there are additional costs associated with providing the instructional program

in the vocational-technical high schools, Tables 3 and 4 also reveal what appear to be some

efficiencies. Specifically, those schools classified as vocational-technical high schools ex-

hibit somewhat higher average class sizes in the trades and shop both in absolute and rela-

tive terms than the academic- comprehensive high schools. This evidence is Li least consis-

tent with the notion that the larger critical mass of students demanding specialized classes in

vocational-technical high schools allows them to spread the allocation of teacher positions

; 3 specialized subject areas over a larger number of students. If there are only sma..t num-

bers of students demanding certain specialized classes in the academic-comprehensiv high

schools, then class sizes might tend to be somewhat smaller. From this perspective:, the

more specialized or focused a school is, the more effectively it can use its resources to

provide these special subjects.

Differences in Teachers' Salaries

So far we have observed that there are differences in the costs of providing voca-

tional or career oriented education because of differences in the allocation of teacher time.

But are there differences in the salaries paid to vocational-technical teachers relative to regu-

lar high school teachers? Differences in compensation car, come in terms of higher pay for

the same workload or a lesser workload for the same pay.

In terms of the nominal dollars paid for a given amount of teacher time, it would

appear that there are no salary differentials for teachers in the vocational fields. According

to officials of both the Chicago and New York City school systems, all teachers are paid

according to the same salary schedule for the same basic workload. The salary schedule

differentiates pay only on the basis of longevity in the district and educational credits or de-

gree levels attained. All teachers, vocational and other high school teachers, must be certi-

fied in their respective subject areas, and there are no explicit salary increments paid by

subject or teaching area.
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However, as described previously, the Chicago Public Schools have .stablished

both a six hour and an eight hour work schedule for teachers. The six hour (or eight pe

riod) work schedule is the standa,d five period teaching day with three additional periods of

duties (i.e., one period of professional preparation, one period of office hours, and one

period of study hall supervision), while the eight hour (or ten period) work schedule is

eight periods of teaching (i.e., usually two vocational classes lasting four periods per day

each) with two additional periods of duties (i.e., one period of professional preparation and

one period of office hours). The eight hour work schedule pays twenty percent more in

salary. Based on the discussions with the central office staff of the district and the princi-

pals, this eight hour day was established primarily for vocational teachers in certain special-

ized subject areas requiring the special configuration of teaching periods. Thus. ;t is a way

of being able to offer a higher level of pay to these certain specialized areas of teaching.

However, as was pointed out earlier, the amount of the differential (twenty percent) actu-

ally allows the district to keep the costs of some eight period student course loads (i.e.,

consisting of four one-period courses and one four-period course) the same as the regular

seven period day (i.e., seven one-period couises).

Nevertheless, the importance of building in salary differentials for teachers in cer-

tain trades is that it does allow the district to compete somewhat more effectively for these

teachers who are able to earn more in the private sector in their chosen skill area. As one

principal in Chicago expressed it, good trades-vocational teachers "are as scarce as hen's

teeth." As indicated in the cast. studies, there are shortages of certain trades-vocational

teachers in part because of the greater financial rewards in the private sector Most certainly

some of the individuals who choose to teach rather than work in the private sector do so

because the working conditions associated with teaching are more desirable. Some princi-

pals indicated that it was not uncommon for the trades teachers to work in their chosen

fields during the summer months. This has the advantage of not only providing them with

additional income, but this also allows them a way of keeping in touch with changes in the

workplace which might make them more effective teachers.

At the same time. the fact that there are shortages of teachers suggests that it may be

necessary to employ underqualified ind; iiduals in these positions. Future research in this

area should examine the extent To wnici, ,;-ter:: are underquatifiea individuals teaching in

each subject area and to determine the extent to which vocational Jr trades areas are more
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subject than other areas such as math and science in which underqualification has been a

chronic problem.

The Costs of Nonpersonnel Resources

It is very difficult to obtain information on the variations in the costs of supplies,

materials, textbooks, and specialized furnishings and equipment for iiciividual classrooms.

Program bu.l.gets rarely allow the analyst to identify specific courses and the allocations of

these non-personnel expenditures, and the accounting procedures for handling capital items

make it virtuaily impossible to employ budget data for comprehensive cost comparisons.?

Data collection for most of these kinds of expenditures is a time-consuming and tedious ex-

ercise. Moreover, for most types of regular high school classes, these expenditures only

account for about ten perce -4 of the instructional cost. Teacher salaries and benefits usually

account for ninety percent of classro m costs. However, in the case of certain vocational

and trades courses, these non-personnel costs account for a larger percentage of total in-

structional costs.

Both Chicago and New York City school syst-ms build in systematic differences in

supply allocations (i.e., for consumable, non-capital items) that provide some recognition

of the differences in the supplies required for different subject areas. Tables 6 and 7 pre-

sent the per pupil budget allocation rates used by tne Chicago and New York City school

systems, respectively. In Chicago, commercial art, welding, and machine shop classes are

allocated just over thirty dollars per pupil for s while regular high school classes in

English, foreign language, and mathematics received 480. The allocation for physics and

chemistry were in the $5 to $8 range.

As previously illustrated, students attending vocational and technical high schorls,

like those included in our case studies, will demand more specialized classes with a labora-

tory or shop component. Even those sc hools that are less oriented toward vocational edu-

cation, but are heavily oriented toward ..ollege preparation in technical fields of science and

engineering, will exhibit a higher relative demand for classes like chemistry, physics,

7Textbooks, as well as furnishings and equipment, lime a useful life of more than one year and are,
therefore, considered capital items.
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engineering, or electronics which include laboratory components. These laboratories or

shops usually require fairly heavy investments of specialized furnishings and equipment as

well as specialized classroom facilities.

So far, this discussion has focused on the variations in the annual recurring costs of

instruction. The investment in furnishings and equipment represents a start-up cost that

must be amortized over the life of these capital items. To allow cost comparisons between

various courses of srady, or must annualize these capital costs so that they rimy be com-

bined with the annual recurring costs of instruction. For example, to c ompare the co:ts of

providing high school English with the costs of a course in chemistry or metal shop re-

quires inclusion not only of the costs of teacher time and the supplies and materials, but

also the costs of the capital items required to provide one course relative to the other.

Annualization of capital casts requires a method of spreading these capital costs over the

useful life of each of the items of furnishings and equipment required to provide a certain

high school course.

There are two components involved in the annualization of capital costs: one in-

volves spreading the purchase price of the capital item over the years of life (i.e., deprecia-

tion) and the other involves accounting for the cost of financing the originai investment

(i.e., opportunity cost). A straig'-t -line method of depreciation will be utilized and an-

nualizeci capital cost estimates will be presented using tame alternative rates of interest

(discount rates): zero (i.e., depreciation only), five, and ten percent.

Presently, public sector accounting procedures rarely, :f ever, take into account the

depreciation of capital assets. Major capital expenditures are usually funded out of budget

accounts separate from the regular expenditures on salaries and supplies. School officials

often find themselves funding the ...placement of furnishings and equipment out of revenue

windfalls. This occurs largely because state regulations often restrict the capacity of local

educational agencies to borrow for capital expenditures of this type and do not explicitly

recognize capital costs in school finance formulas. The fiscal context within which these

local public agencies operate provides no incentives to ...:count for the annualized portion er

capital expenditures. The result is a reduced effort to plan for capital replacement. This is a

problem that arises ou: of current public sector accounting procedures, budgeting

1

regulations, and funding tormulas. Alternative approaches to its resolution are beyond the

scope of the current report. Nevertheless, to account for the total costs of school

operations, the present analysis wil: explicitly include the annualized costs of c .pital.

1
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TABLE 6

PER PUPIL ALLOCATIONS FOR SUPPLIES BY SUBJECT AREA

FOR THE CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Subject Areb

Per Pupil

Amount

GENERAL EDUCATION

English $.48

Foreign Language $.48

Mathematics $.48

Music $1.92

Physical Education $.84

Social Stuaies $.48

General Science $1.08

Biology $2.88

Chemistry $7.44

Physics $5.04

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Commercial Art $30.24

Drafting So-72

welding $30.24

Machine Shop $30.24

Source: How Schual Budgets are Developed, The Chicago Public

Schools, prepared by the Department of Financial Planning and

eudgeting, February 1988, p. 79.
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TABU' 7

PER PUPIL ALLOCATIONS FOR TEXTBOOKS AND SUPPLIES

BY SUBJECT AREA FOR THE NEW YORK CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM

The following amounts represent incremental allocations over and above the basic allocation of funds

for instructional supplies by subject area. The basic allocation averages approximately $6,65 per

pupil.

Subject Area

HOME ECONOMICS, CHILD CARE & NURSING PROGRAM

-Kitchen Supplies & Equipment

-Apartment Supplies

-Nursing & Child Care Supplies and Equipment

-Family Living Supplies & Perishables

-Clothing Supplies

-Foods Classes-perishables

-Nursins & Child Care-perishables

:3DUSTRIAL ARTS AND VOCATIONAL ELDCATION

-Business Office, secretarial training,

dental and medical assisting

-Drafting, mechanical drawing, commerical art

-Transportation-automotive, aviation, ano

allied subjects, general shop, maritime

'trades, repairs, graphics arts & printing,

plumbing communications, refrigeration &

allied subjects, cosmetology

-Ceramics, crafts, wood, metals, photography,

machine & metal shops, electronics

Par Pupil

Amount
a

$142.50 per kitchen

47.50 per room

3.80

1.90

4.75

9.50

0.95

3.80

4.37

6.27

8.17

Source: Compare . Anal -:s of the Organization of High Schools, New York

City Board of Education, high School Division, 1987.88, p. xi.

a
Unless otherwise noted, all dollar figures are allocated on a per pupil

basis for classes meeting one period per day, five days per week. Classes

meeting two periods per day would receive twice the indicated allocation.

Kitchen supplies and Apartment supplies are allocated per kits ien and per

room, respectively.
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By accounting for these alternative rates of interest, the estimates presented in this

report do take into account the time value of money. The capital costs represent the equiva-

lent of the annual payment (or setaside) required by the school distr;..i. to pay off the amount

of funds invested in a particular capital asset over the useful life of that asset. The word

"useful" is emphasized to distinguish it from a tax life. It is our inter t to provide true esti-

mates of the cost of capital rather than estimate the tax write off that might be taken in the

private sector for the same capital assets

Tables 8, 9, and 10 present some capital cost estimates for selected courses. These

estimates include the total start-up costs for providing the classroom furnishings and

equipment. In addition, the annualized costs of capital are presented at zero, five, and ten

percent. A zero rate of interest essentially means that the annualized cost will reflect only

depreciation. The five and ten percent rates are simply presented as alternative rates that are

commonly used to estimate the costs of capital and are reflective of present interest rates in

the U.S. economy. The formula for calculating the annualized cost is

(EQ. 1) ANNUALIZED COST = STARTUP x R x (1+R)LIFE
((l+R)LIFE - 1)

where STARTUP = start-up costs,
R = the rate of discount, and

UBE = the useful life of the item.

The main difference bi teen the tables is the source of information. The data in

Table 8 come from the AEFP/RCM Prototype Database. This database contains for each

course a detailed listing of the quantities, useful life, and purchase price en 1984 dollars)

for each item of furnishings and equipment required to provide the course. The original

source of information was a sera's of data files developed by American Apr raisal

Associates, Inc. This firm conducts inventories, appraises each item, and maintains com-

puter files for public and private firms interested in tracking the value of capital assets. To

construct our prototype, AEFP staff organized the data on furnishings and equipment

::::.e. pl:::z cffIciz..5 . VV g attn z;;;;;,- ;.; no az,z,,'. 1:, ...,-;;,...z ::,. ,.:;,, ...., ;,.;': vVJt .)....... p.,,!;
enterprises do not actually "iis cost. The opportunity cost of capital reflected in the ik.:erest rate,
however, is Ln actual cost w . Jclety. Moreover, to the extent that local officials draw funds for capital
outlay out of alternati,e. ii:vLstments (e.g. government bonds or bank accounts), they do sacrifice interest
earnings in similar amounts.
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obtained from American Appraisal Associates according to educatioual settings or

classrooms which were identified on the computer files.

For the purposes of comparison, the capital cost estimates from the AEFP/RCM

Prototype Database include some regular high school subjects as well as the vocational ed-

ucation subjects. As indicated in the table, the dollar figures are reported in 1984 prices.

Notice the first listing under regular high school subjects is subjects without labs.

This represents the total start-up costs for a standard high school classroom for basic

courses such as English, mathematics, and social science. For the most pan, these start-up

costs consist of bo:k cases, a file cabinet, a lectern, a proje_ for screen, a desk and chair for

the teacher and the students' desks and chairs. The annualized cost including depreciation

only is $173.28. At a ten percent rate of discount, this annualized cost is $332.59.

Including the discount rate, this annualized cost represents that portion of depreciation plus

the foregone earnings (or interest cost of repaying a loan) attri)utabi to each year in which

the items included are utilized for provision of this classroom. The importance of recogniz-

ing the discount rate as part of the cost is quite apparent when the differences between the

annualized costs at zero and ten percent rates are shown. By -bot including an oprxopriate

discount rate in annualizing capital costs, one would dramatically understate the social cost

of inve:;ting in any of these educational activities.

Looking down the columns, one can observe the significant differences between the

various high school courses with respect to the costs of furnishings and equipment, The

start-up costs for biology, chemistry, and computer labs are in the 4)40,000 to $60,000

range. Under the heading vocational education, the courses in auto riechanics, auto shop,

printing, and graphic arts all exceed $100,000 in start-up costs.

While the costs of teacher time will still comprise the majority of instructional costs,

one can see that the mix of courses being offered in relation to the requirements for, and

utilization rates of, capital resources will play a significant role in determining the overall

costs of instruction. Although it is not uniformly true, the standard high school classrooms

will Ix used from four to seven periods per day. However, in the case of more specialized

courses, it is possible that these classrooms, shops, or laboratories may be used less often

if there are not sufficient numbers of students expressing an interest in these areas of study.

L
forA major advantage of providing the more specialized schools is that it offers an opportunity

students with similar interests to be brought together onto a single campus facility to

41011111Mililialliiiii
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TABLE 8

TOTAL COSTS OF rURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT COSTS FOR SELECTED COURSES

FROM THE AEFP/RCN PROTOTYPE DATABASE

(Figures are in 1984 prices)

Course Descriptions

Total

Star; up

Cost

Annualized Costs of Capital

Depreciation

Only

At a Discount Rate of:

5% 10%

(1)

REGULAR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS

(2) (3) (4) (5)

SUBJECTS W/O LABS $2,458.00 $173.28 $246.36 $332.59

BIOLOGY $63,818.33 $6,138.40 $8,058.29 $10,285.01

CHEMISTRY $44,389.65 $4,242.25 $5,575.25 S7,1,9.c6

COMPUTER LAB $48, 981.00 54,956.99 $6,411.00 $8,059.40

ART $27,090.00 $1,870.53 $2,678.13 $3,635.61

INSTRUMENTL MUSIC 5112,813.00 $7,465.80 $10,827.14 $14,823.82

VOCAL MUSIC $31,313.00 $2,665.17 $3,604.25 $4,702.26

PHOTOGRAPHY $19,711.00 $1,802.83 $2,385.87 $3,052.02

PHYSICAL EDUC $26,220.44 $2,164.03 $2,946.04 $3,858.91

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION SUBJECT4

AUTO BODY SHOP G63,696.00 $4,612.21 $6,502.06 '3,722.42

AUTO MECHANICS $176,708.00 $15,333.57 $20,587.94 $26,670.33

AUTO SHOP $126,836.00 $11,993.34 $15,743.58 $20,010,09

BUSINESS $10,234.00 $711.63 $1,015.86 $1,3n.33

BUSINESS MATH $17,710.00 $1,749.12 $2,274.74 $2,872.39

TYPING $35,044.00 $2,345.69 $3,385.77 54,616.80

CONSTRUCTION $18,204.00 $1,499.00 $2,036.97 $2,658.34

DRAFTING 531,417.00 $2,285.07 $3,281.82 $4,464.99

ELECTRICITY $32,653.00 $2,876.79 $3,842.00 $4,948.65

ELECTRONICS 529,348.00 $2,618.17 $3,484.44 $4,474.72

ELECTRICAL $16,771.00 $2,064.10 $2,565.65 $3,124.30

PRINTING $168,808.00 $13,720.76 $18,720.10 $24,516.34

GRAPHIC AR1S $104,142.00 $7,387.40 $10,483.36 $14,135.24

HOME ECONOMICS $23,339.00 $1,972.38 $2,662.09 $3,456.48

SEWING $33,529.00 $3,348.14 $4,341.54 $5,467.11

SHOP WOOD $97,208.00 $6,941.56 $9,830.62 $13,235.54

SHOP METAL $85,379.00 $6,049.74 51,582.96 $11,565.1.

Source: AEFP/RCM PROTOTYPE DATABASE MAINFRAME VERSION 86.4, prepared by Jay

Chambers and Thomas 8. Parrish, Associates for Education Finance and Planning,

1988.
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TABLE 9

TOTAL COSTS OF FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT COSTS FOR SELECTED COURSES

IN THE SAMPLE HIGH SCHOOLS IN NEW YORK AND CHICAGO

Estimated

Total Annualized Costs of Capital

course Description (Year)'

Start-up

Cost

Depreciation

Only

At a Discount Rate of:

5% 10%

(1)

NEW YORK CITY SCHOOLS

Aviation High School

(2) (3) (4) (5)

Avioiics (1982) $345,364 $28,079 438,267 $50,027

Manhattan Center HS for Sci & Math

Photography (1984) $4,655 $378 $516 $674

Computerized Drafting (1987) $15,189 $1,235 $1,683 $2,200

CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Chicago HS for Agricultura Sc:
b

Food Science (1988) $30,000 $2,439 $3,324 $4,346

Shop (1988) $46,000 $3,743 $5,097 $6,663

Computer Lab (1988) $38,400 $3,122 $4,255 $5,562

Floral Display (1988) $180,000 $14,634 $19,944 $26,074

Horticulture (1988) $80,000 $6,304 58,864 $11,588

Aquaculture (1988) $30,000 $2,439 $3,324 $4,346

Source: Materials provided by principals at the sample of exemplary high schools

included in the case study.

a
The year in parenthtses after the name of the course represents the year for

which the capital cost estimates were made. An average life of 12.3 years is

assumed in the calculations.

b
The figures for the Chicago High School for Agricultural Sciences are estimates

provided by the head teacher for the agricultural program at the school.
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better utilize these e-pensive capital resources. A more comprehensive set of offerings may

be achieved in a single facility, but it may require a more trIldest investment in the special-

ized furnishings and equipment in order to make such an approach economical. That is, to

maintain the total costs per student served and still offer a comprehensive program will

certainly require a trade off in the quality of the courses offered because students will have

less access to any sophisticated equipment required to offer such a course.

Table 9 presents some estimates of capital costs for a very limited set of courses

being offered in three of the schools included in the case study. Inventories of furnishings

and equipment labeled by classroom are presently not readily available in either the Chicago

or the New York City school systems. However, principals in two of the New York City

schools provided copies of inventories for selected programs that had recently been estab-

lished in their schools. The cost figures are presented along with the years in which the

initial investments were made. In the Chicago High School fcr the Agricultural Sciences,

the head of the agricultural science program provided some rough estimates of capital costs

after conferring with members of his teaching staff.

Of the courses presented in Mlle 9, the avionics shop stands out as the most ex-

pensive at an initial cost of over $345,000 expended in 1982. One of the assistant princi-

pals in the school estimates that the cost of replacing this shop may actually be closer to

twice this figure. Some of the equipment has been donate(' .ndustry to the school. This

shop is used by two classes that meet a total of eight periods each day and enroll a total of

forty-sex . 1 students. In addition, the shop is utilized two evenings each week for evening

classes.

The cost estimates for furnishings and equipment in Table 10 were derived from

computer data files maintained by the Southern California Regional Oci.upat;on Center

(SCROC). SCROC mawtains a file listing all of the items of furnishings and equipment by

program (i.e., course). Among other things, this data file contained the purchase price and

date of purchase for each item. Column (2) in Table 10 reports simply the sum of the initia:

purchase prices of each of the items in the inventory by program. Ideally, one would want

to adjust the purchase prices of each item to reflect current replacement cost. No such

adjustments are readily available or easily applied to a file of the size of the SCROC inven-

tory. Therefore, a single composite index including the producer price indices for machin-

ery and equipment, hardware, commercial furniture, and electronic equipment was
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developed and applied uniformly to all items.9 This index will clearly not adjust each item

accurately. It is hoped that the deviations from the true adjustments will average out across

the various items. After making these calculations, the values of some of the estimated re-

placement costs for selected programs were discussed with the business manager for the

SCROC to check whether or not the numbers seemed realistic. It was agreed that the

magnitudes did seem realistic for the selected programs.

It is important to realize that the capital figures presented in Tables 8, 9, and 10 are

only estimates of the replacement costs of furnishings and equipment for the designated

programs. They depend largely on how the content of these various courses of study are

defined by the agencies within which the items have been found. Withcut a more detailed

study, drawing on the expertise of individuals teaching in thc various fields, it would be

difficult to determine how richly these programs have been specified in terms of the lists of

furnishings and equipment. Nevertheless, these figures for vocational education courses

relative to some of the regular education programs provide some ranges of cost required to

put these programs in place. The data brings home the realization that the costs of furnish-

ings and equipment must be included as an important component of the decision to provide

these kinds of programs to students.

Site Admi-aistrative an Support Services

We have seen the impact of some of the major factors affecting the costs of instruc-

don in vocational-technical high scl-. iols relative to regular high schools. What factors un-

derlie the variations in the costs of administration and support services? Looking back to

9The value of the overall index is given by the following formula:

Index = MI x .50 + HI x .10 + FI x .25 + EI x .15

where Index = the composite price adjustment index,
MI = the machinery and equipmat index,
HI = the hardware equipment index,
Fl = the commercial furniture index, and
El = the electronics equipment index.

['he o\ gall Index is a weighted average of the Items where the weights represent our estimates 01 the
relative importance of each comporrit in the overall list of items. These producer price indices were taken
from the United States Statistical Abstract for 1987, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census
(December 1987). The index nu: bers are from p. 449, table no. 736.
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TABLE 10

TOTAL COSTS OF FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT COSTS FOR SELECTED COURSES

IN THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA REGIONAL OCCUPATION CENTER

(Fir res in Columns 3-6 are inflated to 19e8 prices)

Course Description

Total

Initial

Expenditure

Estimated

Replacement

Cost

Annualized Cost of Capi .

Depreciation

Only'

At a Discount Rate of:

5% 10%

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

RETAIL MERCHANDISING $2,383.01 $4,741.53 $385.49 1525.37 $686.83

RETAIL GROCERY 534,052.23 $45,321.64 53,684.69 $5,021.75 $6,565.02

HOTEL-MOTEL OCCUPATIONS 510,511.04 $12,883.01 $1,047.40 $1,427.47 $1,866.15

INTERIOR/ARCH DESIGN $13,350.07 $16,631.96 $1,352.19 $1,842.66 $2,409.20

CHILD CARE 5220.00 $465.54 $37.85 $51.58 ia.43

HORTICULTURE $8,769.42 $14,242.66 $1,157.94 $1,578.12 $2,063.10

COMPUTER OPERATIONS I 564,797.73 i1,269.02 $7,420.25 $10.112.83 $13,220.67

COMPUTER OPERATIONS II $37,761.85 541,856.36 $3,402.96 $4,637.79 16,163.06

DATA ENTRY $81.687.68 $123,533.73 $10,043.39 $13,687.84 $17,844.34

OFFICE OCCUPATIONS $39 ,168.03 567,433.93 $5,482.43 $7,471.84 $9,768.07

WORD PROCESSING $56,223.98 $68,498.56 $5,568.99 $7,589.81 $9,922.28

BANKING $55,398.03 549,403.27 S8,0E1.57 $11,014.12 $14,398.95

TECHNICAL DRAFTING $28,574.71 $51,920.98 $4,221.22 $5,752.97 17,520.96

GRAPHIC DESIGN $31,477.06 $50,622.88 $4,115.68 $5,609.14 $7,332.92

PRODUCTION ART $9,424.66 563,741.59 /5,182.24 17,062.72 $9,233.22

EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN $15,628.85 $24,547.51 $1,995.73 12,719.92 53,555.80

DENTAL ASSISTANT $33,520.02 5136,148.58 S11,068.99 515,085.59 S19721.65

MEDICAL ASSISTANT $45,590.23 $162,942.90 $13,217.39 $18,054.47 S23,602.91

COSMiTOLOGY $21,670.57 524,554.92 $1,996.33 $2,720.74 $3,556.88

HOSPITAL OCCUPATIONS $7,874.51 515,400.67 $1,252.09 $1,706.43 $2,230.85

MAJOR APPLIANCE $9,202.61 $20,537.12 $1,669.68 $2,275.56 $2,974.88

ELECTRONICS 561,3443 $86,094.30 56,999.54 $9,539.46 $12,471.09

CCNPUT2R REPAIR $4, 133.78 $4 ,391.46 $357.03 $486.58 $636.12

MACHINE TOO. $241,473.39 5503,801.92 $40,959.51 $55,822.47 $72,977.67

WELDING $44,364.37 $56, 634.85 $4,604.46 $6,275.28 56,203.78

AUTO BODY 529,320.00 $34,796.93 52,829.02 53,855.58 $5,040.47

AUTO TUNE-UP 565,971.95 $95,282.15 $7,746.52 $10,557.49 $13,801.99

AUTO PAINTING $14,543.98 520,195.10 $1,641.88 $2,237.67 $2,925.34

AUTO TRANSMISSION $13,157.53 521,406.31 $1,740.51 $2,372.09 $3,101.08

AUTO ENGINE $39,170.27 564,400.36 $5,235.80 $7,135.72 $9,328.64

AUTO /BOAT UPHOLSTERY 1'4,205.95 519,855.60 51.614.28 52,200.05 $2,876.16

COMMERCIAL REMODELING 54,309.08 $4,452.11 $361.96 $493.30 $644.90

Source: Computerized inventory from the Sourthern California Regional Occupation Center, 1989.

a
An average useful life of 12.3 years is assumed. This f!gu, a represents an average useful life of

v=zt!=z1 UVUIDOU imiudeti in tne P.:;PVIKM vrototype Database.
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the student programs presented in Table 2, one can see that the service cor .ponents in-

volved are the general administration of :`-e high school, the library services, counseling

and guidance, medical service, maintenance and custodial services, utility cervices, and se-

curity services. Although each of these services individually represe,ts only a relatively

small portion of the total cost of serving high school students, taken together they account

for over twenty-eight percent of the site level costs. Moreover, analysis reveals that there

are some systematic factors that do affect these costs for the schools included in the case

studies. A comparison between the case study and comparison high schools of the average

per pupil costs for these as inistrative and support service C....iivery systems is presented in

Table 11. Each of the relevant areas is discussed below.

General Administrative Services
As defined in Table 2, the delivery system for general administration includes the

office of the principal, the assistant principals for administrative and instructional supervi-

sion, the subject matter specialists, the classified personnel (i.e., aides and office workers)

necessary to support di- activities of the administrators, and the annualized -osts of the

furnishings and equipment associated with the t.entral office.I0

Figure 1 reveals some interesting patterns of difference between the case study and

the comparison schools in New York City. The figure is a plot of the general administra-

tive cost per pupil against school enrollment. The letters A and B represent points on this

plot for the case study and comparison schools, respectively.

The first thing that stands out about the diagram is that it reveals an inverse relation-

ship between administrative cost per pupil and schuil size." The slope of the scatter plot

between per pupil cost and size approaches zero as size increases. If we had adequately

controlled for outcome levels (i.e., quality of services), such a finding with regard to the

slope e diagram would be consistent with the notion that the benefits from scale

I°The figures for annualized costs of all furnishings and equipment included under administrative and
cnpnnrt WrVirPc qr" fr;.s:r. sn;t;;t-/i7pC OC.44(tini.)C.

1The reader might note that the per pupil costs of general administrative ser ices displayed m Figure I
exceed those used in Table 2. The reader is reminded tha, the salary levels useu were those from the
Chicago Public Schools.
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economies are achieved quickly as size increases. Moreover, one cannot help but notice

that, with one exception, the case study schools lie below and to the left of the comparisr.,

schools included in our analysis. As a group, the case study schools appear be some-

what smaller and seem to operate at lower cost. Finally, it is interesting to further note that

the pattern of economies of scale appears to hold true for each group of schools, the case

study and comparison schools, taken separately.

There has been a great deal of literature on the issue of school size over the years

suggesting that there are some important advantages of smaller high schools over larger

ones. Moreover, the advantages most commonly associated with maintaining larger high

schools (i.e., providing a more diverse set of course offerings and greater opportunities for

specialized curriculum) are often overstated (see Chambers, 1981; Monk, 1987). As was

observed in some of the case study schools, each student becomes more important in a

small school environment. Faculty are more likely to encounter the same students over 'Ind

over again through normal activities and they hav, greater opportunities to get to know in-

dividuals and to deal with specific problems that may otherwise interfere with learnir.g

progress. Smaller schools tend to exhibit greater levels of satisfaction and participation by

students in school activities, and the benefits of these schools appear to be even more im-

portant for the "marginal" student (Barker & Gump, 1962). These are important difff :-

ences in the environment of a school that may ultimately affect levels of achievement as

well as the number of students who simply complete their educat,n. Figure 1 suggests

that there may be some additional administrative cost to maintaining these -mailer schools.

Nevertheless, there also may be some ways of offsetting some of these costs (e.g., by

having personnel serve as administrators as well as spending some time teaching in the

classroom). Notice that our cLse study schools lie almost uniformly below the comparison

schools on the diagram.

Security Costs
There are clearly many factors that affect the level of security services within a

given school. Other than those factors related to the neighboi hood in which he school is

located, there are two sets of forces that may cause the variations in the cost of security

services between the case study and comparison schools to go in opposite directions. One

set of forces operates on building security, while the other operates on personnel security.
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TABLE 11

COMPARISON OF AVERAGE ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT COSTS FOR

CASE STUDY AND COMPARISON SCHOOLS IN NEW YORK CITY

Descri ?ion

Average Per Pupil Cost Percent

Difference

100x[(2)/(3)-1]

Case Study

Schools

Comparison

Schools

(1) (2) (3) (4)

GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES $501. 95 $551.71 -8.48%

SECURITY SERVICES $65.07 $80.12 -18.78%

COUNSELING & GUIDANCES SERVICES $109.86 $126.83 -13.38%

SOCIAL WORKER SERVICES $5.82 $18.38 -68.33%

LIBRARY SERVICES $44.81 $48.04 -6.71%

CUSTODIAL AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES $194.46 $163.83 16.70%

1
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With regard to building security, the vocational-technical schools might have a se-

curity problem with all of the expensive equipment that seeds to be protected during non-

school hours. In the Chicago Public Schools, the budget divides security services into se-

curity for personal safety during school hours and building security after school hours.

One of the two case study schools reports employing two night watchmen for building se-

curity, while neither of the comparison schools employ night watchmen for building

security.

Personnel security is , tended to provide safety for students and faculty during

school hours. In this instance, one would anticipate that the exemplary urban high schools

included in our case studies would exhibit somewhat lower costs since the students in most

instances have applied and gone through an admissions process to get into these schools.

The level of commitment to the school experience 1 the students would tend to be rela-

tively higher and would therefore reduce the likelihood of disturbances that would require

the intervention of security personnel. In general, the evid' ice is consistent with this hy-

pothesis. In almost every case, the case study school revealed a lower per pupil cost of

personnel security services in both the Chicago and New York City public schools. In the

New York City high schools, the case study schools exhibited almost nineteen percent or

approximately $15 lower per pupil security costs on average.

Counseling and Guidance/Social Work Services
Perhaps for s ae of the same reasons tnat personnel security services appear to be

lower in the case study schools, we also find counseling/guidailce services and social wc-'

services somewhat lower. As illustrated in Table 11, counseling and guidance services is

tiA,...en percent (approximately s: 7 per pupil) lower in the .,use study schools, and social

work services is sixty -eight percent lower ($5.82 per pupil in case study schools relative to

$18.33 per pupil in companson :.'hools) This is consistent with the hypothesis that stu-

dents at these exemplary urban high schools need fewer counseling and social work ser-

vices because they already have a better idea than the students attendiag the regular high

schools of what their goals are and !tow to attain them. To what extent the school environ-

ment itself is capable of crating this kind of impact is a matter for further investigation.

Perhaps a smaller school is one contributing factor. It cannot be overlooktQ,

however, that these schools simply serve a more select student body that needs fewer sup-

port services in these areas.
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Library Services
The cost of library services also appears to be somewhat lower in the case study

schools. There is no apparent reason for this; however, the difference is fairly small,

amounting to just over $3.00 per pupil (or 6.71% :ess).

Custodial, Maintenance, and Operations
Custodial, maintenance, and operations services appear to be more expensive in the

case study schools and with some fairly clear explanations. In New York City, the amount

of the difference averages over $30 per pupil or 18.70%.12 In the case of the Chicago high

schools, di; vocational-technical schools cost almost twice as much to provide custodial

and maintenance services as the academic-comprehensive high school (i.e., $610 versus

$311 per pupil).13

One reason for these differences in cost arise out of the significant differences in

the square footage of building space per pupil between vocational- technical and regular

academic-comprehensive high schools. In New York City, for exampl,-, the case study

high schools had forty percent more floor space pe- it than the comparison schools

(i.e., : - case study schools have about one-hundred and thirty-one square feet of floor

space per pupil , whi,t the comparison .-chools had about ninety-two square feet of floor

space per pupil). This ;s not surprising given the fact that the vocational-technical high

schools will tend to haw. a relatively larger number of large classrooms, shops, or labora

tones for providing the specializ, .1 courses. The costs for custodial services are higher in

the vocational-technical schools because these two districts, like many distriL is across the

country, allocate resources to custodial and maintenance services based on the square

footage of the buildings rather than on we numbe: of pupils.

12111... New York City School System contracts for custodial services at tile site level.

13These dollar figures are not directly comparable to those figures presented in Table 11 for New York City
because of wage differences and more importantly differences in what services are included under the budget
category operation of plant. For example, Chicago includes uti' services under this budget category,
while utilities were not included in the New York City data. ThirLy to forty percent of the total operation
of the plant budget was allocated to electi:citv and fuel for heating.
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In addition to affecting the allocation of custodial and m 'tenai.ce services, square

footage of a school building will be a major determiner of the utility services (i.e.,

electricity and heating). Even with the same rate of utilization between the two groups of

high chools, one would expect a forty percent difference in the level of utility costs be-

tween the vocational-technical and regular high schools based on the relative allocations of

square footage alone. In addition, one would also expect that the utilization of power and

heating in the vocational-technical high school would be relatively higher than the regular

high school oecause of the more intensive use of heavy power equipment and because of

classrooms with higher ceilings that would tend to require more heating.

Construction Costs

Although the cots of school building construction have not been addressed in any

of the cost estimates above, it is interesting to note that the larger school facilities required

for vocational-tecl iical education do imply higher costs of school building construction.

According to one source, using figures based on the purchasing power of the dollar in

1985, the costs per square foot for a new school building would be $58.19 in Chicago and

$66.98 in New York City.14 Using these figures along with the additional square footage

pe_ puFil required for the average vocational-technical high school included in our case

study schools, th 'tional cost of construction associated with attending a vocational-

technical high school would amount to $2,269 per pupil in Chicago and $2,612 per pupil in

New York City.15

14These figures are based on information obtained from the Boeckh Building Valuction Manual, produced
by the American Appraisal Asscxiates, Inc., of Milwaukee, Wisconsin (1985). There is actually a range o!
costs between about S34 to $41 that could b,-; used for the base 7aluation. The estimates presented here are
for a two to four story, steel frame, concrete block school building with a base cost of $36.60 per square
foot. To adjust for the differences in wage rates and material prices, American Appraisal Associates also
produces a series pf Tine-Location Multipliers as part of the same building manual. This manual provides
a series of indices that adjust the cost of construction for changes over time (to July, 1985, in this case) and
differences across locations within the United States identified by the first three digits of the zip code.
These values for the relevant areas of Chicago -,nd New York City are 1.593 and 1.83, respecuvely, which
yield the costs per square foot estimam of $58.19 and $66.98 reported in the text.

15TOLi costs per student at approximately one-hundred and thirty-one square feet per pupil in a .at. na !-

technical school would amount to $7,623 in Chicago and $8.774 in New YorkCity



Using the Chicago values as a base and assuming 2 forty year life and a ten percent

rate of discount, the total annualized cost per pupil for school construction is $547 for the

regular high scho,1 and $779 per pupil for the vocational-technical high school. The an-

nualized incremental cost over a forty year life of the building is $56.73 per pupil in

Chicago and $65.30 per pupil in New York City, assuming depreciation only (a zero rate

of social discount). The annualized incremental cost for the vocational student is $232 per

pupil.

Summary and Conclusions

What are the costs or vocational-technical education? What has been learned from

an examination of the various compunents of costs of operation? Table 12 brings all of

these various elements together and provides a foundation for further comparisons. The

per pupil costs of educating four different types of students are presented in Table 12. All

the costs of personnel and non-personnel resources, including the annualized costs of fur-

nishings and equipment as well as construction, are included in the table. The annualized

costs of school construction are added in at the bottom of able.

Coluians (3) and (4) of Table 12 present the per pupil figures for educating regular high

school students: one lower division and one upper division student. These figures are

taken directly from the information presented in Table 2 and are reproduced here for ease of

comparison. Columns (5) and (6) present the cost of serving a student interested in aato

repair. One configuration presents the student taking six regular high school courses per

day and a one period per day auto repair class. The alternative configuration presents a

more intensive four period per day class in auto repair along with three regular high school

subjects. This second pattern is more typical of the vocational-technical schools included in

the case studies. The programs provided to us by the schools Indicated that upper division

students r lore often than not were taking multiperiod courses in their areas of specialization

(e.g., electronics, avionics, sheet metal, engineering, Lower division students tended to

take similar patterns of basic introductory and academic courses in all high schools.

Based on the results presented in Table 12, the four period per day auto repair stu-

dent costs about 11.8% more to serve during this year of upper division coursework than
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TABLE 12

STANDARD HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PROGRIMF COMPARED TO

ALTERNATIVE VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAMS

Numbe: of

Pupils

Service Delivery System Serveda

Cost per Pupil Served

Regular High School Voc Ed H.S. Auto Repair

Lower Div

'wit
(3)

Upper Div

Pupil

(1 period

per Day)

(4 periods

per day)

(1) (2)

INSTF CTION:

(4) (5) (6)

DEPT INS: ART APPRECIATION 29 $314 $314 $314

DEPT INS: GENERAL ENGLISH 29 $282 $262 $282 $282
DEPT INS: FOREIGN LANG: 2ND YR 29 $271 S271

DEPT INS: HIGH SCHOOL MATH 29 $268 $268 $268

DEPT 'NS: GENERAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION 46 $182 $182 $182 4182

DEPT INS: HEALTH 29 $269 $269

DEPT INS: CHEMISTR( 29 $377

DEPT INS: SOCIAL SCIENCE, GENERAL 29 $271 $271

DEPT INS: U.S. HISTORY 29 $268 ',268

DEPT INS: AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR,1 PERIOD/DAY 24 $490

DEPT INS: AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR,4 PERIODS/DAY 24 A 394
TOTAL COSTS OF INSTRUCTION: $1,857 $1,963 $2,076 $2,126

SITE ADMINISTRATION AND SUPPORT SERVICES:
b

HIGH SCH: GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 3,191 $324 $324 $297 $297
LIBRARY SVS: HIGH SCH 3,191 $46 $46 $37 S37

COUNSELING & GUIDANCE: HIGH SCH 3,191 $122 $122 $106 S106

MEDICAL SERVICES: HIGH SCHOOL 3,191 $22 $22 S22 S22

MAINTENANCE SERVICES: HIGH SCH 3,191 :39 S39 $46 $46

CUSTODIAL SVS: HIGH 2CH 3,191 S92 $92 $109 $109

UTILITY SVS: HIGH SCH 3,191 $60 S60 S.B4 $84

SECURITY SERVICES: HIGH SCH 3,191 $42 $42 $34 S34

TOTAL COSTS OF SITE ADMIN & SUPPORT SVS $747 5747 $735 $735

ANNUALIZED COSTS OF SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION $547 $547 $779 $779

GRAND TOTAL COSTS (INSTRUC L SI7E ADM/SUPP) S3,151 $3,257 $3,590 $3,640

a
The number of pupils served represents a class size for the instructional pr,grams and school size

for the site administration and support services.

b
The figures for site edministration and support services are modified under the vocational school

alternItis4, to reflect the percentage differences in per pupil costs observed in Table 11. Note

that the tute dIllar values will not match up because of salary differences and some differences

in definition of the categories. Vo adjustment was used for medical services since no data were

available to make this adjustment. Utility services were adjusted by £0% figure based on the

differences in square footage alone. Custodial and maintenance services were adjusted using he

18.70% figure reported in Table 11 corresponding to custodial and mainte a services 'lined.

1 7
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the regular high school upper division student.16 The costs of instruction and the site ad-

ministration and support costs are 5.6% [=100 x (($2,126+$735)/($1,96:1-$747) 1)]

higher for the auto repair student, while the construction costs average out to be 42% [=100

x (779/547 - 1)] higher. Construction costs average out to be about twenty-one percent of

the total cost per pupil for the auto repair student, while they amount to about seventeen

percent for the upper division regular high school student.

Of course, it is important to realize that these figures would vary deperv.iing on the

type of student used for the comparison and the assumptions built into the delivery system

configurations on which these cost estimates an based. First, it should be noted that the

costs of instruction are not lik "1 :' to differ much between lower division students attending

the vocational-technical high school versus a regular compreLensive high school. The ex-

ample in Table 12 that was highlighted above compared the programs of two upper division

students. The last two years of high school are likely to differ more in costs of instruction

than the first two years. TI-is will tend to reduce the overll difference in the cost of a four

year high school education.

In building the comparison in Table 12, we followed the approach to teacher time

allocation used in the Chicago Public Schools. That is, the teachers assigned to the four

period classes usually teach two of these during an eight hcir day, and each class repre-

sents one half of a 1.2 1-'1'E teaching load (i.e., the teacher is paid a 1.2 1-TE salary as de-

scribed e,,A.ier). Thus, the allocation of teacher time to this four period auto repair class is

0.6 FTE. The New York City School System would have assigned a 0.8 I-TE teac!.er to

this class since teachers are assigned five teaching periods per day, while the Southern

California Regional Occupation Center (SCROC) would have assigned a 0.5 FIE teacher

to the course. This represents anywhere from a decrease of $158 per pupil in the SCROC

to an increase of $312 per pupil in teacher costs for New York City.

It is also of interest to note that students in the specialized, vocational or career ori-

ented high schools will often find they must take a more rigorous schedule of classes in

order to complete their diploma requirements during the four years of high school. Instead

16The 11.8% figure is based on the following calculation from Table 12: 11.8% = (100 x 53,640 /
$3,257).
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of a seven pcliod day, some of the students in the case study schools were taking eight pe-

riod days, including three academic subjects, physical education, plus the intensive multi-

period classes in subjects of specialization.

The class size specified for the specialized class in auto repair is set at the average

for the vocational schools in N York City. Similar classes at SC-ROC ranged from

eighteen to twenty-one pupils. Dropping class size for the, auto repair course in Table 12

by just four students increases per pupil costs by about $279. Smaller classes in the spe-

cialized areas are not at all uncommon given what we observed in the case study schools.

About $417 of the total costs per pupil reflect the costs of furnishings and equip-

ment for the auto repair course alone. This figure assumes that this course utilizes the auto

repair shop for one half of the day and that a second section of the course uses it in the

afternoon session. If there is not cufficient enrollment to utilize this shop twice a day, then

the costs of furnishings and equipment associated with each pupil would double. To the

extent that the school can utilize the shop during evening hours for adult education, the

costs are spread over a larger number of students.

With this analysis in mind and looking back at Table 8 at the variations in the an-

nualized costs of furnishings and equipment for various courses, one can now see the pos-

sible range of variation in per pupil costs associated with the investment in specialized fur-

nishings and equipment The auto shop requires an initial investment of about $127.000

with a total annualized cost of about $20,000 (at a ten percent discount rate). Accounting

for the fifty percent utilization and the number of pupils enrolled in each class, the per pupil

cost is $417. Similar assumptions can be made to determine the per pupil costs of other

subject areas. In contrast to auto repair, one can see less expensive programs in drafting

($33,417 start-up), electricity ($32,653 start-up), and the. computer lab ($48,981 start-up

listed under regular high school). More expensive programs include auto mechanics

($176,70S start-up), printing ($168,808 start-uol the avionics shop ($345,364 in Table 9

at Aviation High School in New Yoll, and the machine tool program ($503,801 in Table

10 at SCROC).

Given the costs of teacher time and alternative assumptions about the utilization of

the heavy investment in furnishings and equipment, one can more readily see that there are

some significant cost advantages associated with concentrating students with simil r inter-

ests in onc location. It not only provides an environment where students can feed off of the
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interest of -*her students and share ideas, but it also makes the venture more economical by

spreading the resources over a larger group of students. It does not necessarily require

larger high schools to accomplish these objectives, however. As we have suggested,

something in the interactions between faculty and students that is significant might be lo-:: if

schools are made larger. It does mean that if specialization is an important objective for

students at this age, then there are some important arguments in favor of providing special-

ized high schools that are large enough to offer related opportunities to students, but small

enough to maintain the significant aspects that favor the small school envirorment. The

ar'ditional costs may be more than offset by the improv,x1 outcomes.



IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY

The nine schools described in these case studies provide effective education for

large numbers of urbin students. Evidence of their success is seen in the following: (1) a

high number of applications compared to openings; (2) high attendance rates among stu-

dents and teachers; (3) low dropout rates; (4) lack of discipline problems; and (5) a ten-

dency for the students to be successful after they graduate.

These schools share some common characteristics that have implications fo- educa-

tional policy. They art, die following:

1. A safe and orderly environment conducive to teaching and learning.

2. A businesslike attitude on the part of students and teachers which creates an atmo-
sphere of constructive energy ir. the school.

3. A warm and caring school climate.

4. An admissions process that makes students feel specialbased upon student inter-
est in the career speci.-lty or set of subjects, not solely upon student test scores.

5. A dual missionto prep.,..e students for occupation and for college.

6. High expectations for all sturiz:nts to succeed accompanied by attempts to minimize
grouping of students by ability.

7. A curriculum organized around an industry or a discrete set of subjects.

8. The integration of theory and practice in the courses of instruction.

9. Strong linkages with business and industry and sometimes with local institutions of
higher education.

10. Leadership in the office of the principal that is at the same time inspiring, sensitive,
and firm.

The schools in this study are not vocational high schools in the traditiona1 sense of

the term. They are all attempting to blur the lines between vocational and aca&mic educa-

tion by integrating career and college preparation for all students er oiled. They are defin-

ing vocational education in a new and broader way than it has been defined in the past.

Educators in these schools realize that the world is changing and the occupational

needs of the future will require students to obtain additional formal education as well as on-

the-job training. Traditional definitions of vocationa' _ucation as preparation for
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entry-level employment are too narrow and limiting for the teachers who teach and the

students who learn in these classrooms. Policymakers must join the schools in this

endeavor to develop and disseminate broader, more appropriate definitions of occupational

education for the 1990s and the twenty-first century.

These high schools that we have studied prepare students to enter four-year colleges

itnA they offer a full range of occupational courses within pr.--ticular specialties. Many par-

ents do not wish to send children to a school that channels students away from the highest

academic aspirations. At the same time, regardless of parental aspirations, reality demands

we recognize that not all students wish to extend their formal education through four plus

years of college.

In the good high schools we are writing about, students have a rang, of choices for

life after high school: four-year college, professional institutes, two-year college, a job

with career prospects, or a combination of college and work. The last option listed is an

interesting one. To succeed in college, some low-income and r..,:liority students may need

the self-confidence that comes from knowing that one has a set of skills, that one is "good

at something." Also, the income from a good part-time job can be used to help meet col-

lege costs.

Faced with increasingly rigorous graduation requirements and material that must be

covered, little time remains for these teachers to continue the work of integrating academics

with occupational skills. Virtually all of the teachers and administrators interviewed in this

study agree that it is valuable to incorporate their 0,:cupational specialties into English, so-

cial studies, math, and science classes. They also say it is valuable to incorporate math,

science and communication skills into the occupational courses. What they need are the

time and the resources with which to do it.

Policymakers at the district level and the national level must understand that in order

to combine college preparatory work and occupation..) ,:ourses, the schoo' must operate

under a longer than normal school dayat least eight periods and preferably nine are

needed to have these programs operate effic:ently and effectively.

The curriculums in most of these schools are organized around an industry (e.g.,

aircraft, agriculture, health, communicatkns, fashion, electronics, construction ides, and

finance), or a discrete set of subjects (e.g., mathematics, science, materials sciences, space

la,
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sciences, and environmental protection). The specialized high school is better able to af-

ford expensive equipment because it can reap the benefits of economies of scale in the use

of that equipment.

There are other arguments to support the concept of the specialized high school. It

is a characteristic of humans that different people like difierent things. When schools ap-

peal to the different interests of students ( .g.. some like aiiciaft maintenance and some like

fashion design), one may postulate that students will display a higher motivation to study

and learn. Likewise, specialized high schools appeal to the specialized interests of faculty,

and this should promote colleagiality amongst members of the faculty.

Recent research indicates that faculty colleagiality is a significant determinant of

school performance (Little, 1982, 1987). That same research suggests that faculty collea-

giality is fragile quality in conventional schools, but the bond of a common in.ercst

should render colleagiality a more stable quality in specialized schools, both amongst

faculty and students, and also between groups of faculty and groups of students.

Specialization in high schools allows greater opportunity to design a coherent, se-

quential, and comprehensive curriculum. Such a curriculum servt ., to reduce the "milling

around" type of course-taking behavior so typical of secondary students in their choices of

electives. A specialized high school is better able to attain a proper articulation between its

offerings and the curricular content in postsecondary programs and in programs of formal

on-the-job training.

Having a single focu, also helps the school gain the support of the industry that

*dentities with it. Most of these nine schools have an active advisory committee composed

of business and industry executives who support the programs and offer internships and

other work experiences to students. 'I he strength and power of these advisory committees

cannot be underestimated. These groups give advice on curriculum ma .ters, help teachers

and students see real connections between school and work, and become a rocntes for the

school.

Advisory groups are a primary source of linkage between theory and praci...e in

these exemplary schools. In the typical high school, academic and vocational courses are

isolated from each other with respect to curricular content. Teachers of academic courses

seldom provide examples of why the symbolic ideas and mathematical abstractio is they
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present to their students are important in the real world, with the result that students fail to

understand why they should lea- that the teachers demand they learn. Beyond this sim-

ple matter of motivation stands th, whole matter of learning styles (Gardner, 1983). There

are several ways that people can smart, and what works best in th 'tandard mode of

academic instruction, that is, what Howard Gardner of Harvard calls linguistic intelligence

and logical-mathematical intelligence, are probably strengths in a minority of the secondary

school population. This is not meant to suggest that students should :lot learn academic

contentto acquire, that is, linguistic and mathematical reasoning s1, 11s, possibly to a very

high levelbut that those skills are taught much more effectively in a contextual setting,

making constant application of theory to practice.

Even the best work of the academic teacher in integrating theory and practice cannot

serve the needs of students fully. The opportun!ties for teaching theory through practice

that exist in well-designed occupational courses far exceed those ordinarily to be found on

the academic side. The transferability of skills learned in school to life outside schools is

likely to be enhanced as theory and practice are linked (Resnick, 1987). With regard to

economic consequences (the implications ate much broader than economic, of course). the

o" ".ctive is to help future workers to be more adept , problem solving on the job and to

possess adaptive learning skills.

It is imperative that poli"ymakers at all levels become acquainted with the value of

school/industry partnerships and other mechanisms which aid the integration of theory and

practice.

The schools in this study do not have the image problem that many vocational high

schools have. All of them have either a long tradition of excellence or a growing legacy of

respectability, such that they are attractive to students at all levels of ability. They are not

"dumping grounds" for underachieving youngsters. They have student populations which

are heterogeneous with regard to presently measured ..:.1-hool achievement and the classes,

for the n;:-Jst part, contain students of many ability levels. School personnel have high ex-

pectatioLs for all of these students.

The schools try to emulate the American dream of equal opportunity. Segiegating

students by achievement serves to lower expectatio**s of students who attend school at the

low end of the scale. Another reason is that the exists nce of the exemplary schools of the

typ we are describing should do as little damage as possible to schools that are not yet
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exemplary. "Creaming" the best students for the exemplary schools robs other schools of

their student resources.

Tracking, ,chool segregadon, has the general effect of lowering the aspiration-

of students who are not doing well at the present time (Oakes, 1985). The exemplary

schools follow several different strategies, often in combination, to help make sure that the

lower achievement students make it through the college preparatory curriculum. These in-

clude following: peer tutoring; tutoring by faculty; tutoring by personnel from the re-

lated industry, keeping the school open afternoons and evenings, and conducting summer

sessions to allow stuck s who ate behind in their school work to catch up.

Most of the schools we studied are described as safe. Do parents select these

schools for their youngsters because they are safe or because their children are interested in

the occupat.onal specialty? Probably a little bit of both is in the minds of those who help

children select a high school. The safety factor is not trivial. A safe, orderly environment

is a prerequisite for learning. In schools where students are selected for admission based

on their interest in the specialty and where staff ire dedicated to providing an excellent edu-

cation for students of all ability levels, behavior problems are minimal. Teaching and

learning is serious business in t!.-:se schools and the people who enter the buildings each

day have respect for the process and respect for one another.

Another common characteristic of these schools is that the students feel special.

These feeling, stem from the fact that most of the schools have selection processes which

recognize the unique set of experiences and interests each stu,::-..nt brings to the school.

Acceptance into the school is a vote of confidence fc.r the individual. The students also ex-

perience increasing feelings of success as they proceed through the school. They have op-

portunities to demonstrate their ability academically and in hands-on activities which are

recognized locall, regionally, and, in rr,ny cases, nationally. As a result, a student's self-

esteem is enhanced.

With the dropout statistics as high as they are in major cities in this country, any

school which has developed successful holding power programs is doing something right

and should be supported. Successi.al schools such as these need more resources and more

control over decisions that affect classroom learning. Principals need to be able to inter-

view and selcr.:t their own teachers, hire part-rime teachers for their occupational classes,

and provide opportunities for staff development within industry for both academic and
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occupational teachers. Laboratories zici equipment must be continually updated. Teachers

and students should participate actively in the decision making processes in their schools.

Often the support for such structural change and for innovative schools and programs, as

described herein, is lacking at higher levels of administration. Funding initiatives should

support and encourage innovation.

The schools identified in this report and other schools that are moving in the direc-

tion of providing excellent career and college preparm_ry ejucation should receive adequate

funding to carry out their mission. It is ironic that schools are not doing a ,od job

arc the ones which receive more moneyreceiving extra funds for dropout prevention and

for raising 1-w test scores, for example. At the same time, the schools that are exemplary

struggl: to maintain their momentum. As they become more successful and student out-

comes improve, resources are taken away from them. It is our hope that the patte s of ex-

emplary career/college preparatory education presented in this paper will serve as models to

be replicated throughout the country. This will occur only if sufficient amounts of support

and funding are forthcoming.
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INThRVIEW GUIDE AND OUTLINE rOR
CASE STUDIES

I. Intr'iduction

A. Description of the school

type of school

number, ethnicity, gender of students, faculty, and staff

percent disadvantaged students; limited English proficient

percent disabled students

number students in Honors or Advanced Placement courses

B. Measures of success

improvement on achievement tests (up?-down?-why?)

attendance rate

dropout rate (how do they determine _. ?)

percent students going on to postsecondary education (breakdown by
type of college)

graduation rate

C. Reasons for the school's suc.:ess

1. Why do you think this school was chosen as exemplary? (Probe: Get a
sense of what exemplary means and what type of factors are causal.)

2. What makes this school/program popular with students? (Probe: See if
popularity with students can be separated from answer given in
Question #1.)

3. Wnat criteria are used for measuring success of the school/program?

4. How would you describe the climate of this school?

5. How do students at your school compare with other hi,- h school
students in the city?



II. Program Development

A. Background information

1. Hem did this program or school get started?
1

2. W1 ? were the key people?
;

3. Ho1,1:much planning went into it?

4. Who\vas involved in the planning?
'1,

5. CouldVxemplad elements of this program or school be replicated by
other K.hools? Why or why not? (Probe: What would be some of the
main oal;riers?)

\

B. Mission

\
1, How would you describe the mis, on of this school?

2. Is there a written mission statement or a philosophy or rationale for the
program?

3. Are ther, clear goals and objectives? (Probe: Who developed them?
How often are they revised? Who revises them?)

III. The Curriculum

A. Description

1. What courses must students take in order to graduate?

2. What offerings make this school unique?

3. What career/trade areas are offered? How much shop or hands-on
experience is required in each? Which ones are the most
popular/prestigious? (Probe: Find out trends. Have there been recent
changes in the offerings and/or mission of the school?

4. Does the school have a longer-than-typical school day?

5. Do some students attend for five years, or is a five year program under
discussion: (If the basic program is three years, then the question
would refer to a fourth year.)

6. Are student required to select a specialty area? If so, at what grade?
To what ei. _,:ee are the programs specialized?
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7. If the school is considered to be a vocational, occupational, or technical
school, does it have both a college prep and an occupational skills
program?

8. Does the school make a conscious effort to minimize tracking? If so,
with what results?

B. Integration of academic and vocational courses

I. Do academic and voc .ional teachers meet at a common time to plan
together? How Often?

2. How do teachers integrate academic skills within vocational classes?

3. How do teachers use vocational applications within academic classes?

4. Do academic and vocational teachers work together on projects? Give
examples.

5. Do students ask questions of their academic teachers that derive from
vocational instruction and vice versa?

6. What are the main barriers to integrating acz,c, ,ic and vocational
education?

7. Can you give some examples of curriculum integration?

8. Have efforts been made to introduce academic teacners to the specialty
area(s)?

9. Have efforts been made to help vocational teachers incorporate math,
science, and communication skills into their courses?

C. Outreach efforts

1. Are efforts made to seek articulation between secondary and
postsecondary programs (e.g., to reduce time to obtain an A.A.
degree)?

2 What effects are being made to provide articulation between secondary
programs the intellectual content of training in the wor' -place (On-
the-Job Training in its various forms)?

3. What sort of linkages does the school/staff have with business, trade
unions, and the community? How were these devetoned?

4. Does the school have an advisory committee(s)? Active or not active?



5. Does the schbl iielo students find summer internships or other work
experience? How?

6. How actively and in what ways are parents involved in the school?

D. Classroom pr a:.'tices

This is a description section based upon our classroom observatic .is in
academic and vocational classes.

IV. Students

A. Selections process

1. Is the school serving predominantly students who are academically
strong?

2. How are students recruited?

3. Wha criter'a are used for selecting students?

B. Support services

1. What special services/opportunities are available for advanced students?

2. What special services/opportunities are available for "at risk" students?

3. What special services /cpportunities are available for disabled students?

4. Does the school have a summer program? If not, where do your
students go? If so, what kind and who is served?

5. Does the school provide tutoring by college students? Per tutoring?

V . Faculty

A. Selection process

1. How do you find the teachers needed for this school/program?

2. Is it more difficult or less difficult to find good teachers now than in the
past?

is.



B. Staff development

1. What is the nature and frequency of inservice training for the teac:iers?
How is this provided?

2. Are teachers involved in curriculum development or revision? To what
extent?

3. Are teachers involved in innovation of tiny kind (e.g., curriculum,
scheduling, organization of the school, and outreach activities)?

4. What is the general attitude toward innovation at. your school?

5. Are business/industry internships, or other work experiences, offered to
teachers? When? By whom?

6. Are any special traits needed for teachers to succeed at this school?

7. Doec the school offer internships for new teachers?

8. Does the school provide inservice training for teachers in other sch,ols?

VI. Funding

1. How are funds from the Vocational Education Act awarded? Are you
aware of any priority areas for these funds?

2. Describe the process for applying for and receiving special funds or
grants. (Probe: Are these funds channelled through the central Board
of Education?)

3. In what areas are the needs of the school unmet? What
methods/strategies could be used to meet these needs? (Probe:
Estimates of costs and priorities for bringing about changes.)

4. Is the school well equipped? Do you need more or better equipment?

5. Is the supply of instructional materials, including but not restricted to
textbooks, said to be adequate? If not, what are the dPeiciencies?

6. Has the school teceived any gifts or contrib iuns? What were they?
Who were the donors',

VII. Issues

This is a lescriptive section based upon our interviews and classroom
observations.
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APPENDIX B

DELIVERY SYSTEM SPECIFIC-.TIONS USED
FOR THE ANALYSIS OF VOCATIONAL- .-'CHNICAL

AND REGULAR HIGH SCHOOL COSTS

These delivery systems were originally derived from the AEFPIRCM Prototype Database
. d where data was available were modified to reflect the standards of service observed in
me Chicago Public Schools and the New York City School System. These delivery
systems are not intended to reflect or match up exactly with the costs in either system, but
were designed to reflect the basic patterns of resource allocation observed in the sample
schools. The per pupil c2st data presented in Tables 2 and 12 in the text are based on the
data in this 'Appendix.
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DELIVERY SYSTEM SPECIFIC,TI0NS

*CLASS=INS'RUCTION SVS COOF=03.01.1.100 / DESCP'PTION=DEPT INS: GENERAL ART / PUPILS SERVED=29

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF % TIME DELIVERY PUPIL

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1201 CLASSROOM TEACHER FTE 0.2 $37,858.13 $7,572 $261 .09

4110 TEXTBOOKS: PAPERBACK OTY/PUP 2.0 $6.00 2 100 $201 $6.91

4210 INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS $ 600.0 $1.00 $600 $20.69

6000 F&F:HS-ART OTY 1.0 $3,635.61 1 20 $727 $25.07

SERVCDDE $9,099 $313.77

*C.ASS=INSTRUCTION SVS / COOE=03.02.1.100 / DESCRIPTION=DEPT INS: GENERAL ENGLISH

/ PUPILS SERVED=29

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

OBJECT OBJECT :i RESOURCE RESOURCE OF % TIME DELIVERY PUPIL

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILI?ED SYSTEM SERVED

1201 CLASSROOM TEACHER FTE 0.20 $37,858.13 $7,572 $261.09

4110 -XTBOOKS: PAPERBACK OTY/PUP 4.00 $6.00 2 100 5,401 $1-.83

4110 'OOKS: HARDCOVER OTY/PUP 1.00 $18.00 6 100 $120 $4.13

4210 SUPPLIES & MTRLS S/PUP 0.48 $1.00 S14 $0.48

6000 F&E:HSSUBJECTS W/0 LABS OTY 1.00 $332.59 1 20 $67 $2.29

SERVCOOE

*CLASS=INSTRUCTION SVS / COOE=03.03.1.120 / DESCRIPTION=DEPT INS: FOREIGN LANG: 2ND YR

/ PUPILS SERVED=29

$8,173 $281.83

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF % TIME DELIVERT PUPIL

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE OLANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1201 CLASSROOM TEACHER FTE 0.20 $37,858.13 $7,572 $261.09

4110 TEXTBOOKS: PAPERBACK OTY/PUP '.00 56.00 2 100 $100 $3.46

4110 TEXTBOOKS: HARDCOVER OTY/PUr 1.00 $18.00 6 '00 $120 $4.13

4210 INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS S/PUP 0.48 51.00 $14 $0.48

6000 F8E:HSSUBJECTS W/0 LABS OTY 1.00 5332.59 1 20 $67 i.2.29

SERVCOOE

u

$7,872 $271.45



*CLASS=INSTRUCTION SVS / COOE=03.04.1 430

/ PUPILS SERVED=29

OBJECT OBJECT

CODE DESCRIPTION

/ DESCRIPTION=DEPT INS: HIGH SCHOOL MATH

UNITS YRS

OF RESOURCE RESOURCE Of

MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE

:4 TIME

UTILIZED

COST PER

DELIVERY

SYSTEM

COST PER

PUPIL

SERVED

1201 CLASSROOM TEACHER FTE 0.20 $37,858.13 $7,572 $261.09

4110 TEXTBOOKS: HARDCOVER QTY /PUP 1.00 $18.00 6 100 $120 $4.13

4210 INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS S/PUP 0.48 S1.00 $14 $0.48

6000 F&E:HS-SUBJECTS W/0 LABS QTY 1.00 S332.59 1 20 S67 S2.29

SERVCODE $7,772 $268.00

*CLASS=INSTRUCTIOW SVS / CODE=03.07.1.100 / DESCRIPTION=DEPT INS: GENERAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION

/ PL7-!!: SERVED=46

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF I% TIME DELIVERY PUPIL

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1201

4210

6000

SERVCODE

CLASSROOM TEACHER

INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS

F&E:HSPHYSICAL EDUC

FTE

S/PUP

QTY

0.20

0.84

1.00

$37,858.13

$1.00

$3,858.91 1 20

$7,572

$39

$772

$8,382

$164.60

$0.84

$16.78

$182.22

*CLASS=INSTRUCTION SVS / CODE=03.07.1.910 / DESCRIPTIOW=DEPT INS: HEALTH / PUPILS SERVED=29

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

OBJECT. OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF X liME DELIVERY PUPIL

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1201 CLASSROOM TEACHER FTE 0.20 S37,858.13 S7,572 $261.09

4110 TEXTBOOKS: 4RDCOVER QTY /PUP 1.00 S18.00 6 100 $120 $4.1

4210 INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS S/PUP 1.08 S1.00 $31 S1.0

6000 F&E:HFSUBJECTS W/0 LABS QTY 1.00 $332.59 1 20 $67 S2.2

SERVCODE $7,789 $268.6



*CLASS=INSTRUCTION SVS / CODE=03.09.1.100 / OESCRIPTION=DEPT INS: SCIENCE, GENERAL

/ PUPILS SERVED=29

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

UBJECT OBJtCT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF X TIME DELIVERY PUPIL

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1201 CLASSROOM TEACHER FTE 0.20 537,858.13 $7,572 $261.09

4110 TEXTBOOKS: HARDCOVER OTY/PUP 1.00 $18.00 6 100 $120 $4.13

4-.J INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS S/PUP 1.08 51.00 $31 51.08

6000 F8E:HS-BIOLOGY OTY 1.00 $332.59 1 20 $67 $2.29

SERVCODE

*CLASS=INSTRUCTION SVS / CODE=03.09.1.460 / OESCRIPTION=OEPT INS: BIOLOGY / PUPILS SERVE0=29

$7,789 $268.60

UNITS YRS COST PEP COST PER

OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF X TIME DELIVERY PUPIL

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED Sy- SERVED

1201 CLASSROOM TEACAER FTE 0.24 537,858.13 $9,A6 $313.31

4110 TEXTBOOKS: HARDCOVER OTY/PUP 1.0U $18.00 6 100 $120 $4.13

4210 INSTR SUPPLIES 8 MTRLS S/PUP 2.88 51.00 $& $2.88

6000 &E:HSBIOLOGY OTY 1.00 510,285.01 1 20 $2,057 $70.93

SERVCODE

*CLASS=INSTRUCTION SVS / CODE=03.09.1.470 / OESCRIPTION=OPT INS: CHEMISTRY / PUPILS SERVE0=29

$11,346 $391.25

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

G...ECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF Z TIME DELIVERY PUPIL

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1201 CLASSROOF, ,..riCHER FTE 0.24 537,858.13 $9,086 $313.3'

4110 TEXTBOOKS: PAPERBACK OTY/PUP 1.00 56.00 2 100 $100 $3.46

4110 TEXTBOOKS: HARDCOVER OTY/PUP 1.00 518.00 6 100 $120 $4.13

4210 INSTR SUPPLIES 8 MTRLS $/PUP 7.44 $1.00 $216 $7.44

6000 F&E:HSCHEMIST:!v OTY 1.00 $7, 19.96 1 2U $1,424 $49.10

SERVCODE '.. 0,946 $377.44

1.92



*CLASS=INSTRUCTION SVS / CODE=03.10.1.100 / DESCRIPTION=DEPT iNS: SOCIAL SCIENCE, GENERAL

/ PUPILS SERVED=29

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF X TIME DELIVERY PUPIL

COOE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1201 CLASSROOM TEACHER FTE 0.20 $37,858.13 $7,572 $261.09

4110 TEXTBOOKS: PAPERBACK QTY/PUP 1.00 $6.00 2 100 $100 $3.46

4110 TEXTBOOKS: HARDCOVER QTY/PUP 1.00 $18.00 6 100 $120 $4.13

4210 INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS S/PUP 0.48 $1.00 ;14 SO.

6000 F&E:HS-SUBJECTS W/0 LABS QTY 1.00 $332.59 1 20 $67 S2.

SERVCODE

*CLASS=INSTRUCTION SVS / CODE=03.10.1.486 / DESCRIPTION=DEPT INS: HISTORY, U.S. / PUPILS SERVED=29

$7,872 $271.45

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF X TIME DELIVERY PUPIL

COOE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVE'

1201 CLASSROOM TEACHER FTE 0.20 $37,858.13 $7,572 $261.09

4110 TEXTBOOKS: HARDCOVER QTY/PUP 1.00 $18.00 6 100 $120 $4.1

4210 INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS S/PUP 0.48 S1.00 $14 $0.4

6000 F&E:HS-SUBJECTS W/0 LABS QTY 1.00 $332.59 1 20 $67 $2.29

SERVCOOE

*CLASS=IN1TRUCTION SVS / COOE=04.15.1.100 / DESCRIPrION=DEPT INS: IND. ARTS, GENERAL COURSES

/ PUPILS SERVED=29

$7,772 $268.0

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF X T:ME DELIVERY PUPIL

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1201 CLASSROOM TEACHER FTE 0.20 $37,858.13 $7,572 $261.09

4110 TEXTBOOKS: PAPERBACK QTY/PUP 1.00 $6.00 2 100 $100 $3.46

4110 TEXTBOOKS: HARDCOVER QTY/PUP 1.00 $18.00 6 100 $120 54.13

4210 INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS S/PUP 0.48 $1.00 $14 $0.48

6000 F&E:VE-SHOP W000 OTT 1.00 $'3,235.54 1 20 $2,647 $91.28

!ERVCODE $10,453 $360.44



*CLASS=INSTRUCTION S4G / COOE=04.15.1.440 / DESCRIPTION=DEPT INS: METAL I / PUPILS SERVED=24

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF % ' ME DELIVERY PUPIL

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1201 CLASSROOM TEACHER FTE 0.20 $37,858.13 $7,572 $315.48

4210 INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS S/PUP 7.56 $1.00 $181 57.56

6000 F&E:VE-SHOP METAL QTY 1.00 $11,565.14 1 20 $2,313 $96.38

SERVCOOE $10,066 $419.42

*CLASS=MSTRUCTION SVS / COOE=04.15.1.441 / DESCRIPTION=DEPT INS: SHEET METAL SHOP, 4 PER/DAY

/ PUPILS SERVED=24

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF % TIME DELIVERY PUPIL

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1201 CLASSROOM TEACHER FTE 0.60 $37,858.13 $22,715 $946.45

4210 INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS S/PUP 30.24 $1.00 $726 $30.24

6000 F&E:VESHOP METAL QTY 1.00 $11,565.14 1 50 $5,783 8240.94

SERVCOGE $29,223 $1,217.63

*CLASS=INSTRUCTION SVS / COOE=04.16.1.100 / DESCRIPTIOW=DEPT INS: BUSINESS, GENERAL COURSES

/ PUPILS SERVED=29

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF % TIME DELIVERY PUPIL

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1201 CLASSROOM TEACHER FTE 0.20 $37,858.13 $7,572 $261.09

4110 TEXTBOOKS: PAPERBACK QTY/PUP 1.00 $6.00 2 100 $100 $3.46

4110 TEXTBOOKS: HARDCOVER QTY/PUP 1.00 $18.00 6 100 $120 $4.13

4210 INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS S/PUP 0.48 $1.00 $14 $0.48

6000 F&E:VESHOP MOOD QTY 1.00 $13,235.54 1 20 $2,647 $91.28

GERVCODE $10,453 $360.44
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*CLASS=INSTRUCTION SVS / CODE=04.17.1.420 / DESCRIPTION=DEPT INS: AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY

/ PUPILS SERVED=24

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER
OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF % TIME DELIVERY PUPIL
CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST !IFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1201 CLASSROOM TEACHER FTE 0.20 $37,858.13 $7,572 $315.48
4210 INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS $/PUP 7.56 $1.00 $181 $7.56
6000 F&E:VE-AUTO MECHANICS QTY 1.00 $26,670.33 1 20 $5,334 $222.25

SERVCODE

*CLASS=INSTRUCTION SVS / COOE=04.17.1.421 DESCRIPTION=DEPT INS: AUTOMOTIVE TECH, 4 PER/DAY

/ PUPILS SEPVED=24

$13,087 5545.30

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER
OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF % TIME DELIVERY PUPIL
CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1201 CLASSROOM TEACHER FTE 0.60 $37,858.13 $22,715 $946.45
4210 INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS $/PUP 30.24 $1.00 $726 $30.24
6000 F &E:VE -AUTO MECHANICS QTY 1.00 $26,670.33 1 50 $13,335 $555.63

SERVCODE
$36,776 $1,532.33

*CLASS=INSTRUCTION SVS / COOE=04.17.1.422 / DESCRIPTION=DEP1 INS: AUTOMOTIVE BODY SHOP

/ PUPILS SERVED=24

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER
OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF X TIME DELIVERY PUPIL
CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1201 CLASSROOM TEACHER FTE 0.20 $37,858.13 $7,572 5315.48
4210 INSTR SUPPLIES & hTRLS $/PUP 7.56 $1.00 $181 $7.56
6000 F&E:VE-AUTO BODY SHOP QTY 1.00 $8,722.42 1 20 $1,744 $72.69

SERVCODE $9,498 5395.73

195



*CLASS=INSTRUCTION SVS / CODE=04.17.1.426 / DESCRIPTION=DEPT INS: AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR

/ PUPILS SERVED=24

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF % TIME DELIVERY PUPIL

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1201 CLASSROOM TEACHER FTE 0.20 $37,858.13 $7,572 $315.48

4210 INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS S/PUP 7.56 $1.00 $181 $7.56
6000 F&E:VE-AUTO SHOP QTY 1.00 $20,010.09 1 20 $4,002 $166.75

SERVCOOE $11,755 $489.80

*CLASS=INSTRUCT1ON SVS / CODE=04.17.1.427 / DESCRIPTION=DEPT INS: AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR, 4 PER/DAY

/ PUPILS SERVED=24

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF % TIME DELIVERY PUPIL

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1201 CLASSR0014 TEACHER FTE 0.60 $37,858.13 $22,715 $946.45

4210 INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS S/PUP 30.24 $1.00 $726 $30.24

6000 F&E:VE-AUTO SHOP QTY 1.00 $20,010.09 1 50 $10,005 $416.88

SERVCODE $33,446 $1,393.57

*CLASS=INSTRUCTION SVS i CODE=04.17.1.430 / DESCRIPTION=DEPT INS: ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY

/ PUPILS SERVED=24

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF % TIME DELIVERY PUPIL

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1201 CLASSROOM TEACHER FTE 0.20 $37,858.13 $7,572 $315.48

4210 INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS S /PUP 7.56 $1.00 $181 $7.56

6000 F&E:VE-ELECTRONICS QTY 1.00 54,474.72 1 20 $895 $37.29

SERVCODE $8,648 $360.33
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*CLASS=INSTRUCTION SVS / CODE=04.17.1.470 / DESCRIPTION=DEPT !NS: GRAPHIC ARTS / PUPILS SERVED=24

UNITS YRS

OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF 7: TIME

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED

COST PER

DELIVER?

SYSTEM

COST PER

PUPIL

SER,ID

1201 CLASSROOM TEACHER FTE 0.20 $37,858.13 $7,572 $315.48
4210 INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS S/PUP 7.56 $1.00 $181 $7.56
6000 F&E:VE-GRAPHIC ARTS QTY 1.00 $14,135.24 1 20 $2,827 $117.79

SERVCOOE $10,580 $440.84

*CLASS=INSTRUCTION SVS / CODE=04.18.1.435 i DESCRIPTION=DEPT INS: CONSTRUCTION / PUPILS SERVED=24

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER
OBJECT OBJEC' OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF 7: TIME DELIVERY PUPIL
CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1201 CLASSROOM TEACHER FTE 0.20 $37,858.13 $7,572 $315.48
4210 INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS S/PUP 7.56 $1.00 $181 $7.56
6000 F&E:VE-CONSTRUCTION QTY 1.00 $2,658.34 1 20 $532 $22.15

SERVCOOE $8,285 $345.20

*CLASS=INSTRUCTION SVS / CODE=04.18.1.445 / DESCRIPTION=DEPT INS: DRAFTING / PUPILS SERVED=24

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER
OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF % TIME DELIVERY PUPIL
CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1201 CLASSROOM TEACHER FTE 0.20 $37,858.13 $7,572 $315.48
4210 INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS $/PUP 3.36 $1.00 $81 $3.36
6000 F&E:VE-DRAFTING QTY 1.00 $4,464.99 1 20 $893 $37.21

SERVCOOE $8,545 $356.05

*CLASS=INSTRUCTION SVS COOE=04.18.1.450 / DESCRIPTION=DEPT INS: ELECTRICITY / PUPILS SERVED=24

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER
OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF % TIME DELIVERY PUPIL
CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1201

4210

6000

SERVCOOE

CLASSROOM TEACHER

INSTR SUPPLIES & MTRLS

F&E:VE-ELECTRICITY

FTE

S/PUP

QTY

0.20

7.56

1.00

$37,858.13

$1.00

54,948.65 1 20

$7,572

$181

$990

$8,743

$315.48

$7.56

$41.24

$364.28
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*CLASS=SITE ADM & SUP SVS / COOE=22.52.2.003 / DESCRIPTION=COUNSELING & GUIDANCE: HIGH SCH

/ PUPILS SERVED=3,191

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF % TIME DELIVERY PUPIL

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1401 SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST FTE 2.5 $37,858.13 $94,645 $29.66

1410 SOCIAL WORKER FTE 2.5 $37,858.13 $94,645 $29.66

1420 GUIDANCE COUNSELOR FTE 5.0 $37,858.13 $189,291 $59.32

5000 PURCHASED SERVICES S 10000.0 $1.00 $10,000 $3.13

6000 F&E: STD CONFIG-OTH PROF QTY 1.0 586.71 1 100 $87 $0.03

SERVCOOE

*CLASS=SITE ADM & SUP SVS / COOE=22.53.2.003 / DESCRIPTION=MEDICAL SERVICES: HIGH SCLIOOL

/ PUPILS SERVED=3,191

$388,668 $121.80

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF X TIME DELIVERY PUPIL

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

1511 SCHOOL NURSE FTE 1.5 $37,858.13 $56,787 $17.80

5000 PURCHASED SERVICES $ 13000,0 $1.00 $13,000 $4.07

6000 F&E:IIS-HEALT'; SERVICES QTY 1.0 $923.92 1 100 $924 $0.29

SERVCOOE $70,711 $22.16

*CLASS=SITE ADM & SUP SVS I COOE=31.73.2.003 / DESCRIPTION=MAINTENANCE SERVICES: HIGH SCH

/ PUPILS SERVED=3,191

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF X TIME DELIVERY PUPIL

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

2400 SKILLED MAINT & CRAFTS FTE 2.0 $44,654.40 $89,309 $27.99

4900 MISC SU°PLIES & MTRLS 35846.3 $1.00 $35,846 $11.23

SERVCOOE $125,155 $39.22



*CLASS=SITE ADM & SUP SVS/ CODE=03.20.2.001 / DESCRIPTION=HIGH SCH: GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

/ PUPILS SERVED=3,191

UNITS YRS

OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF % TIME

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED

COST PER

DELIVERY

SYSTEM

COST PER

PUPIL

SERVED

1103 HIGH SCH PRINCIPAL FTE 1.00 $68,887.50 $68,888 $21.59
1113 HIGH SCH ASST PRINCIPAL FTE 3.20 $43,932.30 $140,c13 $44.06
1180 ASST PRIN, INSTRUC SUPV FTE n.00 $37,858.13 $340,723 $106.78
1801 SUBJECT MATTER SPECLST FTE 2.00 $37,858.13 $75,716 $23.73
2001 CLSFD DIR/ADMIN/MGR FTE 1.00 $37,858.13 $37,858 $11.86
2100 PARAPROF & AIDES FTE 3.75 $14,674.80 $55,031 $17.25
2200 OFFICE WORKERS FTE 11.00 $23,009.70 $253,107 $79.32
4900 MISC SUPPLIES & MTRLS S/PUP 1.47 $1.00 $4,691 $1.47
6110 F&E:HS-ADMINISTRATION QTY 1.00 $1,955.38 1 100 $1,955 $0.61
60J0 F&E:HS-CAREER CENTER QTY 1.00 5450.29 1 100 5450 $0.14
6000 F&E:HS-STUDENT BODY OFF QTY 1.00 $371.03 1 100 $371 $0.12
6000 F&E:HS-AUDIO VISUAL EQUIP QTY 1.00 543,638.28 1 100 $43,638 $13.68
6000 F&E:HS-STAGE/AUDITORIUM CITY 1.00 $9,433.71 1 100 $9,434 $2.96

SERVCODE $1,032,445 $323.55

*CLASS=SITE ADM & SUP SVS / CODE=21.42.2.003 /

/ PUPILS SERVED=3,191

UNITS

OBJECT OBJECT OF

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE

1301 LIBRARIAN FTE

4120 LIBRARY BOOKS S/PUP

6000 F&E:HS-LIBRARY QTY

SERVCODE

DESCRIPTION=LIBRARY SVS: HIGH SCH

YRS

RESOURCE RESOURCE OF

QUANTITY COST LIFE

3 $37,858.13

5 $1.00

1 $16,455.04 1

% TIME

UTILIZED

100

COS1 PER

DELIVERY

SYSTEM

$113,574

$15,955

$16,455

$145,984

COST PER

PUPIL

SERVED

$35.59

$5.00

$5.16

$45.75



*CLASS=SITE ADM & SUP SVS / CODE=31.74.2.003 / DESCRIPTION=CUSTODIAL SVS: HIGH SCH

/ PUPILS SERVED=3,191

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF % TIME DELIVERY PUPIL

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LI`E UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

2300 CUSTODIAN FTE 13.0 $22,037.20

4900 MISC SUPPLIES & MTRLS $ 7921.2 $1.00

6000 F&E:HS-MAINT & OPERATIONS QTY 1.0 $153.33 1 100

SERVCOOE

*CLASS=SITE ADM & SUP SVS / CODE=31.74.2.103 / DESCRIPTION=UTILITY SVS: HIGH SCH

/ PUPILS SERVED=3,191

OBJECT

CODE

4810

5600

SERVCOOE

$286,484 $89.78

$7,921 $2.48

$153 $0.05

$294,558 $92.31

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF X TIME DELIVERY PUPIL

DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE PTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

ENERGY SUPPLIES & MTRLS S 100000 $1.00

$ 90000 $1.00UTILITY SERVICES

*CLASS=SITE ADM & SUP SVS / CODE=31.75.2.003 / DESCRIPTION=SECURITY SERVICES: HIGH SCH

/ PUPILS SERVED=3,191

$100,000 $31.34

$90,000 $28.20

$190,000 $59.54

UNITS YRS COST PER COST PER

OBJECT OBJECT OF RESOURCE RESOURCE OF % TIME DELIVERY PUPIL

CODE DESCRIPTION MEASURE QUANTITY COST LIFE UTILIZED SYSTEM SERVED

2500 SECURITY PERSONNEL FTE 7 $19,317.60 $135,223 $42.38


